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The fundamental question of developmental biology is how a single cell can 

generate a multicellular organism with a diverse set of cell types with specialized 

functions. A classic example of this paradigm is how the mesodermal germ layer of 

metazoan species can give rise to a range of cell types, including cells that form 

muscle, bone, blood, kidneys and the heart in vertebrate organisms. In my dissertation, 

I have used the C. elegans postembryonic mesoderm as a model to study the 

mechanisms of how various cell fates can be specified from the mesoderm. 

 The C. elegans postembryonic mesoderm, or the M lineage, gives rise to a 

small, but diverse, set of cell types that include striated body wall muscles (BWMs), 

non-muscle cells of a scavanger-like function known as coelomocytes (CCs), and sex 

myoblasts (SMs), which further divide and generate the non-striated sex muscles used 

for egg-laying. My project began with the characterization of the gene fozi-1, which 

was identified in a screen for M lineage mutant phenotypes. fozi-1 encodes a unique 

transcription factor that functions autonomously in the M lineage for the proper 

specification of BWMs and CCs. Moreover, fozi-1 functions redundantly with the 

MyoD homolog hlh-1 and the Hox gene mab-5 to specify the myogenic BWM fate. 

 In an RNAi screen to search for additional factors required for M lineage 

development, I identified 37 transcription factors that are required for proper M 

lineage development. I have focused my studies on one of these genes, ceh-34, which 



 

 

encodes a homeodomain protein that is conserved among metazoans. I found that 

CEH-34 and its cofactor EYA-1 are individually required for the CC fate and together 

can induce the specification of CC fates from cells that will normally become BWMs. 

I present evidence for the regulation of ceh-34 and eya-1 by the transcription factors 

fozi-1, hlh-1 and mab-5, along with well-conserved signaling mechanisms that 

regulate dorsal-ventral (TGFβ and Notch) and anterior-posterior (Wnt) asymmetry 

within the M lineage to specify non-muscle fates. Many of the components 

functioning in the M lineage are conserved in metazoans, and similar paradigms have 

also been found in Drosophila mesodermal fate specification, suggesting that the 

mechanism for distinguishing non-myogenic and myogenic fates in the mesoderm is 

conserved in other animals.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

TRACKING THE CONSERVED AND DIVERGENT MECHANISMS OF 

MESODERM SPECIFICATION AND DIVERSIFICATION DURING 

METAZOAN DEVELOPMENT 

 

Introduction 

 

An interesting question in developmental biology is how a pool of multipotent 

progenitor cells can generate a diverse number of organs consisting of multiple 

specialized cell types. The process of organ formation relies on a number of cell-cell 

interactions and asymmetric distribution of cytoplasmic determinants that lead to the 

gradual specification of these progenitor cells. During metazoan development, these 

events have been observed in the specification of the three germ layers, the ectoderm, 

mesoderm and endoderm, and throughout the diversification of these germ layers. In 

vertebrates, ectoderm forms the epidermis, neural crest cells and the neural tube, while 

the endoderm forms the digestive tube, pharynx and respiratory tube. Meanwhile, the 

mesoderm contributes to a large variety of the internal organs and cell types, including 

the heart, kidneys, bone, cartilage, tendons, skeletal muscle, bone and blood. A 

number of model organisms have been used to study the mechanisms by which these 

cell fates are specified within the mesodermal germ layer, and in this dissertation, I 

describe my use of C. elegans as a model to study these mechanims. In this chapter, I 

will discuss in detail the advances made in Drosophila and vertebrates towards 

understanding the mechanisms of how the mesoderm is specified and how it is 

regulated to give rise to its diverse cell population. I will then highlight what is known 

about mesoderm development in C. elegans and discuss its conserved and divergent 
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mechanisms of cell fate specification and patterning compared to Drosophila and 

vertebrates.  

 

Drosophila mesoderm 

 The establishment of the mesoderm layer in Drosophila has been well-studied. 

The mesoderm germ layer forms on the ventral side of the developing embryo. The 

graded morphogen DORSAL (DL) is broadly expressed in the precellular Drosophila 

embryo with peak nuclear levels in the ventral region (Roth et al., 1989; Rushlow et 

al., 1989; Steward, 1989). This gradient is responsible for the formation of three 

embryonic layers: mesoderm, neuroectoderm and dorsal ectoderm. A key target of 

DORSAL in establishing the mesoderm layer is the bHLH transcription factor 

TWIST, or TWI (Jiang et al., 1991; Thisse et al., 1991). TWI, together with DL, leads 

to the activation of another key factor SNAIL (SNA), a zinc finger protein (Ip et al., 

1992). SNA is a transcriptional repressor that is required for the repression of 

neuroectoderm and ectoderm regulatory genes in ventral regions, thereby establishing 

a boundary between the ventral mesoderm and the lateral neuroectoderm (Leptin, 

1991). Gastrulation initiates at the ventral side via cell invagination. sna is sufficient to 

initiate the invagination at the ventral furrow, while twi is further required to activate 

mesoderm-specific genes in the invaginating cells (Ip et al., 1994). These invaginating 

cells then require the function of the FGF receptor HEARTLESS (HTL) to migrate 

and spread over the ectoderm, a critical step in patterning of the dorsal mesoderm 

(Beiman et al., 1996; Gisselbrecht et al., 1996; Shishido et al., 1997). twi is required in 

this process to activate the expression of htl (Shishido et al., 1997). 

 The differentiation of the newly formed mesoderm layer occurs in a multi-step 

process of gradual specification of clusters of cells prior to differentiation into the 

multiple cell types. A number of signaling pathways help pattern the mesoderm along 
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the dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior axes, while various transcription factors also 

contribute to pattern various segments of the mesoderm. A key event in this patterning 

process is the dynamic regulation of twi, and its restriction from or enrichment in 

specific mesodermal cell types (Dunin-Borkowski and Brown, 1995; Riechmann et al., 

1997; Tapanes-Castillo and Baylies, 2004). Another target of TWI in the early 

mesoderm is the NK homeobox gene tinman (tin) (Yin et al., 1997). Later, both tin 

and twi expression patterns are tightly regulated to control pattern asymmetry in the 

developing mesoderm.  

During germ band extension of the Drosophila embryo, the level of twi is 

reduced in anterior regions of parasegments and enriched in posterior regions of 

parasegments along the anterior-posterior axis (Thisse et al., 1991; Dunin-Borkowski 

and Brown, 1995). This regulation of twi expression influences the formation of the 

various somatic, visceral and cardiac mesoderm and other minor cell types. In this 

section, I describe some of the inductive events and transcriptional networks that are 

required for proper specification of these different layers.  

 

Visceral mesoderm 

 The visceral mesoderm layer is derived from the dorsal-most cells of the 

mesoderm and primarily consists of the musculature of the digestive tract. This 

musculature is composed of two types, an inner layer of circular muscles and an outer 

layer of longitudinal muscles (Goldstein and Burdette, 1971). A key factor that is 

required for the specification of visceral muscles is bagpipe (bap), which encodes an 

NK homeodomain transcription factor (Azpiazu and Frasch, 1993). Mutations in bap 

lead to a severe disruption in visceral mesoderm formation and a transformation of 

some cells into body wall musculature (Azpiazu and Frasch, 1993). Two factors are 

important for the expression of bap in the dorsal mesoderm, decapentaplegic (dpp) 
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and tin. DPP belongs to the BMP/TGFβ superfamily of proteins and transduces the 

signal via Smads to affect transcription. While dpp is required for the specification of 

dorsal mesoderm progenitors, it is not sufficient on its own to induce these progenitors 

(Staehling-Hampton et al., 1994; Frasch, 1995). Instead, dpp acts in concert with 

mesoderm competence factors that are required to potentiate the activity of dpp. A key 

intrinsic factor of the dorsal mesoderm is tin, which together with DPP inputs can lead 

to the expression of dorsal mesoderm regulatory genes (Yin et al., 1997; Lee and 

Frasch, 2005). tin expression is maintained in the dorsal mesoderm by DPP-activated 

Smads and mesoderm intrinsic levels of TIN proteins, and is required for many dorsal 

mesoderm fates as described below (Bodmer, 1993; Lee and Frasch, 2005). Both Dpp-

activated Smads and TIN can bind directly to the bap promoter to positively regulate 

its transcription in the dorsal mesoderm (Lee and Frasch, 2005). The transcriptional 

effects of TIN and DPP in the dorsal mesoderm are further modulated along the 

anterior-posterior axis by WINGLESS (WG) signaling. As reviewed in (Lawrence and 

Sampedro, 1993), the anterior-posterior axis of the Drosophila embryo is organized in 

parasegments. WG exerts regulatory roles in the mesoderm in anterior-posterior 

segments along the length of the embryo. In the anterior compartments of 

parasegments, WG signals from the segmented ectoderm abolish the repressive 

activity of the dTCF/Lef-1 protein PANGOLIN (Lee and Frasch, 2000). PANGOLIN 

directly binds to the enhancers of the forkhead domain encoding genes sloppy-paired, 

slp1 and slp2, to activate their expression (Lee and Frasch, 2000). These forkhead 

domain proteins directly bind to the bap promoter to restrict bap expression in 

posterior segments of the dorsal mesoderm (Lee and Frasch, 2005). Hence, the 

combined action of DPP, WG and TIN leads to the segmented expression pattern of 

bap in the dorsal mesoderm in only posterior parasegments (Lee and Frasch, 2005). 

These general patterning events are depicted in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1. Summary of patterning events in the Drosophila embryonic 

mesoderm. DPP and WG pattern each parasegment along the dorsal-ventral and 

anterior-posterior axis, respectively. TIN and SIX-4/EYA are expessed in a mutually 

opposite manner, with TIN expressed in the dorsal domain (pink) and SIX-4/EYA in 

the ventral domain (blue). These patterning events and mesoderm-intrinsic factors lead 

to the expression of cell-type determining factors and to the indicated cell fates.
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One of the major targets of BAP in the visceral mesoderm is the FoxF forkhead 

transcription factor encoding gene, biniou (bin). bin expression relies on direct 

regulation by BAP and DPP-activated Smads and its activity is required for most of 

the functions of BAP (Zaffran et al., 2001). bin mutants display similar phenotypes to 

bap mutants, while forced expression of bin in a bap mutant can rescue many of the 

visceral mesoderm defects of bap. Interestingly, bin is also required to positively 

regulate and perhaps maintain bap expression in the visceral mesoderm (Zaffran et al., 

2001). Additionally, bin and bap play a key role in activating differentiation genes of 

the visceral mesoderm such as β-3tubulin (Zaffran and Frasch, 2002). Recently, a 

temporal ChIP-on-chip experiment has revealed that BIN, unlike BAP, may have a 

regulatory role through all stages of visceral muscle development (Jakobsen et al., 

2007). In this study, 146 direct target genes were found to have at least one BIN-

bound enhancer element (Jakobsen et al., 2007). Further characterization of these 

targets may help elucidate the differentiation of the visceral mesoderm. 

 

Cardiac mesoderm  

The cardiac mesoderm gives rise to the Drosophila heart, or dorsal vessel. The 

Drosophila heart is comprised of a number of cell types. These include 

cardiomyocytes, or cardioblasts, which are arranged in two rows and surround the 

lumen of the heart. These cardioblasts are surrounded by various types of pericardial 

cells. Finally, segmentally arranged alary muscles anchor the dorsal vessel to the 

epidermis (Tao and Schulz, 2007).  

Like the visceral mesoderm, the early specification of the cardiac mesoderm 

has been well studied. The cardiac mesoderm arises from cells of the posterior 

parasegments of the dorsal mesoderm. As described above, the posterior parasegments 

are subjected to WG signals that activate Pangolin. This in turn leads to the expression 
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of slp1 and slp2, which repress the expression of bap (Lee and Frasch, 2000). The 

intersection of WG and DPP signaling domains, along with TIN and TWI expression 

in the dorsal anterior, defines the origin of cardiac and somatic mesoderm, and is 

necessary for the development of both (Carmena et al., 1998a). The further 

specification of cell-types within this broad competence domain created by the 

combined actions of WG, DPP, TIN and TWI is dependent on other signaling cues 

and mesoderm intrinsic factors. Within the region of high TWI expression in the 

anterior compartments of parasegments, further subdivision is observed and marked 

by the sequential expression of the proneural gene lethal of scute (l’sc) in 19 clusters 

of cells in each high twi expression domain (Carmena et al., 1995). Within these 19 

clusters, most often one and sometimes two cells (P1-19) retain high expression of l’sc 

as well as putative identity genes (Carmena et al., 1995).  

One of the well studied genes involved in cardiac specification is the 

homeobox gene even skipped (eve). eve null mutants lack visceral and cardiac 

mesoderm altogether, suggesting an early role for this gene (Azpiazu et al., 1996). 

Temperature sensitive mutants of eve reveal a later role in the cardiac mesoderm, and 

the development of pericardial cell fates (Su et al., 1999). Specifically, eve is 

expressed in the P2 muscle progenitor cell, which undergoes an asymmetric division 

to give rise to a founder of Eve+ pericardial cell and a sibling that loses expression of 

eve. This founder of Eve+  pericardial cell divides to form two eve pericardial cells, or 

EPCs (Carmena et al., 1998b; Carmena et al., 2002). Meanwhile the sibling becomes 

the progenitor of the somatic muscle dorsal oblique muscle 2, DO2 (Carmena et al., 

2002). The asymmetric cell division is dependent on the activity of the cortically 

localized proteins NUMB and INSCUTEABLE during division (Carmena et al., 

1998b). During cell division, these proteins are located at opposite poles, leading to 

the asymmetric inheritance of NUMB to the daughter cell (Carmena et al., 1998b). 
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This asymmetric segregation of NUMB into one of the daughter cells results in the 

antagonism of NOTCH signaling in the cell receiving NUMB and formation of the 

EPC founder (Carmena et al., 1998b). Therefore NUMB is the major factor involved 

in specifying the lineage of eve-expressing progenitor cells.  

So what are the factors that control the expression of eve in the specific cardiac 

and somatic muscle progenitors? It appears there are quite a few factors involved in 

controlling the expression of eve. eve is expressed within a subset of the WG, DPP, 

TWI and TIN-expressing domains of the mesoderm. In fact, the WG-activated 

PANGOLIN, DPP-activated Smads, TIN and TWI directly bind to the enhancer of the 

homeobox gene eve and positively regulate its expression in the posterior 

parasegments (Knirr and Frasch, 2001). Within the intersecting domains of DPP and 

WG signaling, the transcription of eve requires the integration of one more signal, via 

Ras/MAPK activation. Two receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), HTL and the 

Drosophila epidermal growth factor (DER), generate the Ras/MAPK inductive signal 

and ultimately activate the Ets domain transcription factor PointedP2 (PNT), which 

can bind the eve promoter and function synergistically with TIN, TWI, DPP-activated 

Smads and PANGOLIN to achieve eve expression (Halfon et al., 2000; Knirr and 

Frasch, 2001). In addition to TIN and TWI, the zinc finger and homeobox-containing 

gene zfh-1, is expressed in the forming heart and required for formation of EPCs. zfh-1 

is required to maintain eve expression in forming EPCs and ZFH-1 has been shown to 

bind the eve promoter in vitro, suggesting ZFH-1 acts as yet another direct regulator of 

eve (Fortini et al., 1991; Su et al., 1999). 

 In addition to its role in specification of the dorsal mesoderm, including the 

cardiac mesoderm, tinman plays a role in multiple stages of cardiac development. 

After the early expression of tinman to specify cardioblasts, it is required for the 

diversification of developing cardioblasts (Zaffran et al., 2006). At least three pairs of 
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diverse cardioblast cell identities are found, based on the expression of (1) tin, (2) tin 

and ladybird or (3) sevenup (svp) and dorsocross (doc) within each segment of the 

dorsal vessel (Lo and Frasch, 2003). tin is negatively regulated by the COUP-TF 

transcription factor seven-up in the pair of cells expressing the Dorsocross T-box gene 

family (Lo and Frasch, 2001). Conversely, TIN is required to repress the expression of 

doc in the other cardioblast progenitors, leading to a mutual repression of tin and doc 

to achieve cardioblast specificity (Zaffran et al., 2006). These relationships in which 

cells express or do not express tin likely affect functional properties of the 

carbioblasts, as the presence or absence of tin is thought to affect physiological 

properties (Zaffran et al., 2006). Also consistent with a role of tin throughout the life 

of the developing heart, when later stage developing hearts lack tin expression, there is 

abnormal ultrastructure, remodeling and function of the larval and adult hearts 

(Zaffran et al., 2006). 

Another transcription factor that is crucial to heart development in Drosophila 

is the bHLH transcription factor HAND. HAND plays an essential role in Drosophila 

heart development as mutations in hand result in a number of cardiac defects in 

embryos and during larval growth (Han et al., 2006). hand is expressed broadly in the 

dorsal mesoderm within the circular gut muscles and in all cell types of the developing 

heart (Kolsch and Paululat, 2002). Though hand is expressed within the visceral 

mesoderm, it does not appear to affect differentiation of visceral muscle fates 

(Popichenko et al., 2007). Much like the case for the regulation of eve expression, a 

number of factors coordinate to regulate the expression of hand in the dorsal 

mesoderm. In cardioblasts and pericardial nephrocytes, TIN and the GATA factor 

PANNIER directly regulate the expression of hand (Han and Olson, 2005). 

Meanwhile, hand expression in the visceral mesoderm is directly regulated by the 

visceral mesoderm-specific gene biniou (Popichenko et al., 2007). Recently, it has 
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been shown that the expression of hand specifically in svp/doc cardioblasts and 

pericardial cells is further regulated by the LIM homeodomain transcription factor 

TAILUP (Tao et al., 2007).  

 As seen above with specific examples of how the cardiac mesoderm is 

patterned and individual cell fates specified, a common theme that has emerged is the 

use of a combination of a number of signaling pathways, cell competence factors and 

asymmetric lineage decisions at multiple temporal and spatial manners that lead to 

specification of individual cell types with unique identities to form a functional heart. 

  

Somatic mesoderm 

 The somatic mesoderm generates the somatic or skeletal musculature of 

Drosophila, which consists of single mononucleate fibers that attach to the cuticular 

exoskeleton of the Drosophila larva (Frasch, 1999). These muscles are arranged in 

pattern of about 30 fibers per hemisegment, with each fiber defined by its size, 

position, attachment sites and innervation (Bate, 1990). These muscle fibers are 

generated by the fusion of two types of cells, founder cells (FCs) and fusion-

competent myoblasts (FCMs). The FCs contain all the information required to 

properly specify the identity of muscle fibers, whereas the FCMs appear to belong to a 

more generic type of myoblasts whose function is to fuse to specified FCs. This is 

apparent by mutations in the gene myoblast city, in which fusion of myoblasts into 

multinucleate muscles is virtually abolished, yet a subset of cells (FCs) develop 

specific muscle-like characteristics (Rushton et al., 1995). In this section I will 

describe the specification of the somatic mesoderm and the mechanisms of how 

individual founder cells are singled out from the somatic mesoderm.  

 The somatic mesoderm arises from the areas of the mesoderm that have high 

WG and SLP activity. In the absence of either, somatic muscle formation is almost 
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completely missing. As described above, the cardiac mesoderm arises from these same 

regions of WG activity that also receive inputs from DPP signaling. These regions can 

also give rise to dorsal somatic mesoderm, while the regions of WG activity lacking 

DPP comprise the ventral somatic mesoderm. One of the major targets of WG activity 

in specification of the somatic mesoderm is the bHLH TWI. As described above, twi 

expression is first detected in all cells of the presumptive mesoderm before it is 

segmentally restricted. twi expression is segmented in response to slp at high levels in 

the regions of high WG activity (Riechmann et al., 1997). Meanwhile, twi expression 

is inhibited directly and indirectly by activation of the Notch signaling pathway 

(Tapanes-Castillo and Baylies, 2004). twi is required for the formation of most body 

wall muscles, consistent with a role in the somatic mesoderm. The spatial regulation of 

twi expression in the anterior domains of parasegments is thought to make cells in the 

somatic mesoderm competent to generate somatic muscles.  

 Within these competence domains, cells are singled out by the same process 

described for EPCs in the cardiac mesoderm. Specifically, groups of cells within the 

high TWI domain are specified by WG signaling into groups of equivalent myoblasts 

which express the bHLH gene lethal of scute, or l’sc (Carmena et al., 1995; Brennan et 

al., 1999). Within these 19 clusters of cells that express l’sc, individual progenitors are 

singled out by the influences of Ras activity and Notch signaling (Figure 1.2). Briefly, 

the EGF signal SPITZ or FGF signals PYR and THS (Schweitzer et al., 1995b; 

Stathopoulos et al., 2004) lead to the localized activation of FGF (Heartless) and EGF 

(Drosophila EGF receptor, DER) pathways within the equivalence groups (Michelson 

et al., 1998). The downstream Ras effector leads to MAP kinase (MAPK) activation 

within these cells (Carmena et al., 1998a). This leads to the expression of ARGOS 
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Figure 1.2. A model for the specification of muscle progenitor cells. A combination 

of WG and/or DPP signals pattern the regions of the parasegments to be competent to 

generate muscle progenitors. Localized EGF or FGF signals activate the MAPK/Ras 

pathway and specify promuscular clusters which express l’sc. Within these clusters, 

lateral inhibition occurs in which the muscle progenitor is singled out and Notch 

signaling inhibits neighboring cells from becoming muscle progenitors. Ras signals 

also activates the expression of muscle identity genes, such as EVE in this example, 

lending to the specific identity of the muscle progenitor. This figure is adapted from 

the work published by Carmena et al. (Carmena et al., 1998a).
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(AOS), the DER antagonist and DELTA (DL), the ligand for Notch signaling 

(Schweitzer et al., 1995a; Carmena et al., 2002). These two proteins  

are involved in lateral inhibition, in which they non-autonomously inhibit Ras 

signaling and elevate Notch activity to maintain non-progenitor identity (Carmena et 

al., 2002). Notch activity in turn inhibits Ras activity and further activates Notch 

activity. What initiates this imbalance where Ras signaling is high in the presumptive 

progenitor and Notch activity is high in nonprogenitor cells is not yet known.  

The presence of l’sc in all the promusclular equivalence groups suggests a role 

in the selection of muscle progenitors. However, loss of l’sc results in a weak muscle 

phenotype, suggesting that l’sc is not essential for this process or that other genes may 

function redundantly with l’sc in progenitor selection (Carmena et al., 1995). Indeed, 

the gene Pox meso (Poxm) was recently shown to be partially redundant with l’sc 

within the somatic mesoderm, but still does not completely abolish muscle progenitors 

(Duan et al., 2007). An alternative hypothesis to the role of l’sc as a promuscular gene 

is that TWI and its bHLH binding partner daughterless function as the promuscular 

factors that regulate the competence domain and muscle identity genes to specify 

muscle progenitors (Duan et al., 2007). Recently, a number of direct targets of TWI 

were identified via ChIP-on-chip technology (Sandmann et al., 2007). Further analysis 

of TWI targets identified in this study may aid in the elucidation of this conundrum.  

Within the progenitor cells, MAPK activates the expression of muscle identity 

genes, such as eve in the P2 cell described above, via its effector PNT (Halfon et al., 

2000). Each progenitor then divides asymmetrically to form sibling founder cells that 

express various muscle identity genes. For example, the ventral acute muscles 26 and 

27 develop from a common progenitor called p26/27 that expresses Krüppel and 

slouch. Asymmetric division of this cell marked by the asymmetric distribution of 

NUMB to muscle 27 leads to inhibition of Notch while Notch remains active in 
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muscle 26. When Notch is active in the founder of muscle 26, Krüppel and slouch 

expression is inhibited, while they are still expressed in muscle 27 (Baker and 

Schubiger, 1996; Knirr et al., 1999). In embryos lacking Krüppel activity, muscle 27 is 

often transformed to muscle 26 (Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997). Overexpression of Krüppel 

is sufficient to transform the fate of muscle 26 to muscle 27. These experiments 

demonstrate the importance of asymmetric division of progenitors and of muscle 

identity genes such as Krüppel in specification of individual muscle fibers. A number 

of muscle identity genes have been identified, including Krüppel, slouch, apterous, 

ladybird, muscle segment homeobox, collier, the MyoD homolog nautilus and pox 

meso (Bourgouin et al., 1992; Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997; Jagla et al., 1998; Nose et al., 

1998; Crozatier and Vincent, 1999; Knirr et al., 1999; Balagopalan et al., 2001; Duan 

et al., 2007). These genes all encode transcription factors and are expressed in distinct 

muscle progenitors and founders and often in an overlapping manner, suggesting 

individual muscles are specified by defined combinations of these genes (Frasch, 

1999).  

Once these FCs are specified by the muscle identity genes, differentiation of 

the muscles, attachment to proper epidermal location and specific innervation must 

take place. Differentiation of muscles requires the action of the factors MEF2 and 

MUSCLEBLIND (Lilly et al., 1994; Bour et al., 1995; Artero et al., 1998). Studies of 

the mef2 enhancer suggest that individual muscle identity genes can control its 

expression to directly regulate differentiation. The muscle identity genes may also 

control cell surface proteins that are essential for proper axon guidance leading to 

innervation as shown for Krüppel (Abrell and Jackle, 2001). Thus it seems founder 

cells require muscle identity genes to directly control proper differentiation within the 

somatic mesoderm.  
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Recently, the muscle identity gene collier has been shown to be required for its 

activation in the FCMs that fuse to the DA3 FC which also expresses collier, 

suggesting another function of muscle identity genes in regulating fusion of FCMs 

during myogenesis (Dubois et al., 2007). In addition to the regulation of fusion of 

FCMs by FC genes, the Gli family member LAME DUCK has an essential role in 

FCMS for proper differentiation, including regulating the expression of the 

differentiation and fusion genes mef2 and sticks-and-stones, respectively (Duan et al., 

2001) 

 

non-muscle forming mesoderm (fat body) 

 In addition to giving rise to somatic muscles, the non-dorsal (lateral and 

ventral) mesoderm gives rise to non-muscles cells, namely the somatic cells of the 

gonad and the fat body. These regions are defined by the absence of dpp and tinman 

activity. As shown in Figure 1.1, the Six homeodomain protein SIX-4 and its cofactor 

EYES ABSENT (EYA) are expressed in this domain in a pattern complementary to 

TIN (Clark et al., 2006). Moreover, SIX-4 and EYA are required for the proper 

development of the fat body and somatic gonad, as well as somatic muscles in the 

non-dorsal mesoderm (Clark et al., 2006). The GATA-like transcription factor serpent 

is necessary and sufficient for fat-cell development (Hayes et al., 2001). The function 

of SIX-4 and EYA is required for the expression of serpent in the developing fat cell. 

On the other hand, ectopic expression of SIX-4 and EYA in the mesoderm leads to 

ectopic expression of serpent and production of fat-cell clusters and somatic gonad 

(Clark et al., 2006). These studies suggest that six-4 and eya function in the non-dorsal 

mesoderm in a manner similar to the function of tinman in the dorsal mesoderm. 
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Vertebrate mesoderm 

 The mesoderm is induced in vertebrates by the expression of two types of 

signals. One type is the Nodal and Nodal-related genes of the TGFβ superfamily and 

their targets (Zhou et al., 1993; Conlon et al., 1994; Feldman et al., 1998; Nomura and 

Li, 1998; Rebagliati et al., 1998; Song et al., 1999; Agius et al., 2000). The production 

of these signals in Xenopus is controlled by maternal VegT transcription factors and 

produced in the endoderm (Kofron et al., 1999; Agius et al., 2000). In addition to 

Nodal related proteins, FGF signaling is also required to induce mesoderm formation 

(Slack et al., 1987; Slack et al., 1988; Amaya et al., 1993). The inductive effects of 

Nodal and FGF signaling lead to the expression of Brachyury, a T-box transcription 

factor that is expressed in and required for proper mesoderm development (Herrmann 

et al., 1990; Wilkinson et al., 1990; Smith et al., 1991; Umbhauer et al., 1995; Miya 

and Nishida, 2003). Moreover, ectopic expression of Brachyury can lead to the ectopic 

production of mesoderm (Cunliffe and Smith, 1992). In Xenopus, Nodal has been 

shown to act in a gradient in which high levels of Nodal specify dorsal mesoderm and 

low levels specify ventral mesoderm (Agius et al., 2000). One consequence of these 

levels in the dorsal mesoderm is the production of BMP inhibitors, such as Noggin 

and Chordin. These BMP inhibitors subsequently inhibit ventralizing BMP signals 

allowing for the formation of dorsal mesoderm structures, as well as neural tube and 

dorsal endoderm formation (Smith et al., 1993; Sasai et al., 1994). 

Once the mesoderm has been specified in vertebrates, it will migrate interior to 

the embryo in a characteristic manner, in which the first group of cells to migrate will 

populate the head. Subsequently, cells will migrate and give rise to four regions (from 

medial to lateral): (1) the notochord, a transient structure that serves an important 

inductive role in neural tube formation and other mesodermal structures, (2) the 

paraxial mesoderm, which gives rise to the somites and their derivatives, (3) the 
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intermediate mesoderm, which forms the urogenital system and (4) the lateral plate 

mesoderm, which gives rise to heart, blood vessels, blood cells, lining of body 

cavities, limb mesoderm (except muscle) and some extraembryonic tissues. The 

origins of the vertebrate mesoderm are depicted in Figure 1.3. The formation of these  

regions appears to be dependent on BMP4 gradients (Pourquie et al., 1996; Tonegawa 

et al., 1997). This BMP4-dependent regionalization, at least in part, functions through 

the regulation of forkhead transcription factors that are specific to each region (El-

Hodiri et al., 2001; Wilm et al., 2004). In this chapter, I will examine the factors and 

mechanisms by which mesodermal derivatives are defined and patterned within these 

regions, focusing on the paraxial and lateral plate mesoderm regions.  

  

Notochord 

 As mentioned above, the notochord is a transient mesodermal rod that forms 

during embryonic development. The main purpose of the notochord is to serve as a 

signaling center. During neural tube formation of the overlying ectoderm, the 

notochord produces Sonic hedgehog protein (Shh), which signals to the medial hinge 

cells of the overlying neural tube to induce the floor plate. This floor plate is then 

induced to produce a gradient of high Shh along in the ventral portion of the neural 

tube to low Shh in the dorsal portion. Conversely, dorsalizing signals of the TGFβ 

family, BMPs, are produced in the epidermal layer located above the neural tube and 

induce the dorsal-most cells of the neural tube to form the roof plate. This produces an 

opposite gradient to that of Shh. The gradients of Shh and BMP pattern the neural tube 

and lead to the proper specification of neuronal identities along the dorsal-ventral axis. 

The role of the notochord in this process is primarily the secretion of Shh, as replacing 

notochord with cultured cells secreting Shh can induce a floor plate in the neural tube. 
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Figure 1.3. The derivatives of the vertebrate mesoderm. The cartoon depicts a 

schematic of the mesoderm and the cell types to which each component contributes. 

The neural tube and overlying ectoderm are shown in blue and are important sources 

of patterning cues for the developing mesoderm. The notochord forms ventral to the 

neural tube, while the remaining mesodermal compartments form more laterally. This 

figure was adapted from Gilbert (Gilbert, 2006). 
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Paraxial (somitic) mesoderm  

 The paraxial mesoderm forms on either side of the developing neural tube and 

separates into blocks of cells known as somites. The specification of the paraxial 

mesoderm requires the antagonism of BMP signaling by the inhibitor Noggin. Placing 

Noggin-expressing beads within the lateral plate mesoderm can induce ectopic somite 

formation (Tonegawa and Takahashi, 1998). Once the somites are specified they 

arrange in a metameric pattern along the anterior-posterior axis during embryonic 

development to determine the arrangement of segmental structures such as the 

vertebral column, ribs, dorsal root ganglia, peripheral nerves and blood vessels (Christ 

et al 2007). The somitic epithelium is marked by N-Cadherin and Paraxis (Marcelle et 

al., 2002). The differentiation of the somites into these multiple cell types is 

influenced by structures surrounding the somites. Ventral signals from the notochord 

and ventral neural tube, Shh and Noggin, are necessary for the induction and 

maintenance of the ventral portion of somites to de-epithelialize and form the 

mesenchymal sclerotome. As the mesenchymal scleretome is formed, it is marked by 

the absence of N-Cadherin and Paraxis (Marcelle et al., 2002). In the absence of 

notochord, the N-Cadherin expression spreads into the ventral scleretome, while 

transplanted notochord or implanted Shh to other regions of somites can lead to a 

reduction of N-Cadherin (Brand-Saberi et al., 1996a; Brand-Saberi et al., 1996b). Two 

paired domain transcription factors, Pax1 and Pax9 are expressed in the newly formed 

scleretome (Koseki et al., 1993; Peters et al., 1995). These two genes are under the 

control of the ventralizing Shh and Noggin signals emenating from the notochord. The 

scleretome will further give rise to the vertebral column, meninges, connective tissue 

and ribs.  

Meanwhile, the dorsal-lateral portion of the somite will become the epithelial 

dermomyotome, which gives rise to muscle, endothelia, cartilage, connective tissue 
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and dermis. The medial half of the somite is specified by Wnt1 and Wnt3a from the 

dorsal neural tube, while Wnt4, Wnt6 and Wnt7a from the ectoderm influences the 

specification of the lateral half of the dermomyotome. Much like the scleretome, the 

dermomyotome is marked by the expression of paired domain transcription factors, 

Pax3 and Pax7 (Stockdale et al., 2000). Soon after the dermomyotome is established, 

the medial portion of the somite bends underneath the dermomyotome and forms a 

third layer known as the myotome. This myotome layer has been hypothesized to arise 

from muscle pioneers that serve as a substrate for the addition of subsequent 

myotomal cells derived from the dermamyotome, with the pioneers analogous to the 

founder cells described in Drosophila myogenesis (Kahane et al., 1998; Yusuf and 

Brand-Saberi, 2006). The formation of this layer is achieved by the synergistic 

activities of dorsal Wnt signals and ventral Shh signals through the Gli2 and Gli3 zinc 

finger transcription factors during early myotome development and maintained by the 

dorsal Wnt signals later during development. These Wnt signals also promote 

myogenesis via the expression of MyoD and Myf5 in the myotome. BMP signals also 

negatively regulate myogenesis and therefore formation of the myotome is 

accompanied by the production of the BMP-antagonist Noggin (Reshef et al., 1998).  

As the dermomyotome develops, it undergoes a high rate of proliferation and 

provides a niche for a wide variety of progenitor cells. Some cells within the central 

dermomyotome undergo symmetric divisions to help in the growth of the 

dermomyotome. Meanwhile, other cells divide along the apical-basal axis to push one 

daughter ventrally into the myotome and the other daughter dorsally to form the 

dermis (Ben-Yair and Kalcheim, 2005). Much like as has been shown in asymmetric 

divisions of the Drosophila cardiac and somatic mesoderm, Numb has been shown to 

be unequally distributed to the asymmetrically dividing cells of the central 

dermomyotome (Venters and Ordahl, 2005).  
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Somites give rise to two types of muscle, epaxial and hypaxial. Epaxial 

muscles form the muscles of the back and arise from the myotome, while hypaxial 

muscles form the limb and body wall muscles and arise from the lateral edges of the 

dermomyotome. Myotome cells express members of a family of bHLH transcription 

factors that are known as myogenic regulatory factors, or MRFs. These factors are 

both necessary and sufficient for the specification and differentiation of myogenic 

fates. In the mouse, there are four members of the MRF family, MyoD, Myf5, 

myogenin and MRF4. Both MyoD and Myf5 are expressed in the early myotome 

when it is specified and double mutants for both results in a loss of all skeletal muscles 

(Rudnicki et al., 1993). Meanwhile, the hypaxial muscle progenitors migrate 

ventrolaterally from the dermomyotome to populate their target structures. This 

requires deepithelialization of the muscle precursors which is induced by Scatter 

factor, or SF/HGF, that is secreted by the lateral plate mesoderm (Brand-Saberi et al., 

1996b). These cells that migrate away from the dermomyotome retain expression of 

Pax3, Lbx1, Six1/Six4, Eya1/Eya2/Eya4 and Dach2. Once these cells migrate to their 

position, these genes can turn on the expression of the MRFs, MyoD and myogenin 

(Heanue et al., 1999). It has recently been shown that Pax3/7 and the FOXO forkhead 

transcription factor can both directly bind the MyoD promoter and activate its 

expression (Hu et al., 2008). The expression of the MRFs in both epaxial and hypaxial 

muscle progenitors leads to further positive regulation of MRFs such as MRF4 and 

myogenin as well as muscle specific genes, such as Myosin Heavy Chain, or MHC 

(Arnold and Braun, 2000).  

 The role of the MRF family in vertebrates appears to be in sharp contrast to 

what happens in Drosophila. In Drosophila, the lone homolog of the MRF family, 

nautilus, does not appear to be required for the overall specification of muscle fates 

and has been proposed to play the role of a muscle identity gene instead. However, 
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nautilus is capable of inducing widespread myogenesis in culture, much like its 

homologs in vertebrates. The role of nautilus in specification of founder cells remains 

controversial. Recent mutations identified in nautilus reflect a greater role in nautilus 

in a larger number of founder cells than previously reported, but it is not required for 

all muscle development as has been shown for its vertebrate homologs (Wei et al., 

2007). Meanwhile, in Drosophila, the bHLH transcription factor twist marks the 

developing myogenic precursors and is required for myogenic fates. In vertebrates, 

Twist is also expressed in the developing somites that give rise to myogenic cell 

populations. However, during the separation of somitic layers, Twist expression is 

confined to that of the dermamyotome and sclerotome, but not the myotome 

(O'Rourke and Tam, 2002). These observations have led to the hypothesis that Twist 

activity is required for the suppression of myogenic differentiation by counteracting 

the activity of the MRFs. Therefore, though Twist activity in Drosophila and 

vertebrates appears to compartmentalize the mesoderm, it appears its mode of action is 

quite different between the two.  

 

Intermediate mesoderm 

 The intermediate mesoderm gives rise to the urogenital system, which includes 

the kidneys, the gonads and their duct systems. As mentioned earlier, this mesodermal 

layer is in part specified by a gradient of BMP. In addition to this gradient, signaling 

from the paraxial mesoderm likely contributes to the proper patterning of the 

intermediate mesoderm. These interactions lead to the expression of Pax2, Pax8 and 

Lim1, transcription factors required for kidney fates. Pax2 is sufficient to convert the 

paraxial mesoderm to intermediate mesoderm and lead to the expression of Lim1 and 

kidney formation. Meanwhile, Pax2 and Pax8 are necessary for proper kidney 
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development. For a review of the mechanisms of kidney development, see (Dressler, 

2006). 

 

Lateral plate mesoderm 

 The lateral plate mesoderm of vertebrates gives rise to a variety of organs and 

cell types, including the heart, blood vessels, blood, body cavity lining and cells of the 

limb (except muscle). The specification of this layer and its derivatives requires 

signaling from the adjacent endoderm as well as the notochord and neural tube. BMP 

signals from the endoderm promote both heart and blood development. Meanwhile in 

the anterior endoderm, BMP induces the synthesis of FGF8, which is critical for heart-

specific genes. This process is blocked in the center of the embryo by signals from the 

notochord, Noggin and Chordin, which block BMP signaling. In addition, Wnt signals 

from the neural tube prevent heart formation and promote blood formation. These 

signals are antagonized by Wnt inhibitors, such as Cerberus and Dickkopf, which are 

produced by the anterior endoderm. Together these signaling mechanisms promote the 

formation of cardiac progenitors in the mesoderm adjacent to the anterior endoderm 

(Dunwoodie, 2007).  

 The cardiac mesoderm is different and much more complex compared to the 

Drosophila dorsal vessel. The vertebrate heart requires the movement of two sets of 

cardiac precursors towards the midline, followed by fusion and looping. In addition, 

research in the past few years has revealed there are two origins of myocardial cells, 

the primary and secondary heart fields, which contribute to the various compartments 

of the developing heart. The primary heart field arises during the early stages of 

gastrulation of the mesoderm. Meanwhile, the secondary heart field, also known as the 

anterior heart field, was found to arise from the pharyngeal mesoderm (Buckingham et 

al., 2005). A number of studies have focused on the contributions of the lineages of 
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these two heart fields to the various compartments of the heart (Buckingham et al., 

2005). β-galactosidose lineage tracing of primary heart field cells shows that these 

cells contribute to both ventricles, both atria and the atrioventicular canal (Meilhac et 

al., 2004). Meanwhile, the secondary heart field contributes to the outflow tract and all 

other heart regions, except for the left ventricle, and there is considerable overlap of 

primary and secondary heart fields contributions to the heart (Meilhac et al., 2004). 

Here, I will describe some of the important factors required within the primary and/or 

secondary heart fields for proper cardiac growth and differentiation.  

The bHLH transcription factor Mesp1 is one of the earliest markers of 

cardiovascular cells (Saga et al., 1999). Lineage-tracing in which Cre-recombinase is 

knocked into the Mesp1 locus, reveals that most cardiac cells at one point expressed 

Mesp1. Meanwhile, Mesp1 null mice exhibit severe heart morphogenesis defects and 

failure of fusion of the heart tube at the midline (Saga et al., 1999). Recent work in 

mouse ES cells has shown that Mesp1 can directly activate many of the genes in the 

core cardiac transcriptional machinery (Bondue et al., 2008; Lindsley et al., 2008).  

Another gene required early in cardiogenesis is the transcription factor 

GATA4. GATA4 is required for heart tube formation and the ventral heart 

morphogenesis and mutations lead to the failure of primary heart field cells to migrate 

to the midline and fuse to form the primary heart tube, resulting in cardiac bifida (Kuo 

et al., 1997; Molkentin et al., 1997). The forkhead transcription factor Foxp4 plays a 

similar role in primary heart tube formation, and mutants also result in cardiac bifida. 

Interestingly, when unfused hearts are allowed to mature further, they still get 

populated by cells from the secondary heart field, suggesting cardiac fusion is not a 

prerequisite for secondary field and progenitor migration (Li et al., 2004; Wang et al., 

2004). The differentiation of cardiomyocytes in vertebrates requires combinations of 

different transcription factors. Null mutations of individual transcription factors 
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involved in cardiac differentiation have unique phenotypes within the context of the 

heart. Since the primary and secondary heart lineages overlap in the contributions of 

progenitors to individual compartments of the heart, this may also reflect perturbations 

of just one of the two lineages in individual mutations.  

Among the transcription factors identified in vertebrate heart development are 

homologs of the Drosophila Tinman (Nkx2-5) and Hand (Hand1 and Hand2). 

Mutations in Nkx2-5 lead to the loss of ventricular tissue. Nkx2-5 function likely is 

most important in the primary heart field as these cells are still present, but now fail to 

express Hand1 and form the left ventricle which is composed of only primary heart 

field progenitors (Yamagishi et al., 2001; Meilhac et al., 2004). More recent studies 

have shown that Nkx2-5 can regulate the proliferation of the secondary heart field and 

outflow tract morphology (Prall et al., 2007). Moreover, much like the regulation of 

Tinman in Drosophila is dependent on Dpp-activated Smads, Nkx2-5 gene induction 

is also regulated by a Smad-binding region (Liberatore et al., 2002; Lien et al., 2002). 

In turn, Nkx2-5 expression in cardiac progenitors leads to negative regulation of 

BMP2/Smad1 signaling (Prall et al., 2007). One role of Nkx2-5 that was identified is 

the facilitation of serum response factor (SRF) binding to the cardiac α-actin promoter 

(Chen et al., 1996). SRF encodes a MADS box transcription factor that uses 

Myocardin as a cofactor to regulate the differentiation of most cardiac and smooth 

muscles found in the heart (Kim et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2002; 

Wang et al., 2003; Miano et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). In Xenopus, Myocardin is 

necessary and sufficient to promote smooth muscle differentiation, similar to the roles 

of the MRFs in skeletal muscle differentiation (Wang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2003). 

These observations suggest the presence of different cassettes used during metazoan 

development to initiate the differentiation of skeletal versus smooth muscle.  
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Another transcription factor used in primary heart field development is the T 

box transcription factor Tbx5, which contributes to the proper specification of primary 

heart field progenitors in the left ventricle, likely by negatively regulating the 

expansion of other regions of the heart (Bruneau et al., 1999; Bruneau et al., 2001).  

While the primary heart field cells provide the majority of the left ventricle, 

secondary field cells similarly are the only cells that contribute to the outflow tract of 

the heart. Mutations affecting this structure along with lineage-tracing experiments 

have identified genes affecting derivatives of the secondary field (Buckingham et al., 

2005). Another T box transcription factor, Tbx1, plays a major role in the secondary 

heart field, as targeted deletion leads to reduced proliferation of the secondary field 

and diminished contribution of these cells to the heart. On the other hand, 

overexpression of Tbx1 leads to an increase in the outflow tract myocardium and the 

upregulation of Fgf8 and Fgf10. Work in the chick embryo has shown that Fgf8 is 

required for growth of the secondary heart field and development of the outflow 

region. Tbx1 requires regulation of the Foxa2 transcription factor and has been shown 

to directly regulate Fgf8 expression in the cardiac outflow tract (Hu et al., 2004). 

These genes of the secondary heart field are negatively regulated by the functions of 

retinoic acid (RA), as deficiencies in Raldh2 lead to an expansion of the domains 

expressing Tbx1 and Fgf8, while exogenous RA can lead to reductions in Fgf8 

(Ryckebusch et al., 2008). 

Other transcription factors required for proper secondary heart field 

differentiation include the LIM homeodomain Isl1, the forkead Foxh1, the serum 

response factor related protein Mef2c, the bHLH Hand2 and the T-box Tbx20 

(Srivastava et al., 1995; Srivastava et al., 1997; Cai et al., 2003; Dodou et al., 2004; 

von Both et al., 2004; Takeuchi et al., 2005). Identification of these factors in the 

primary and secondary heart field will continue to aid in our understanding of 
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congenital heart defects. For example, Tbx1 is often associated with DiGeorge 

syndrome, which has pleiotropic phenotypes, including cardiac defects (Chieffo et al., 

1997). Nkx2-5 is the most commonly mutated single gene in congenital heart defects.  

Much like the developing heart, where vertebrates and Drosophila have 

homologs such as Nkx2-5/Tinman, Hand1/Hand, Fgf8/Heartless which serve critical 

functions in the developing heart, similarities are seen with visceral or gut muscle 

specification among these species. For example, vertebrate homologs of bagpipe, a 

critical transcription factor required for visceral mesoderm in Drosophila, also has 

roles in patterning the vertebrate gut mesoderm (Lettice et al., 2001). Similarly, the 

vertebrate homologs of the forkhead transcription factor biniou, FoxF1 and FoxF2, are 

expessed in the mesodermal tissues that will line the digestive tract. Moreover, FoxF1 

is required for proper development of the lateral plate mesoderm, and mutations lead 

to the expression of the somatic mesoderm marker Irx1. Together, these studies 

suggest that there are indeed conserved elements in the development of visceral 

mesoderm in Drosophila and vertebrates. 

 

C. elegans mesoderm 

Compared to Drosophila and vertebrates, the mesoderm of C. elegans is much 

simpler and does not result in the production of as many cell types. Because of its 

relative simplicity, the C. elegans mesoderm has become a useful model to study the 

mechanisms of cell fate specification that occurs during the course of metazoan 

development. The invariant lineage of the nematode, ease of culture and powerful 

genetic approaches allow for the study of these mechanisms at single cell resolution. 

The C. elegans mesoderm gives rise to a number of muscles, including (1) pharyngeal 

muscles used for pumping food from the head to the posterior of the animal (2) enteric 

muscles, used for defecation, (3) striated body wall muscles, used for locomotion and 
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(4) non-striated uterine and vulval muscles, or sex muscles, used for egg-laying. In 

addition to these muscles, the C. elegans mesoderm gives rise to six non-muscle 

coelomocytes of unknown function. The majority of these mesodermal cells are 

derived during embryogenesis, while the sex muscles and a subset of striated body 

wall muscles and coelomocytes are generated during postembryonic development. 

Here I will discuss the mechanisms identified for cell fate specification of the 

embryonic and postembryonic mesodermal lineages in C. elegans. 

 

Embryonic mesoderm 

Studies of cell fate specification in the embryonic mesoderm have focused on 

factors required for pharyngeal, enteric and body wall muscles from the MS, AB, C 

and D blastomeres. Genetic analyses have identified individual transcription factors 

required for these different cell fates. Of these blastomeres, MS gives rise to the 

majority of the embryonic mesoderm (Sulston et al., 1983). The MS cell results from a 

division of EMS, the ventral-most cell of 4-cell stage embryos, and requires cell-cell 

interactions and maternally loaded determinants to be properly specified. While MS 

gives rise to mostly mesoderm, its posterior sister, E, gives rise to endodermal tissues. 

The specification of EMS requires the maternally contributed transcription factor 

SKN-1 as most skn-1 mutants lack the endoderm and mesoderm derivatives of E and 

MS (Bowerman et al., 1992; Bowerman et al., 1993). SKN-1 directly regulates the 

expression of two GATA factors, MED-1 and MED-2, which specify the 

mesendoderm (Maduro et al., 2001; Maduro et al., 2007). The E and MS fates are 

distinguished by the activity of Wnt signaling, in which the EMS cell receives a Wnt 

signal, MOM-2, from the P2 blastomere which binds to the Frizzled receptor MOM-5 

(Rocheleau et al., 1997). This results in the downregulation of the TCF/Lef homolog 

POP-1 in the posterior E cell (Lin et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2007). The divergent β-
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catenin SYS-1 has been shown to bind to POP-1 and convert it from a repressor to an 

activator in a dose-dependent manner in this posterior daughter of EMS, analogous to 

regulation of Pangolin in Drosophila development (Kidd et al., 2005; Huang et al., 

2007). In the anterior MS cell, POP-1 nuclear levels exceed SYS-1 levels, and it acts 

as a constitutive repressor, likely bound by co-repressors. This in turn leads to the 

repression of the E-specific genes, end-1 and end-3 in MS and allows for expression of 

mesoderm specification (Lin et al., 1995; Maduro et al., 2001).   

 In the pharynx, the homolog of the Tinman and Nkx2-5 genes, CEH-22, is a 

key factor in pharyngeal muscle development. CEH-22 is specifically expressed 

within pharyngeal muscles and was found to directly bind to enhancers of pharyngeal 

muscle-specific genes and lead to their activation (Okkema and Fire, 1994; Okkema et 

al., 1997). ceh-22 is also required for pharyngeal muscle development as mutants 

display weak muscle contractions (Okkema et al., 1997). Though there is no heart 

formation in C. elegans development, a parallel may be drawn between the pumping 

of the pharyngeal bulb and the pumping of the heart. Moreover, ceh-22 mutants can be 

rescued by Nkx2-5, suggesting a conservation of this family of transcription factors in 

developing these pumping organs (Haun et al., 1998). While ceh-22 appears to 

regulate the expression of a subset of pharyngeal muscle genes, the forkhead 

transcription factor PHA-4 appears to be required for all pharyngeal muscles and for 

expression of pharyngeal muscle specific genes, including ceh-22 (Mango et al., 1994; 

Horner et al., 1998; Kalb et al., 1998; Gaudet and Mango, 2002). These functions of 

PHA-4 closely resemble the functions of bagpipe and the forkhead transcription factor 

biniou in visceral mesoderm development in Drosophila. As is the case with biniou, 

microarray analysis has identified a number of downstream targets of PHA-4 (Gaudet 

and Mango, 2002). Further characterization of these targets and their relationship with 

targets of biniou will prove useful in dissecting mechanisms of how these transcription 
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factors function in these muscle types and how individual fates are specified. One such 

target is the T-box transcription factor tbx-2, which has been shown to required for 

anterior pharyngeal fates (Smith and Mango, 2007).  

 Less is known about the specification of the four enteric muscles that are 

involved in defecation. One factor that is expressed in the enteric muscles and required 

for the proper specification of three of the four muscles is the twist homolog, hlh-8 

(Harfe et al., 1998b; Corsi et al., 2000). Interestingly, hlh-8 expression is not detected 

in the remainder of the embryonic mesoderm and is not required for overall embryonic 

mesoderm development (Harfe et al., 1998b; Corsi et al., 2000). Thus the function of 

Twist in C. elegans differs from its Drosophila homolog and mimics more closely its 

function in vertebrates, where Twist also is not required for overall mesoderm 

development and specification. These observations reiterate the divergent mechanisms 

of Twist function in metazoans. More functions of the C. elegans Twist homolog in 

postembryonic development will be discussed later. 

 There are 81 embryonically-derived striated body wall muscles (BWMs) in C. 

elegans. These muscles are derived from 4 founder blastomeres, AB, MS, C and D. 

The lone C. elegans homolog of the MRF/MyoD family member described above, 

hlh-1, is expressed within each of the BWMs (Krause et al., 1990). Much like what is 

seen in Drosophila for nautilus, null mutations of hlh-1 have body wall muscles form. 

However, mutations also lead to embryonic lethality and reduced contractility of the 

muscles that do form (Chen et al., 1992; Chen et al., 1994). These observations 

showed that though hlh-1 may not be the sole factor required for muscle specification, 

it plays a key role in differentiation of embryonic muscles. Recently, in vivo studies 

showed that HLH-1 can act like the MRF family and induce widespread myogenesis 

in C. elegans embryos when ectopically expressed (Fukushige and Krause, 2005). 

Interestingly, two other factors, the Hand1 homolog hnd-1 and the SRF homolog unc-
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120, possess similar myogenic potential to hlh-1 in the early embryo. The expression 

of all three of these genes depends on the caudal related factor PAL-1 (Fukushige et 

al., 2006). Moreover, double and triple mutant analyses of hlh-1, hnd-1 and unc-120 

revealed that these three factors function redundantly and together are both necessary 

and sufficient to induce BWM fates (Fukushige et al., 2006). This mechanism of 

striated muscle fate specification, termed the “muscle module,” has a striking 

relationship to the specification of a more diverse set of muscle types in higher 

organisms. As mentioned above in the discussion of vertebrate mesoderm 

development, Hand1 and SRF are involved in cardiac and smooth muscle 

specification, respectively. These studies in C. elegans suggest that skeletal, cardiac 

and smooth muscles at one point shared a common ancestral muscle type (Figure 1.4) 

and the factors identified may have evolved different roles to allow for the 

diversification of cell types and generation of additional organs throughout evolution 

(Fukushige et al., 2006).  

 

Postembryonic mesoderm 

 The postembryonic mesoderm of C. elegans gives rise to the somatic gonad 

and a small subset of diverse cell types (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). The non-gonadal 

postembryonic mesoderm of C. elegans arises from the M mesoblast, is born during 

embryogenesis and remains quiescent until the larva hatches (Sulston and Horvitz, 

1977). During larval growth, the M lineage gives rise to 14 BWMs, 2 non-muscle 

coelomocytes (CCs) and 2 sex myoblasts (SMs) (Figure 1.5A). The 2 sex myoblasts 

migrate to the presumptive vulva, proliferate and give rise to 4 type I and 4 type II 

vulval muscles and 4 type I and 4 type II uterine muscles (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977).  
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 Figure 1.4. Evolutionary origins of muscle specification. In vertebrates, there are 

cadiac, smooth and skeletal muscles that are specified by the transcription factors 

indicated. C. elegans striated muscle development requires the function of some of the 

genes that serve to differentiate among the three types of muscles in vertebrates as 

shown here. This figure was adapted from work published by Fukushige et al. 

(Fukushige et al., 2006). 
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Figure 1.5. Transcriptional networks regulating the C. elegans postermbyonic 

mesodermal lineage. (A) Schematic of the M lineage showing the divisions of the M 

mesoblast and the cell types that arise (Sulston et al., 1983). (B) Transcription factors 

(with classification underneath) are shown with determined interactions required for 

specific cell fates. M, M mesoblast; d, dorsal; v, ventral; l, left; r, right; a, anterior, p, 

posterior. 
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 The Hox genes mab-5 and lin-39 and their Pbx cofactor ceh-20 are required for 

the proliferation and patterning of the M lineage (Liu and Fire, 2000). These genes 

also are required for the expression of the Twist homolog hlh-8, which is expressed in  

all undifferentiated cells of the M lineage and required for proper patterning (Harfe et 

al., 1998b; Corsi et al., 2000; Liu and Fire, 2000). Another factor that functions 

downstream of CEH-20 that is required for proliferation and proper cleavage 

orientations within the M lineage is the HMX homeodomain protein MLS-2 (Jiang et 

al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2008). MLS-2 also regulates the specification of the non-muscle 

CCs and striated BWMs by positively regulating the expression of HLH-1.  

Much like during embryogenesis, hlh-1 is expressed in all the BWMs that are 

derived from the M mesoblast. hlh-1 is also expressed within the non-muscle CC and 

is required for its proper specification (Harfe et al., 1998a). These observations are 

quite surprising considering the role of hlh-1 as a putative myogenic factor and 

suggest that hlh-1 may have an additional role in specification of non-muscle cell 

fates. Recent work in which the fates of cells expressing the MRF family gene Myf5 

were followed revealed that some cells do not become muscle, rather they adopt a 

brown adipose tissue fate (Seale et al., 2008). It remains to be seen if Myf5 itself is 

required for this non-muscle fate, and it will be interesting to see if this is the case. 

hlh-1 loss of function in the M lineage leads to a transformation of some BWM fates 

to the SM fate, but most BWMs are specified correctly (Harfe et al., 1998a). Two 

genes that are also expressed in all the M-derived BWM and CC precursors and 

display similar M lineage phenotypes to hlh-1 mutants are mab-5 and the C2H2 zinc 

finger encoding gene fozi-1 (Liu and Fire, 2000; Amin et al., 2007). Double mutants of 

hlh-1 and fozi-1 or hlh-1 and mab-5 result in the transformation of most, if not all, 

BWMs in the M lineage to SMs (Amin et al., 2007). These observations suggest that 

HLH-1 functions redundantly with FOZI-1 and MAB-5 in specification of BWM fates 
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in the M lineage. The presence of a small number of M-derived BWMs in some of the 

double and triple mutants of these factors suggests even more factors may function in 

this process. Thus, although C. elegans anatomically is quite simple, it has quite a 

complex and redundant set of mechanisms to specify a single striated muscle fate in 

both embryonic and postembryonic lineages. 

While hlh-1, mab-5 and fozi-1 represent transcription factors that function 

intrinsically within the M lineage to specify BWM and CC fates, a number of 

asymmetric events help pattern the M lineage and specify cell fates. Two signaling 

pathways are involved in regulating dorsal-ventral asymmetry in the M lineage. LIN-

12, a C. elegans Notch receptor, is required for the ventral SM fates, and loss of 

function results in a duplication of the dorsal CC fates (Greenwald et al., 1983). On 

the other hand, sma-9, the C. elegans homolog of the Drosophila zinc finger protein 

Schnurri, functions to antagonize the Sma/Mab TGFβ pathway to specify dorsal CC 

fates. Loss of sma-9 function results in a duplication of the ventral SM fates and loss 

of the dorsal CCs (Foehr et al., 2006). Both pathways appear to act independently to 

specify dorsal and ventral fates (Foehr and Liu, 2008).  

Recently, through work described in Chapter 3 of this dissertation, I discovered 

a role of Wnt signaling in anterior-posterior patterning of the M lineage. Specifically, 

the TCF/LEF homolog POP-1 is enriched in anterior daughters of the M lineage and 

likely functions as a repressor, while the divergent β-catenin SYS-1 is enriched in the 

posterior daughters of the M lineage and likely converts POP-1 to a transcriptional 

activator (Chapter 3, this dissertation). One consequence of this is the differential 

regulation of the Six homeodomain protein CEH-34 and its cofactor EYA-1, which are 

required for CC fates. Thus Wnt signaling appears to regulate the decisions between 

non-muscle CCs and the striated BWMs. Consistent with the role of Wnt signaling in 

Drosophila, there appears to be a requirement of other cell competence factors within 
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the M lineage that are required for the regulation of CEH-34 and EYA-1, as not all 

cells respond to POP-1 repressive activity in the same way (Chapter 3, this 

dissertation). 

The proper diversification of the SM and its descendants requires the function 

of the twist homolog hlh-8. hlh-8 mutant animals are egg-laying defective and lack 

functional vulval muscles (Corsi et al., 2000). HLH-8 directly regulates the expression 

of a number of genes required for the different sex muscle types, including egl-15, 

ceh-24 and mls-1 (Harfe et al., 1998b; Corsi et al., 2000; Kostas and Fire, 2002). egl-

15 encodes a homolog of the FGF receptor/Heartless and is expressed in the SM and 

the type I vulval muscles. Much like Heartless is required for the migration of the 

mesoderm in the early Drosophila embryo, EGL-15 is required for the migration of the 

SM to the presumptive vulva (DeVore et al., 1995). ceh-24 encodes an NK-2 

homeodomain protein, similar to tinman in Drosophila, which is similarly regulated by 

twist, providing yet another example of conservation of gene regulation in the 

mesoderm among metazoan species. mls-1 encodes a T-box transcription factor that 

acts as a determinant of uterine muscles fates (Kostas and Fire, 2002). Genetic 

networks for cell fate specification and in the M lineage are summarized in Figure 

1.5B. Additional targets of hlh-8 have recently been identified in microarray studies 

and will likely help in identification of additional factors that may be involved in sex 

muscle or enteric muscle specification (Wang et al., 2006).  

 

Summary 

 In this chapter, I have reviewed the mechanisms of mesoderm specification 

and diversification in Drosophila, vertebrates and C. elegans. As these mechanisms 

continue to be elucidated, it is becoming apparent that many of the mechanisms 

employed in one aspect of mesoderm development are conserved within species and 
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throughout evolution. Signaling pathways, such as TGFβ, Notch and Wnt and many of 

the mesoderm-intrinsic factors, such as Twist, MyoD, Nkx2-5, SRF, Forkhead, Six 

and Eya are employed by all animal models. Studies in simpler model organisms such 

as Drosophila and C. elegans will continue to provide useful methods with which to 

understand basic development and the progression of congenital defects associated 

with mesodermal subtypes. In this dissertation, I describe my efforts to dissect the 

mechanisms by which cell fates are specified in the C. elegans postembryonic 

mesoderm, the M lineage. These studies provide examples of potentially conserved 

and divergent mechanisms of cell fate specification in metazoan development. 

 

Dissertation outline 

This dissertation describes genetic and molecular studies to identify the 

mechanisms by which cell fates are specified in the C. elegans postermbyronic 

mesoderm, the M lineage. 

Chapter 2 describes the characterization of the gene fozi-1, which encodes a 

unique protein that likely functions as a transcription factor. Double and triple mutant 

analysis of fozi-1 with the CeMyoD homolog hlh-1 and the Hox factor mab-5 

demonstrate that these three transcription factors function redundantly to specify 

striated muscle fates in the M lineage. 

Chapter 3 demonstrates the role of the Six2 homeodomain factor CEH-34 and 

its putative cofactor, the eyes absent homolog EYA-1, in specification of non-

myogenic versus myogenic fates. Genetic and molecular epistasis analysis places these 

two genes downstream of the myogenic fate specification factors described in Chapter 

2, along with dorsal-ventral (TGFβ and Notch) and anterior-posterior (Wnt) patterning 

mechanisms.   
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Chapter 4 describes an RNAi screen to identify transcription factors involved 

in M lineage patterning. Further characterization of one of the genes identified, let-

381, shows that it is involved in dorsal-ventral patterning within the M lineage. 

Chapter 5 is an overall summary and provides a synopsis of future work that 

will be needed to build upon the information provided in this dissertation.  

Appendix 1 summarizes the mapping of suppressors of the sma-9 mutation. 

The results from this work contributed to the finding that sma-9 antagonizes the 

Sma/Mab TGFβ signaling pathway for proper specification of dorsal fates in the M 

lineage.  

Appendix 2 summarizes attempts to purify mRNA from enriched populations 

of M lineage cells. Results from this study provide a foundation to perform large-scale 

gene expression profiling experiments in the future. 

Appendix 3 describes characterization of the ceh-34 promoter by mutational 

analysis. The elements of the ceh-34 promoter identified to be required for its 

expression provides a starting point to identify direct trans-regulatory factors for ceh-

34 expression. 

Appendix 4 describes characterization of the fozi-1 promoter and suggests that 

the M lineage expression and function of fozi-1 is dependent on longe range cis-

regulatory elements.  
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CHAPTER 21 

 

A ZN-FINGER/FH2-DOMAIN CONTAINING PROTEIN, FOZI-1, ACTS 

REDUNDANTLY WITH CeMYOD TO SPECIFY STRIATED BODY WALL 

MUSCLE FATES IN THE CAENORHABDITIS ELEGANS 

POSTEMBRYONIC MESODERM 

 

Introduction 

 

 Mesodermal development is a complex multistep process in which the 

pluripotent precursor cells become increasingly specialized to form specific cell types. 

This process requires a coordination of multiple transcriptional pathways and cellular 

signaling mechanisms. The C. elegans postembryonic mesodermal lineage, the M 

lineage, allows us to study these mechanisms at single cell resolution. The M lineage 

arises from a single blast cell, the M mesoblast, which is born during embryogenesis 

and remains dormant until the larva hatches (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 

1983). During larval development this pluripotent blast cell undergoes a series of 

reproducible divisions to give rise to all of the postembryonically-derived, non-

gonadal mesodermal cells in the animal (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). In 

hermaphrodites, the M mesoblast undergoes a series of divisions to give rise to a total 

of 18 cells. Fourteen of these cells become striated body wall muscles (BWMs) and 

two become non-muscle coelomocytes (CCs) (Figure 2.1; Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). 

The remaining two cells become sex myoblasts (SMs) that migrate to the presumptive  

                                                
1 Part of this chapter has been published in Development (Amin N.M., Hu, K. Pruyne, D., Terzic D., 
Bretscher and Liu J., 2007.  Development 134: 19-29) and is reprinted with permission. Mapping was 
performed by Jun Liu, Kejin Hu and Dino Terzic, actin assays presented in Figure 2.4 were performed 
by David Pruyne and rescue of fozi-1(cc609) was performed by Jun Liu. 
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Figure 2.1. The C. elegans hermaphrodite postembryonic M lineage.  

Times are indicated post-hatching at 25˚C. (A) The M lineage showing all 

differentiated cell types that arise from M (modified from Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). 

(B) A schematic lateral view of the M lineage through larval development. D, dorsal; 

V, ventral; L, left; R, right; A, anterior; P, posterior. 
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vulval region and further proliferate to give rise to eight vulval muscles and eight 

uterine muscles (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). Previous studies have identified a 

number of transcriptional regulators that are required for proper CC and BWM fate 

specification in the M lineage. These factors include the Hox factor MAB-5 and its 

cofactor CEH-20 (Liu and Fire, 2000), the HMX homeodomain protein MLS-2 (Jiang 

et al., 2005), the MyoD homolog HLH-1 (Harfe et al., 1998a) and the Twist ortholog 

HLH-8 (Harfe et al., 1998b). MAB-5 and CEH-20 directly activate expression of 

HLH-8 (Liu and Fire, 2000), while MLS-2 regulates the expression of CeMyoD/HLH-

1 in the M lineage (Jiang et al., 2005). Among these transcriptional regulators, HLH-1 

is required specifically for BWM and CC fate specification in the M lineage (Harfe et 

al., 1998a). Lack of HLH-1 in the M lineage does not cause any early defects within 

the lineage. Instead, it causes stochastic cell fate transformations of several BWMs 

and the two CCs to SMs (Harfe et al., 1998a). HLH-1 is the only member of the 

myogenic bHLH family in C. elegans (Krause et al., 1990). Its requirement for BWM 

fate specification in the M lineage suggests a functional similarity between HLH-1 and 

the vertebrate myogenic bHLH proteins (Pownall et al., 2002). However, since only a 

subset of the BWM cells are transformed in mutant animals completely lacking HLH-

1 in the M lineage, additional factors must exist for the proper specification of BWM 

fates.  

 To identify these additional factors, we screened for mutants with defects in 

the M lineage (mesodermal lineage specification mutants, or mls mutants). In this 

chapter, I describe one gene, fozi-1 (formin zinc finger protein-1), that was identified 

through these screens. fozi-1 encodes a novel nuclear protein with motifs characteristic 

of transcription factors and actin-binding proteins. Like hlh-1, fozi-1 is expressed in 

the M lineage and functions within the M lineage for proper CC and BWM cell fate 
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specification. I show that FOZI-1 and the Hox factor MAB-5 function redundantly 

with HLH-1 to specify BWM fates in the M lineage.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

Strains were maintained and manipulated using standard conditions (Brenner, 

1974). Analyses were performed at 20˚C, unless otherwise noted. The following strain 

was generated to visualize the M lineage in fozi-1(cc609) mutant animals throughout 

postembryonic development: LW0679 [fozi-1(cc609) ccIs4438(intrinsic CC::gfp) III; 

ayIs2(egl-15::gfp) IV; ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp) X]. The strain LW0081 [ccIs4438(intrinsic 

CC::gfp) III; ayIs2(egl-15::gfp) IV; ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp) X] was used in parallel as a 

wild-type control. The strain LW0064 [cup-5(ar465) fozi-1(cc609) III; jjIs64(arg-

1::gfp) V; arIs39(secreted CC::gfp) X] was used to generate transgenic lines for 

rescue. Intrinsic CC::gfp is a twist-derived coelomocyte marker (Harfe et al., 1998b). 

Secreted CC::gfp is another coelomocyte marker using a myo-3::secreted GFP 

construct (Harfe et al., 1998a). Additional M lineage specific reporters were as 

described in Kostas and Fire (Kostas and Fire, 2002). The M lineage was followed in 

live animals under a fluorescence stereomicroscope and confirmed using a compound 

microscope. Other strains used in this work are: 

 LG II: hlh-1(cc561ts), hlh-1(cc450)/mIn1[dpy-10(e128) mIs14] II (Harfe et al., 

1998a) 

 LG III: mab-5(e1239) (Kenyon, 1986), fozi-1(tm0563) (gift from Shohei 

Mitani, Tokyo Women’s Medical University School of Medicine, Japan), ceh-

20(n2513) (Liu and Fire, 2000), WM31: dpy-17(e164) vab-7(e1562).  

LG V: him-5(e1467) (Hodgkin et al., 1979) 
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 LG X: mls-2(cc615) (Jiang et al., 2005), hlh-8(nr2061) (Corsi et al., 2000) 

 The CB4856 strain (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997) was used for snip-SNP 

mapping of fozi-1 (Wicks et al., 2001). 

 

Mutagenesis screens and analysis of fozi-1 

In screens for mutants with M lineage defects (Jiang et al., 2005; Foehr et al., 

2006), four recessive mutations (cc607, cc608, cc609 and cc610) were isolated that 

failed to complement one another. These alleles define the fozi-1 locus. Mapping and 

complementation analysis of fozi-1 was carried out using standard methods by 

monitoring the number of CCs using the CC::gfp markers described above. Three-

factor mapping using dpy-17 and vab-7 and snip-SNP mapping (Wicks et al., 2001) 

placed fozi-1 between cosmids K04H4 and F54G8 on chromosome III. The molecular 

lesions of fozi-1 mutant alleles were identified through sequencing PCR products of 

genomic fragments spanning the entire coding region of K01B6.1. 

 

Plasmid constructs and transgenic lines 

A full-length fozi-1 cDNA was generated by piecing together two cDNA 

clones, yk288g3 and yk779b02 (gifts from Yuji Kohara, National Institute of Genetics, 

Japan). A 5 kb fragment spanning the entire coding region and 3’ UTR of fozi-1 was 

PCR amplified from N2 genomic DNA using the iProofTM High-Fidelity DNA 

Polymerase (Bio-Rad). The cDNA and PCR product were used to generate the 

following constructs:  

Forced expression constructs: 

 pNMA37, hlh-8p::fozi-1::fozi-1 3’UTR 

 pNMA36, hsp-16p::fozi-1::fozi-1 3’UTR 

Recombinant fusion constructs for protein expression in bacteria: 
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 pNMA04, GST-fozi-1 cDNA (amino acids 1-171) 

 pNMA27, GST-fozi-1 cDNA (full length) 

 pNMA28, GST-fozi-1 cDNA (amino acids 366-732) 

 pGEX-6P-3-cyk-1 cDNA (amino acids 681-1435 of cyk-1) 

All constructs were confirmed by sequencing. Transgenic lines were generated using 

the plasmid pRF4 (Mello et al., 1991) as a marker.  

 

RNAi 

 Plasmids yk288g3 and yk779b02 were used as templates for synthesizing 

dsRNA against fozi-1 as described by Fire and colleagues (Fire et al., 1998). Plasmid 

yk116b7 was used for synthesizing dsRNA against M01A8.2. All yk clones are from 

Yuji Kohara (National Institute of Genetics, Japan). dsRNAs for hlh-1, mab-5 and 

ceh-20 were synthesized using plasmids pVZ1200 (gift from Mike Krause, NIDDK, 

NIH, USA), pJKL718.2, and pJKL422.1 (Liu and Fire, 2000), respectively. fozi-1, 

M01A8.2  or ceh-20 dsRNA was injected into gravid adults of our wild-type reference 

strain LW0081. Progeny from the injected animals were scored for M lineage 

phenotypes and, in the case of ceh-20, for FOZI-1 expression via immunostaining. 

 For hlh-1(RNAi) and mab-5(RNAi), synchronized L1 animals expressing 

various M lineage GFP markers were soaked in hlh-1 dsRNA, mab-5 dsRNA, or both, 

for 24-48 hours following the protocol of Maeda and colleagues (Maeda et al., 2001). 

Animals were allowed to recover at 20˚C and scored for M lineage phenotypes. Water 

was used as a soaking control. 

 

Heat-shock experiments 

 The following strains were generated and used in the heat-shock experiments: 

ccIs4251(myo-3::gfp); jjEx[hsp::hlh-1(pPD50.63) + rol-6(d)] 
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ccIs4251(myo-3::gfp); jjEx[hsp::fozi-1(pNMA36) + rol-6(d)] 

ccIs4438(intrinsic CC::gfp); ayIs2(egl-15::gfp); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp); jjEx[hsp::hlh-1 + 

rol-6(d)] 

ccIs4438(intrinsic CC::gfp); ayIs2(egl-15::gfp); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp); jjEx[hsp::fozi-1 + 

rol-6(d)] 

ccIs4438(intrinsic CC::gfp); ayIs2(egl-15::gfp); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp); jjEx[hsp::hlh-1 + 

hsp::fozi-1 + rol-6(d)] 

Two different heat-shock protocols were used to test the myogenic potential of 

FOZI-1. In each case, global ectopic expression of FOZI-1 was confirmed by anti-

FOZI-1 antibody staining four hours after heat-shock. The first protocol was the same 

as described in Fukushige and Krause (Fukushige and Krause, 2005). One- to two-cell 

embryos were harvested and incubated at 20˚C for 30 minutes.  Embryos were then 

heat-shocked for 30 minutes at 37˚C and allowed to recover at 20˚C. Embryos were 

observed periodically over a 20 hour window for ectopic myo-3::gfp expression and 

an arrested development phenotype. For the second protocol, transgenic animals were 

given multiple heat-shock pulses (5-7 pulses) starting from mid-embryo/early L1 stage 

through adulthood. Heat-shock pulses were performed for 30 minutes at 37˚C 

followed by 3 to 4 hours at 20˚C prior to subsequent heat-shock treatments. Heat-

shocked animals were scored for their M lineage phenotypes. In both experiments, 

heat-shocked non-transgenic animals were used as negative controls. 

 

in vitro actin-binding assays 

Plasmids pNMA27, pNMA28 and pGEX-6P-3-cyk-1FH1FH2COOH were used to 

generate GST-fusion proteins in BL21(DE3) cells for FOZI-1, FOZI-1 FH2 domain 

and CYK-1 FH1FH2 domains plus COOH-terminal residues, respectively. All GST-

fusion proteins were bound to glutathione sepharose 4B beads (Amersham 
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Biosciences) and cleaved from GST by GST-3CPro precision protease (Amersham 

Biosciences) and soluble FOZI-1, FOZI-1FH2, or CYK-1FH1FH2COOH were extracted. 

GST-Bni1pFH1FH2COOH was purified as previously described (Pruyne et al., 2002). 

Samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. 

 The effects of FOZI-1 on rates of actin polymerization and barbed end capping 

of actin filaments were examined using pyrene-actin assays (Pollard, 1983) with the 

above-purified recombinant proteins. Recombinant FOZI-1 proteins were incubated 

with F-actin in co-sedimentation assays to test whether FOZI-1 binds filamentous 

actin (Bretscher, 1981).  

 

Antibody production and immunofluorescence staining  

The N terminus of FOZI-1 (amino acids 1-171) was cloned into pGEX-4T-1 

(Smith and Johnson, 1988). The resulting plasmid pNMA04 was transformed into 

BL21(DE3)pLysS cells. Fusion proteins were purified from Glutathione sepharose 4B 

beads (Amersham Biosciences) and further purified by SDS-PAGE. Gel slices 

containing purified FOZI-1 protein were used to immunize guinea pigs (Cocalico 

Biologicals, PA). Resulting antiserum was tested by Western blot analysis using 

bacterially expressed GST-FOZI-1 fusion proteins. Antibodies were affinity purified 

against GST-FOZI-1 bound to a nitrocellulose membrane (Olmsted, 1981; Smith and 

Fisher, 1984). 

 Animal fixation and immunostaining were performed following the protocol of 

Hurd and Kemphues (Hurd and Kemphues, 2003). For immunostaining with HLH-1 

antibodies, animals were fixed and stained following the protocol of Harfe and 

colleagues (Harfe et al., 1998a). The following antibodies were used: affinity purified 

anti-FOZI-1 (CUMC-GP19; 1:50), goat anti-GFP (Rockland Immunochemicals; 

1:5000), rat anti-MLS-2 (Jiang et al., 2005) and rabbit anti-HLH-1 (Harfe et al., 
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1998a). All secondary antibodies were from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories 

and used in a dilution of 1:100 to 1:200. Differential interference contrast and 

epifluorescence microscopy were performed using a Leica DMRA2 compound 

microscope. Images were captured with a Hamamatsu Orca-ER Camera using the 

Openlab software (Improvision). Subsequent image analysis was performed using 

Adobe Photoshop 7.0 and Adobe Illustrator CS. 

 

Results 

 

fozi-1 mutants display cell fate specification defects in the M lineage 

 In screens to identify mutants affecting M lineage development (see Materials 

and Methods), four recessive mutations were isolated that failed to complement one 

another, cc607, cc608, cc609 and cc610. These mutations define the fozi-1 locus (see 

below). Animals homozygous for these mutations lack M-derived CCs, with 100% 

penetrance in cc607, cc608 and cc609 and 81% penetrance in cc610 (Table 2.1, 

Figure 2.2). 

To determine the basis for the missing CCs in these mutants, I followed the M 

lineage in cc609 mutant animals using a combination of cell-type specific markers. 

Using the hlh-8::gfp reporter as a marker for undifferentiated cells of the M lineage  

(Harfe et al., 1998b), I found that the M mesoblast in cc609 mutant animals gives rise 

to a total of 18 descendants (Figure 2.2J-L, data not shown), like wild-type (Figure 

2.2I). However, the fates of these 18 cells in cc609 mutants were not specified 

correctly. Of the 18 cells that arise from M in wild-type animals, 14 become body wall 

muscles (BWMs), 2 become (CCs), and 2 become sex myoblasts (SMs; Figure 2.1). In 

cc609 mutants, however, both M-derived CCs (Harfe et al., 1998a) were missing, 

fewer than 14 M-derived BWMs (Fire et al., 1998) were present (Table 2.1, Figure 
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Table 2.1. M lineage defects of fozi-1 mutant alleles. 

Genotype 
Number of  

M-derived CCs 
(intrinsic CC:gfp) 

Number of  
M-derived 

BWMs 
(myo-3::gfp) 

Number of  
SM-like cells 
(hlh-8::gfp) 

Number of  
vm1-like cells 
(egl-15::gfp) 

wild-type 2 (n>100) 14 (n=5) 2 (n>100) 4 (n>100) 

cc607 0 (n>100) nd 4.11 ± 0.88 (n=55) 8.26 ± 1.39 
(n=31) 

cc608 0 (n>100) nd nd Nd 

cc609 0 (n>100) 12.5 ± 0.85 
(n=10) 

4.10 ± 0.86 (n=58) 8.41 ± 1.54 
(n=37) 

cc610 
0.58 ± 0.78 
(n=161)†  nd 3.17 ± 0.97 (n=88) 6.45 ± 1.41 

(n=64) 

tm0563 0 (n>100) nd 4.01 ± 0.85 (n=61) 8.81 ± 1.37 
(n=42) 

Data indicated are average counts plus or minus standard deviation where applicable. 
nd. not determined. 
† 60% of animals scored had 0 M-derived CCs, 21% had 1, and 19% had 2. 
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Figure 2.2. The M lineage phenotypes of cc609 mutants.  

All images are ventral/lateral views with anterior to the left.  

(A-H): Wild-type (A, B, E, F) and cc609 mutant (C, D, G, H) animals at the late L2 

stage (A-D) and adult stage (E-H), respectively. SMs are visualized using hlh-8::gfp 

and labeled with red arrows. CCs are visualized using intrinsic CC::gfp; embryonic 

CCs are labeled with white arrowheads and M-derived CCs with blue arrows. Type I 

vulval muscles are visualized using egl-15::gfp and labeled with green arrows. Note 

the presence of two SMs in the wild-type larva (A, B) and four SM-like cells in the 

cc609 larva (C, D). (B) and (D) show the SM-like cells at higher magnification. Also 

note the lack of M-derived CCs in cc609 larva (C, G) as compared to wild-type 

animals (A, E). cc609 adults have extra type I vulval muscles (vm1-like cells) (G, H) 

compared to wild-type (E, F). (F) and (H) show the vulval muscles in higher 

magnification.  

(I-L): Representations of the hermaphrodite M lineage in wild-type (I) and different 

cc609 mutant (J-L) animals. Unmarked cells refer to BWMs. (I) Wild-type animals 

always give rise to 2 CCs, 2 SMs and 14 BWMs. (J-L) cc609 mutant animals 

consistently have a loss of M-derived CCs and some BWMs, with the concomitant 

gain of SM-like cells.  
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2.2J-L), and more than two of the 18 M-derived cells displayed SM-like 

characteristics (hlh-8::gfp expression, SM shape, enlarged size and potential to 

migrate to the presumptive vulval region; Table 2.1, Figure 2.2A-D). Two of the SM-

like cells in cc609 mutants always migrated to the ventral side near the presumptive 

vulval region and generated the correct number of sex muscles that attached properly, 

as visualized by egl-15::gfp, arg-1::gfp, myo-3::gfp and polarized light microscopy. 

The remaining SM-like cells divided one to three times and gave rise to extra sex 

muscles either around the vulva or in the posterior region of the animal (Table 2.1, 

Figure 2.2G-H, data not shown). Thus cc609 mutants exhibit cell fate transformations 

from M-derived CCs and BWMs to SMs (Figure 2.2J-L). Similar M lineage defects 

were also observed in cc607, cc608 and cc610 mutant animals (Table 2.1). 

 

fozi-1 encodes a novel formin with two C2H2 Zn fingers and an FH2 formin 

homology domain 

 cc609 mapped to an interval between cosmids K04H4 and F54G8 in the 

middle of chromosome III. Two overlapping cosmids in this region, M01A8 and 

K01B6, rescued the M lineage defects of cc609 mutants. RNAi was performed for 

each of the two genes located at the junction between M01A8 and K01B6, M01A8.2 

and K01B6.1 (see Materials and Methods). RNAi of M01A8.2 gave no M lineage 

defects. However, RNAi of K01B6.1 in wild-type animals resulted in similar M 

lineage defects to those seen in cc609 mutant animals. Sequencing the coding regions 

of K01B6.1 in cc607, cc608, cc609 and cc610 mutant animals showed that they all 

contain molecular lesions in the K01B6.1 coding region (Figure 2.3A). cc607 and 

cc608 contain the same nonsense mutation at residue 112 (CAG to TAG, Gln to amber 

stop). The cc609 mutant contains a deletion that spans residues 160 to 260 of K01B6.1 

and causes a frameshift in the remaining coding sequence (Figure 2.3A). In cc610 
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Figure 2.3. fozi-1 encodes a novel protein.  

(A) fozi-1 gene structure (not drawn to scale) showing molecular lesions of fozi-1 

mutants. The first intron of fozi-1 spans 7 kb upstream of the translation start site. (B) 

The structural motifs of FOZI-1 include a Q rich region (aa 88-133), two C2H2 zinc 

finger motifs (aa 177-201) and an FH2 formin homology domain (aa 369-732).  (C)  

pNMA04, pNMA27 and pNMA28 are fozi-1 fusion constructs used to purify 

recombinant FOZI-1 fragments. pNMA36 and pNMA37 were used in transgenic 

assays. 
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mutants, there is a missense mutation at residue 207 (CGA to TGA, Pro to Leu) 

(Figure 2.3A). During the course of my studies, the National Bioresource Project for 

the Experimental Animal Nematode C. elegans generated another deletion allele of 

K01B6.1, tm0563, which deletes a larger region than cc609 and also results in a 

frameshift (Figure 2.3A). tm0563 mutant animals displayed similar M lineage 

phenotypes to cc609 animals (Table 2.1). Since cc607, cc608, cc609 and tm0563 all 

exhibit 100% penetrance in their M lineage defects (Table 2.1) and they contain either 

early termination codons or deletions in K01B6.1 (Figure 2.3A), all four alleles are 

likely null alleles. Additional evidence supporting this is provided by the 

immunostaining results discussed below.  

 The predicted protein encoded by K01B6.1 is FOZI-1 (FOrmin homology ZInc 

finger protein-1), a 732 amino acid-protein with three distinct motifs (Figure 2.3B): a 

glutamine-rich region (residues 88-133), two C2H2 zinc finger motifs (residues 177-

201), and a FH2 formin homology domain (residues 369-732). The glutamine-rich 

region and the zinc finger motifs are characteristics of transcription factors (Matsuzaki 

et al., 1995; Iuchi, 2001; Stepchenko and Nirenberg, 2004). The FH2 domain is 

conserved among a large family of proteins called formins that are present from yeast 

to humans (Higgs and Peterson, 2005). Formins have been shown to use their FH2 

domains to form dimers that bind actin and play critical roles in multiple processes of  

actin dynamics, such as nucleation, capping, severing and bundling of actin filaments 

(Pruyne et al., 2002; Sagot et al., 2002; Kovar et al., 2003; Zigmond et al., 2003; 

Harris et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004; Michelot et al., 2005; Moseley and Goode, 2005). 

The FH2 domain of FOZI-1 is unique in that it contains many of the conserved 

residues involved in dimerization, but lacks the key residues critical for actin-binding 

(Figure 2.4A). The ability of the FH2 domain of FOZI-1 or the full length FOZI-1 

protein could bind filamentous actin, induce actin polymerization, or cap the barbed-
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ends of actin filaments in vitro was tested. FOZI-1 was unable to polymerize actin 

filaments, while the C. elegans CYK1 FH1FH2 protein domains were fully active in 

this process (Figure 2.4B). Furthermore, FOZI-1 was unable to bind actin or show 

capping activity in vitro (data not shown). Since residues critical for dimerization in 

the FH2 domain of FOZI-1 are conserved, the FOZI-1 FH2 domain likely functions as  

a dimerization domain, consistent with in vitro data obtained by Johnston and 

colleagues (Johnston et al., 2006).  

 

FOZI-1 is a nuclear protein expressed in the M-derived CC and BWM 

precursors 

 As described above, fozi-1 mutant animals exhibit cell fate transformations 

from M-derived CCs and BWMs to SMs. To begin to understand how FOZI-1 

functions in regulating fate specification in the M lineage, I examined the expression 

pattern of FOZI-1 during development. I generated antibodies to FOZI-1 and 

performed immunostaining to detect the endogenous FOZI-1 protein (see Materials 

and Methods). The antibodies specifically recognized a protein of the predicted size 

for FOZI-1 (~80 kD) on Western blots using worm extracts (data not shown), and 

failed to detect any signal in cc609 mutant embryos and larvae (Figure 2.5C,D,T).

 Using these antibodies, I found that FOZI-1 protein is localized in nuclei of a 

distinct set of cells in wild-type animals. Expression of FOZI-1 was first detectable in 

a small subset of nuclei (likely neuroblasts) in embryos at the 2-fold stage (Figure 

2.5A-B). During larval development, FOZI-1 expression is restricted to a subset of 

unidentified neurons in the head (7 to 12 cells) and along the ventral nerve cord (5 to 7 

cells) (Figure 2.5E-F). FOZI-1 is also present transiently during the L1 larval stage in 

cells derived from the M lineage (see below).
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Figure 2.4. The FH2 domain of FOZI-1 is divergent from other eukaryotic 

formins.  

(A) An alignment report from Megalign (DNAStar, Inc.) of the FH2 domain of FOZI-

1 with the FH2 domains of the S. cerevisiae formins Bni1p (Jansen et al., 1996; Kohno 

et al., 1996) and Bnr1p (Imamura et al., 1997), the M. muscularis formin mDia1 

(Watanabe et al., 1997), C. elegans CYK-1 (Swan et al., 1998) and C. briggsae 

(CbFOZI-1) and C. remanei FOZI-1 (CrFOZI-1) homologs (Wormbase). The FH2 

domain was defined as the minimal portion of the S. cerevisiae formin Bni1p (residues 

1348 to 1750) able to nucleate actin filaments (Moseley and Goode, 2005), plus 9 

additional residues that were resolved in the Bni1p FH2 domain crystal structure (Xu 

et al., 2004). Numbering of residues begins with the first residue of each FH2 domain. 

Color scheme is as follows: yellow = lasso residues, red = actin-interacting residues, 

blue = post residues, purple = dual post/actin-interacting residues. Criteria for 

conserved residues are as previously described (Shimada et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2004; 

Otomo et al., 2005). Asterisks denote conserved residues in the lasso domain that are 

found at the hydrophobic pocket of the post domain in Bni1p FH2 dimers (Xu et al., 

2004). Arrowheads denote actin binding residues from Bni1p crystal structure (Xu et 

al., 2004).  

(B) The FH2 domain of FOZI-1 does not nucleate actin filaments in vitro. Actin 

polymerization is represented as a measure of pyrene fluorescence over time. CYK-

1FH1FH2COOH and GST-Bni1pFH1FH2COOH (used as positive controls) show a robust 

amount of actin polymerization over 10 minutes. Varying concentrations of FOZI-1 

(not shown) and FOZI-1FH2 are unable to promote actin polymerization to levels 

significantly higher than buffer alone or GST controls.  
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Figure 2.5. Expression pattern of FOZI-1 in wild-type, cc609 and cc610 

hermaphrodites and embryos.  

All images are lateral views with anterior to the left and dorsal up (unless otherwise 

noted).  

(A-D): Wild-type (A, B) and cc609 (C, D) embryos stained with anti-FOZI-1 antibody 

(A, C) and DAPI (B, D). Nuclear FOZI-1 is seen in a subset of cells at the 2-fold stage 

of embryogenesis in wild-type (A) but not in cc609 (C) embryos.  

(E,F) FOZI-1 staining in a wild-type L1 larva on two different focal planes. FOZI-1 

was observed in the nuclei of 7-12 head neurons (arrow, E) and 5-7 cells along the 

ventral nerve cord (arrowheads, E,F) and in cells derived from the M lineage (red box, 

E,F).  

(G-R) Double labeling with anti-FOZI-1 antibody and hlh-8::gfp at the 2-M (G-I), 16-

M (J-L), 18-M (M-O) and 2-SM (P-R) stages in wild-type animals. Anti-FOZI-1 

antibody staining is shown in panels G, J, M and P; hlh-8::gfp is shown in panels H, 

K, N and Q; the corresponding merged images are shown in panels I, L, O and R. 

FOZI-1 staining was first detected at the 2-M stage (G-I) and persisted through the 16-

M (J-L) stages. At the 18-M stage (M-O) FOZI-1 is still present in all undifferentiated 

CC and BWM precursors but is absent in the SMs. Arrowheads in panel M denote 

cells in the ventral nerve cord. (P-R) FOZI-1 is not present in the 2-SM cells and the 

subsequent SM-lineage (data not shown). (S) Summary of FOZI-1 expression in the M 

lineage. The wild-type M lineage is shown with overlay of FOZI-1 expression 

highlighted in red.   

(T,U) Staining of cc609 (T) and cc610 (U) animals at mid-L1 stage using anti-FOZI-1 

antibodies. (T) No FOZI-1 was detected in cc609 animals. (U) Wild-type level and 

localization pattern of FOZI-1 are detected in cc610 mutant animals in head neurons 

(arrow), ventral nerve cord (arrowheads) and the M lineage (red box). 
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 To examine the M lineage expression pattern of FOZI-1, I performed double-

labeling experiments using anti-FOZI-1 antibodies and the M lineage specific hlh-

8::gfp marker (Harfe et al., 1998b). FOZI-1 expression in the M lineage was first 

detectable in the nuclei of M.d and M.v at the 2-M stage (in 43% of the animals 

stained, n=21, Figure 2.5G-I). This expression persisted through the next three rounds 

of cell divisions, such that all animals (n>50) at the 4-M through the 16-M stage 

showed FOZI-1 expression in the M lineage (Figure 2.5J-L). At the 16-M stage, two  

 cells on the ventral side (M.vlpa and M.vrpa) divide one more time to produce two 

SMs and two BWM precursors and reach the 18-M stage (Figure 2.1). At the 18-M 

stage, FOZI-1 was still detectable in the undifferentiated BWMs and CCs, but not in 

the SMs (n=22, Figure 2.5M-O). This expression of FOZI-1 at the 18-M stage 

appeared transiently and quickly became undetectable in the differentiated BWMs and 

CCs. FOZI-1 expression was not detected in the SM lineage (n>50, Figure 2.5P-R, 

data not shown). The expression pattern of FOZI-1 in the M lineage is summarized in 

Figure 2.5S. Thus, expression of FOZI-1 is tightly regulated within the M lineage at 

the time when BWM and CC cell fate specification occurs.  

 

Residues proximal to the C2H2 zinc fingers are required for FOZI-1 function in 

the M lineage 

To determine whether FOZI-1 expression and subcellular localization were lost 

in fozi-1 mutants, we performed FOZI-1 staining in all of the fozi-1 mutants at all 

developmental stages. As discussed above, cc609 animals have no detectable levels of 

FOZI-1 at any stage during development (Figure 2.5C-D, T). cc607 and tm0563 also 

show no FOZI-1 immunostaining at any stage (data not shown; I did not examine 

cc608 animals since cc607 and cc608 contain the same molecular lesion). These 

results are consistent with the hypothesis that cc607, cc609 and tm0563 are null 
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alleles. Animals mutant for cc610, however, showed nuclear anti-FOZI-1 staining in a 

pattern identical to wild-type animals in the head neurons, ventral nerve cord and the 

M lineage (Figure 2.5U, n>50). Since cc610 mutants exhibit M lineage defects (Table 

2.1) and the missense mutation in cc610 is located six residues downstream of the 

second histidine residue of the second zinc finger (Figure 2.3A), I conclude that the 

residues surrounding the C2H2 zinc fingers are required for proper FOZI-1 function in 

the M lineage. 

 

FOZI-1 functions within the M lineage for proper CC and BWM cell fate 

specification 

 The expression pattern of fozi-1 and the M lineage defects of fozi-1 mutants 

suggest that FOZI-1 functions within the M lineage to specify the fates of the CCs and 

BWMs. To directly test this hypothesis, I expressed fozi-1 specifically in the M 

lineage in cc609 mutants using the hlh-8 promoter (Harfe et al., 1998b). Transgenic 

animals carrying an hlh-8p::fozi-1 transgene (Figure 2.3C) in the cc609 mutant 

background showed M lineage specific expression of fozi-1 (data not shown). This M 

lineage specific expression is sufficient to restore M-derived CCs in cc609 mutant 

animals (23.2%, n=56). The low level of rescue may be attributed to the difference 

between endogenous hlh-8 and fozi-1 expression patterns: fozi-1 persists slightly 

longer than hlh-8 in the BWM and CC precursors (Harfe et al., 1998b). Thus, FOZI-1 

appears to function cell-autonomously within the M lineage for proper mesodermal 

cell fate specification.  
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FOZI-1 functions redundantly with CeMyoD/HLH-1 to specify BWM fates in the 

M lineage  

 Previous studies (Harfe et al., 1998a) have shown that the C. elegans MyoD 

ortholog, Ce-MyoD/HLH-1, is expressed in the M lineage in a pattern like that of 

FOZI-1 (except that HLH-1 persists in all differentiated M-derived BWMs while 

FOZI-1 does not) and that hlh-1 mutants showed similar CC and BWM to SM fate 

transformation as fozi-1 mutants. To examine the functional relationship between 

FOZI-1 and HLH-1, I examined the expression and nuclear localization of HLH-1 in 

fozi-1(cc609) mutants and of FOZI-1 in temperature-sensitive hlh-1(cc561ts) mutants 

at the non-permissive temperature (25˚C). As shown in Figure 2.6A-D, expression and  

nuclear localization of FOZI-1 in hlh-1(cc561ts) and HLH-1 in fozi-1(cc609) were 

normal. Thus, HLH-1 and FOZI-1 do not regulate each other’s expression or sub-

cellular distribution.  

 Since both hlh-1 and fozi-1 mutant animals exhibit loss of some, but not all, 

body wall muscles (BWMs) derived from the M lineage (Harfe et al., 1998a), I 

investigated the possibility that hlh-1 and fozi-1 act redundantly. Because hlh-1 null 

mutants are embryonic/L1 lethal due to the essential functions of HLH-1 in proper 

differentiation of the embryonically-derived BWMs (Chen et al., 1992; Chen et al., 

1994), I used two approaches to assess the possible redundancy of HLH-1 and FOZI-1 

in the M lineage. I first soaked fozi-1(cc609) L1 larvae with hlh-1 dsRNA to deplete 

levels of HLH-1 in fozi-1(cc609) worms (referred to as hlh-1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609), 

see Materials and Methods). I also generated hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609) double 

mutants and examined them at the restrictive temperature (25°C) for cc561ts. Both 

approaches gave almost identical results. The hlh-1(cc561); fozi-1(cc609) or hlh-

1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) animals had a significant increase in the number of SM-like 

cells (Figure 2.7A) and a concomitant decrease in the number of M-derived BWMs
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Figure 2.6. Expression of FOZI-1 in different M lineage mutants.  

 (A-C): A fozi-1(cc609); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp) mutant animal at the 8-M stage stained with 

anti-HLH-1 antibody (red in A,B) and DAPI (C). White arrows represent M lineage as 

marked by hlh-8::gfp. Embryonically-derived BWMs are denoted by open 

arrowheads. (D-F) Anti-FOZI-1 staining in hlh-1(cc561ts) (D), mab-5(e1239) (E) and  

mls-2(cc615) (F) animals. FOZI-1 is present in the M lineage of all three mutants. 

Arrowhead denotes a cell from the ventral nerve cord (F). (G) A ceh-20(n2513) 

animal stained with anti-FOZI-1 antibody. FOZI-1 is detected in the head neurons 

(arrow) and the ventral nerve cord (arrowheads), but not in the M lineage (red box).
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Figure 2.7. HLH-1 functions redundantly with FOZI-1 and MAB-5 to specify M-

derived BWMs. (A,B) Quantification of the number of SM-like cells (expressing hlh-

8::gfp) (A) and M-derived BWMs (expressing myo-3::gfp) (B). n values are given for 

each genotype scored. Mean values are shown with error bars representing standard 

deviation for each sample set. All animals showed normal proliferation in the early M 

lineage up to the 16-M stage. The number of SM-like cells and M-derived BWMs 

were also scored in the following animals: mab-5(RNAi), hlh-1(RNAi), hlh-1(RNAi); 

mab-5(e1239), hlh-1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609), hlh-1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) mab-5(RNAi) 

and hlh-1(cc561ts+RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) mab-5(e1239). For each genotype, more than 

50 animals were scored for the number of SMs and more than 10 animals were scored 

for the number of M-derived BWMs. * A small percentage of these animals lacked all 

M-derived BWMs and had a total of 16-18 SM-like cells.  
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(Figure 2.7B) when compared to fozi-1(cc609), hlh-1(cc561) or hlh-1(RNAi) single 

mutants. The increased number of SM-like cells in hlh-1(cc609); fozi-1(cc609) or hlh- 

1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) animals was correlated with the significantly higher number of 

type I vulval muscle-like cells that express egl-15::gfp (vm1-like cells, data not 

shown). To distinguish whether these changes in the numbers of SMs and BWMs 

arose from cell fate transformations or cell proliferation defects, I followed the M 

lineage closely in three hlh-1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) mutant animals using a 

combination of hlh-8::gfp and DIC optics. I did not observe any proliferation defects 

in the first four rounds of cell divisions of the M mesoblast in these animals. Instead, 

all three animals exhibited a fate transformation from M-derived BWMs and CCs to 

SMs. There were 8 SM-like cells and 1 M-derived BWM on the right side of animal 

#1, and 9 SM-like cells and 0 M-derived BWM on the right side of animal #2. Animal 

#3 was monitored on both the right and the left sides. There were a total of 12 SM-like 

cells and 4 M-derived BWMs in this animal. All three animals had the correct number 

of embryonically-derived BWMs (data not shown). These observations indicate that 

FOZI-1 and HLH-1 function redundantly to specify striated body wall muscle fate in 

the postembryonic mesoderm. 

 

FOZI-1 functions in the same process as the Hox factor MAB-5 in specifying M-

derived BWMs 

In addition to HLH-1 and FOZI-1, mutations in the Hox gene mab-5 also result 

in the fate transformation of both M-derived CCs and some, but not all, M-derived  

BWMs to SMs (Harfe et al., 1998a). I therefore examined the relationship among 

MAB-5, FOZI-1 and HLH-1 in M-derived BWM fate specification. Because mab-5 

and fozi-1 map very close to each other on chromosome III, I used RNAi to knock 

down the expression of mab-5 in hlh-1(cc561ts), fozi-1(cc609) or hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-
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1(cc609) mutants (see Materials and Methods). I first established that mab-5(RNAi) 

caused similar M lineage phenotypes as the null mab-5(e1239) mutant (Figure 2.7, 

data not shown). I then followed the M lineage and counted the number of M-derived 

BWMs and SMs in various mutants soaked with mab-5 dsRNA. All mutant animals 

exhibited normal proliferation in the early M lineage (data not shown). However, their 

terminal M lineage phenotypes differed from each other. As shown in Figure 2.7A,B, 

fozi-1(cc609) mab-5(RNAi) animals behaved just like fozi-1(cc609) or mab-5(RNAi) 

single mutant animals with only a few M-derived BWMs transformed to SMs, 

whereas hlh-1(cc561ts); mab-5(RNAi) animals behaved just like hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-

1(cc609) animals in that most, if not all, M-derived BWMs were transformed to SMs 

(Figure 2.7A,B). hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609) mab-5(RNAi) animals were 

indistinguishable from hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609) animals or hlh-1(cc561ts); mab-

5(RNAi) animals in their BWM/SM phenotype (Figure 2.7A,B). Collectively, these 

results suggest that both MAB-5 and FOZI-1 function redundantly with HLH-1 to 

properly specify striated BWM fates in the M lineage and that MAB-5 and FOZI-1 act 

in the same process. 

mab-5 is expressed in the M mesoblast and its expression persists throughout 

the M lineage . Since mab-5 expression precedes fozi-1 expression in the M lineage, I 

asked if mab-5 is required for fozi-1 expression. I stained mab-5(e1239) null mutant 

animals with anti-FOZI-1 antibodies and found a wild-type FOZI-1 expression and 

sub-cellular localization pattern (Figure 2.6E), indicating that mab-5 is not required for 

the proper expression and localization of FOZI-1. It is unlikely that fozi-1 is required 

for mab-5 expression, as fozi-1(cc609) mutants do not display cleavage orientation 

defects or loss of hlh-8 expression in the M lineage (Figure 2.2 and data not shown), 

phenotypes exhibited by mab-5(e1239) single mutants (Harfe et al., 1998b). Thus, 

FOZI-1 and MAB-5 do not regulate each other’s expression in the M lineage.  
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The homeodomain protein CEH-20 is required for fozi-1 expression in the M 

lineage 

 In addition to MAB-5, three other transcription factors critical for proper M 

lineage development, CEH-20, MLS-2 and HLH-8, are expressed in the M lineage 

beginning at the 1-M (or the M mesoblast) stage (Harfe et al., 1998b;Jiang et al., 

2005;Yang et al., 2005). I asked whether these factors are required for fozi-1 

expression in the M lineage. I stained animals mutant for the presumed null alleles 

mls-2(cc615) and hlh-8(nr2061) using anti-FOZI-1 antibodies and found that fozi-1 

expression level and pattern were not altered (Figure 2.6F, data not shown). Similarly, 

expression of mls-2 and hlh-8 in the M lineage does not depend on FOZI-1 (data not 

shown).    

 In contrast, when I stained animals from the strong loss-of-function allele ceh-

20(n2513), we found that close to 90% of the animals (n=205) lacked fozi-1 

expression in the M lineage (Figure 2.6G). M lineage expression of fozi-1 was also 

lost in progeny of animals injected with ceh-20 dsRNA (data not shown). In both ceh-

20(n2513) and ceh-20(RNAi) animals, fozi-1 expression was still detectable in the 

head neurons and the ventral nerve cord (Figure 2.6G and data not shown), indicating 

that CEH-20 is specifically required for M lineage expression of fozi-1.  

 

Discussion 

 

I have identified a gene, fozi-1, encoding a unique zinc finger-FH2 domain 

containing protein that is required for proper fate specification in the C. elegans 

postembryonic mesoderm. I have shown that the FH2 domain of the FOZI-1 protein 

does not bind actin (Figure 2.4) and that FOZI-1 is localized to the nucleus (Figure 

2.5). As FOZI-1 contains a Q rich region and two C2H2 zinc finger motifs that are 
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characteristic of transcription factors (Matsuzaki et al., 1995; Iuchi, 2001; Stepchenko 

and Nirenberg, 2004), I propose that FOZI-1 acts as a transcription factor required for 

proper fate specification in the M lineage.   

In animals lacking FOZI-1, some M lineage-derived BWMs and non-muscle 

CCs are transformed to SM-like cells (Figure 2.2). Since M-lineage specific 

expression of fozi-1 rescued these M lineage defects of fozi-1(cc609) mutants, I 

conclude that FOZI-1 functions cell autonomously within the M lineage to specify 

both BWM and CC fates. FOZI-1 is present in the early M lineage as well as in all M-

derived BWM and CC precursors, but not SMs (Figure 2.6). It is not clear at present 

whether FOZI-1 functions early in the M lineage in the multipotent precursors or in 

the early cell cycle of the terminal BWM/CC/SM cells.  

 

FOZI-1 and CeMyoD function redundantly to specify the striated BWM fate in 

the M lineage 

The stochastic loss of a fraction of M-derived BWMs in fozi-1(cc609) mutants 

is very similar to phenotypes exhibited by animals lacking CeMyoD/HLH-1 in the M 

lineage (Harfe et al., 1998a). I have shown that hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609) and hlh-

1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) animals exhibit normal proliferation in the early M lineage, yet 

most, if not all, of their M-derived BWMs are transformed to SM-like cells. These 

results demonstrate that FOZI-1 and CeMyoD/HLH-1 function redundantly to specify 

M-derived BWM fates. While the presence of a few M-derived BWMs in some hlh-

1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609) or hlh-1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) animals could be due to the 

partial loss-of-function nature of the hlh-1(cc561ts) mutation or the inefficiency of 

hlh-1(RNAi), I cannot rule out the possibility that other factor(s) may also contribute to 

the specification of BWM fate in the M lineage.  
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The synergistic loss of M-derived BWMs in hlh-1(RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) 

animals suggests functional overlap between FOZI-1 and HLH-1 in specifying BWM 

fate. However, each factor alone is clearly required for proper BWM fate specification 

as fozi-1 or hlh-1 single mutants lack a small fraction of M-derived BWMs (Harfe et 

al., 1998a). Both fozi-1 and hlh-1 are expressed in the early M lineage as well as in the 

BWM and CC precursors at the time when these cell fates are specified (Harfe et al., 

1998a). While FOZI-1 is no longer detectable after these cells differentiate, HLH-1 

continues to be expressed in differentiated BWM cells (Harfe et al., 1998a). I have 

shown that fozi-1 and hlh-1 do not regulate each other’s expression and subcellular 

localization in the M lineage (Figure 2.6). It is possible that in the M lineage, FOZI-1 

and HLH-1 together contribute to process(es) required to specify BWM and CC fates 

that compete with an opposing process leading to SM fate specification. A slight shift 

in the balance between these two processes, as in fozi-1 or hlh-1 single mutants, can 

lead to transformation of the CC fate and loss of a fraction of M-derived BWMs. Loss 

of both FOZI-1 and HLH-1, however, shifts the balance strongly in favor of SMs. This 

interpretation requires that the M-derived CC fate is more sensitive than the BWM fate 

to the imbalance of these two opposing processes.  

HLH-1 is a myogenic factor and has been shown to be capable of inducing 

widespread myogenesis when ectopically expressed during early embryogenesis 

(Fukushige and Krause, 2005). FOZI-1, however, does not appear to be a myogenic 

factor. Forced global expression of FOZI-1 did not lead to precocious myogenesis 

during embryogenesis, nor did it cause a SM to BWM fate transformation within the 

M lineage (data not shown, see Methods and Materials for heat-shock conditions). The 

failure of FOZI-1 to induce myogenesis is not unexpected as FOZI-1 is also expressed 

in a subset of head neurons and along the ventral nerve cord (Figure 2.5E,F), and 

FOZI-1 has been shown to function in the specification of left/right asymmetric fates 
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of the ASE neurons (Johnston et al., 2006). Thus FOZI-1 is required not only for the 

specification of striated BWM fates, but also for the specification of non-muscle cells 

such as CCs and ASE neurons. It is likely that different cofactors are required for 

FOZI-1 to exert its different functions in different cell types.  

 I believe that the Hox factor MAB-5 is one of the factors that function together 

with FOZI-1 in specifying the striated BWM fate in the M lineage. MAB-5 is present 

throughout the M lineage. mab-5(0) mutation results in multiple defects in the M 

lineage, including abnormal cleavage orientations, loss of expression of the Ce-Twist 

homolog HLH-8 in the early M lineage, and BWM and CC to SM fate transformations 

(Salser, 1995;Harfe et al., 1998b). I have shown that fozi-1(cc609) mab-5(RNAi) 

animals behaved similarly to fozi-1(cc609) or mab-5(0) animals regarding BWM fate 

specification, whereas hlh-1(cc561ts); mab-5(RNAi), like hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-

1(cc609) animals, exhibited synergistic loss of M-derived BWMs (Figure 2.7A,B). As 

MAB-5 and FOZI-1 do not appear to regulate each other’s expression (Figure 2.6E), 

the results suggest that MAB-5 and FOZI-1 function either together or in parallel in 

specifying M-derived BWM fate and that they do this by affecting a common 

downstream target that functions redundantly with HLH-1.   

 

CEH-20 functions upstream of postembryonic myogenic pathways 

 Previous studies have shown that the homeodomain protein MLS-2 is required 

to activate the expression of HLH-1 in the M lineage and that mls-2(0) mutants have 

defects in BWM and CC fate specification (Jiang et al., 2005). I found that MLS-2 is 

not required for M lineage expression of FOZI-1, indicating that HLH-1 and FOZI-1 

are regulated by different sets of transcription factors in the M lineage. I found that the 

Pbx/Exd homolog CEH-20 is required for the M lineage expression of FOZI-1 and 

that this regulation is independent of the Hox factor MAB-5 (Figure 2.6). 
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Interestingly, CEH-20 is also required for the expression of MLS-2 in the M lineage 

(Jiang et al., 2008). These observations place CEH-20 upstream of both HLH-1 and 

FOZI-1. As ceh-20 mutant animals lack all M-derived BWMs (Liu and Fire, 2000), it 

is likely that any additional factors required for specifying M-derived BWM fate 

would also be downstream targets of CEH-20.  

Based on all my results, I propose a model for how M-derived BWMs are 

specified, as depicted in Figure 2.8. In this model, at least two redundant mechanisms 

are involved in specifying myogenic fates in the M lineage. First, MLS-2 regulates the  

expression of HLH-1, a myogenic factor. Second, FOZI-1 and MAB-5 regulate an 

unknown myogenic factor X that functions redundantly with HLH-1. At present, it is 

not clear whether MAB-5 functions together or in parallel with FOZI-1 in regulating 

factor X. The data do not exclude the possibility of a third factor (Y) in addition to 

HLH-1 and factor X to promote myogenic fate specification. The Pbx/Exd homolog 

CEH-20 appears to act upstream of all of these myogenic pathways in the M lineage. 

 

C. elegans embryonic and postembryonic myogenesis involve distinct 

mechanisms in addition to CeMyoD  

 The C. elegans striated musculature consists of 81 embryonically-derived and 

14 M lineage-derived BWMs (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 1983). 

Despite their different lineage history, all 95 BWMs appear morphologically and 

functionally equivalent. It has been previously shown that although HLH-1 is 

sufficient to induce striated BWM fate (Fukushige and Krause, 2005), hlh-1(0) 

mutants still make all 81 embryonically-derived BWMs (Chen et al., 1992; Chen et al., 

1994). These studies suggest that other factors share redundant functions with HLH-1 

in specifying these 81 BWMs. Neither FOZI-1 nor MAB-5 appears to be one of these 

factors, as FOZI-1 and MAB-5 are not expressed in the 81 embryonically-derived  
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Figure 2.8. A model for muscle fate specification in the postembryonic mesoderm.  

At least two redundant mechanisms functioning downstream of the Pbx/Exd homolog 

CEH-20 are involved in specifying myogenic fates in the postembryonic mesoderm 

(see Discussion). Solid lines in this model do not necessarily represent direct 

regulation. Dashed lines represent a hypothetical situation. 
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BWMs or their precursors, and fozi-1(0), mab-5(0), hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-1(0), hlh-

1(cc561ts); mab-5(RNAi) and hlh-1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609); mab-5(RNAi) double and 

triple mutant animals do not have any defect in the specification of these 81 BWMs. 

Thus, although HLH-1 functions in the development of all BWMs, embryonic and 

post-embryonic BWMs require distinct sets of transcription factors that function 

redundantly with HLH-1. Therefore there is a remarkable level of complexity for the 

production of a simple striated musculature in C. elegans.  

 

Functional redundancy in myogenic fate specification in vertebrates and 

invertebrates 

Functional redundancy in specification of striated muscle fates has been 

observed in both vertebrates and invertebrates. In vertebrates, the redundancy is 

limited to proteins in the MyoD family. There are multiple members of the MyoD 

family of myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs) in vertebrates, including MyoD, Myf-5, 

myogenin and MRF4 (Buckingham, 2001; Pownall et al., 2002; Buckingham et al., 

2003). Each of these factors is capable of inducing the transcription of muscle-specific 

genes when overexpressed, but they also share functional redundancy in striated 

muscle development (Pownall et al., 2002). For example, mice lacking either Myf-5 or 

MyoD are viable and fertile (Braun et al., 1992; Rudnicki et al., 1992; Kaul et al., 

2000). However, double mutants lacking both Myf-5 and MyoD do not form any 

skeletal muscles (Rudnicki et al., 1993).  

Different from vertebrates, many invertebrate organisms have only one MyoD 

homolog, including ascidians (Araki et al., 1994), sea urchins (Venuti et al., 1991) and 

Drosophila (Michelson et al., 1990). In Drosophila, nautilus is present in a subset of 

muscle precursors and differentiated muscle fibers (Michelson et al., 1990; Paterson et 

al., 1991). nautilus loss-of-function mutants only have defects in a distinct subset of 
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cells normally expressing nautilus, and the defects appear to be a combination of 

abnormal differentiation of some muscle fibers and inappropriate fate specification 

(Keller et al., 1998; Balagopalan et al., 2001). These observations indicate that there 

are factor(s) functioning redundantly with nautilus in muscle fate specification and 

differentiation. The identity of these factors is currently unknown. It is possible that 

some of the muscle identity genes such as slouch, apterous, muscle segment 

homeobox, ladybird and Krüppel (Baylies et al., 1998; Frasch, 1999) could share 

redundant functions with nautilus in specifying the fate of certain muscle fibers.  

 This work shows that the combinatorial functions of HLH-1 with FOZI-1 and 

MAB-5 are required to specify the M-derived BWM fate. This is similar to the 

situation in Drosophila where unique combinations of different muscle identity genes 

specify distinct muscle fiber fates, and loss-of-function mutations in these genes cause 

fate transformation from one type of muscle fiber to another (Bourgouin et al., 1992; 

Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997; Jagla et al., 1998; Nose et al., 1998; Knirr et al., 1999). 

Notably, both MAB-5 and FOZI-1 are expressed in other cell types outside of the M 

lineage in C. elegans (Salser et al., 1995; this work). The expression pattern of muscle 

identity genes in Drosophila is also not restricted to only muscle cells (Bourgouin et 

al., 1992; Ruiz-Gomez et al., 1997; Jagla et al., 1998; Nose et al., 1998; Knirr et al., 

1999). What is unique in this study is that hlh-1(cc561ts); mab-5(RNAi) and hlh-

1(cc561ts); fozi-1(cc609) animals show clear fate transformations from M-derived 

BWMs to non-muscle sex myoblasts (SMs)-like cells, which not only display the 

morphology of SMs, but also go on to proliferate and produce differentiated non-

striated sex muscles. This muscle to non-muscle fate transformation may be due to 

these cells adopting a developmental ground state represented by the SMs when 

myogenic factors are missing from the M lineage.  
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CHAPTER 32 

 

A CONSERVED SIX-EYA CASSETTE ACTS DOWNSTREAM OF WNT 

SIGNALING TO DIRECT NON-MYOGENIC VERSUS MYOGENIC FATES 

IN THE C. ELEGANS POSTEMBRYONIC MESODERM  

 

Introduction 

 

How distinct cell fates are acquired from multipotent progenitor cells is a 

fundamental question in developmental biology. I am interested in the mechanisms 

involved in distinguishing myogenic and non-myogenic cell fates in the mesoderm. 

The Six family of homeodomain proteins has been found to regulate cell fate 

specification in multiple tissue types, including in the mesoderm (Kawakami et al., 

2000). The founding member of the Six family of genes is the Drosophila sine oculis 

(so) gene (Cheyette et al., 1994; Serikaku and O'Tousa, 1994). The role of so is best 

characterized in the Drosophila eye, where it functions downstream of the Pax6 gene 

eyeless (ey) for proper eye development (Halder et al., 1998). so and its cofactor eyes 

absent (eya) function upstream of the transcription factor dachshund (dac) to regulate 

the expression of eye specification genes (Chen et al., 1997; Pignoni et al., 1997; Shen 

and Mardon, 1997; Halder et al., 1998). This Pax-Six-Eya-Dac network of regulation 

is also required for proper eye development in vertebrates (Hanson, 2001). In addition, 

members of this network also function in other developmental processes such as 

mesodermal development in Drosophila and vertebrates, and sensory organ 

                                                
2 POP-1::GFP and SYS-1::GFP localization studies in this chapter were performed by Sung-Eun Lim, 
yeast-two hybrid studies were done by Tiffany L. Chan and cloning of some ceh-34 constructs was 
performed by Herong Shi. ceh-34(RNAi) was identified to play a role in the M lineage in an RNAi 
screen described in Chapter 4 with the assistance of Zach Via.  
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development in mammals (Heanue et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1999; Hanson, 2001; Clark 

et al., 2006)  

C. elegans has four homologs of the Six family (CEH-32, CEH-33, CEH-34 

and CEH-35/UNC-39) (Hobert and Ruvkun, 1999; Dozier et al., 2001; Colosimo et 

al., 2004; Furuya et al., 2005). We have observed that knockdown of ceh-34 during 

postembryonic development results specifically in the loss of non-muscle cell types in 

the mesoderm. In this study we investigate how ceh-34 functions in the M lineage, 

which gives rise to all of the postembryonically-derived non-gonadal mesodermal 

cells in the animal (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). The M lineage arises from a single 

blast cell, the M mesoblast, which is born during embryogenesis and remains dormant 

until the larva hatches (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 1983). During 

hermaphrodite larval development this pluripotent blast cell first undergoes a series of 

reproducible divisions to produce 18 cells that are specified into three cell types: 2 

non-muscle coelomocytes (CCs), 14 striated bodywall muscles (BWMs) and 2 sex 

myoblasts (SMs), which subsequently give rise to the non-striated egg-laying muscles 

(Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). Within the M lineage, cell fate specification occurs in an 

asymmetric manner, as CCs are born dorsally and SMs are born ventrally (Figure 

3.1A). In addition, there appear to be asymmetries along the anterior-posterior axis on 

both the dorsal and ventral sides, in which cell-fate decisions are made between 

posterior BWMs and anterior CCs or SMs at the 16- and 18-M stages (Figure 3.1A).  

The process in which multiple cell types are derived from the M mesoblast 

depends on the coordination of symmetry breaking events and transcriptional outputs. 

Previous studies have implicated the LIN-12/Notch and TGFβ signaling pathways in 

generating proper asymmetry of the M lineage along the dorsal-ventral axis: the LIN-

12/Notch pathway promotes ventral SM fates, while the C. elegans Schnurri homolog  
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Figure 3.1. ceh-34 is required for CC fates. 

All images are ventral/lateral views with anterior to the left.  

(A,B) Early M lineage in wild-type (A) and ceh-34(RNAi-P) (B) animals. Stages of the 

early M lineage (1-M to 18-M) are indicated in (A). (C,D) L4440 empty vector RNAi 

treated control (C) and ceh-34(RNAi-P) (D) adults. CCs are visualized using intrinsic 

CC::gfp, with embryonic CCs labeled with arrowheads and M-derived CCs with 

arrows. Type I vulval muscles are visualized using egl-15::gfp, denoted by asterisks. 

M-derived CCs are missing in ceh-34(RNAi) animals (D). (E-F) L1 larva of water-

injected (E) or ceh-34 dsRNA (F) injected animals. The M mesoblast is indicated by 

expression of hlh-8::gfp (open arrow). Note the abnormal anterior morphology of the 

ceh-34(RNAi-E) animal. (G) ceh-34(RNAi-E) adult with only one pair of embryonic 

CCs (arrowhead). M, M mesoblast; d, dorsal; v, ventral; l, left; r, right; a, anterior; p, 

posterior; CC, coelomocyte; BWM, body wall muscle; SM, sex myoblast.
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SMA-9 antagonizes the Sma/Mab TGFβ pathway to promote dorsal CC fates 

(Greenwald et al., 1983; Foehr et al., 2006; Foehr and Liu, 2008). The target genes of 

these pathways in the M lineage have not been identified. 

The conserved Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathway also plays a role in multiple 

asymmetric fate specification events in C. elegans (Mizumoto and Sawa, 2007). 

Specifically, the β-catenin homolog SYS-1 and the TCF transcription factor POP-1 

show reciprocal asymmetric anterior-posterior or proximal-distal nuclear distribution 

in multiple cell divisions during C. elegans development, with SYS-1 being enriched 

in the posterior or distal nuclei and POP-1 enriched in the anterior or proximal nuclei 

(Lin et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1998; Herman, 2001; Siegfried and Kimble, 2002; Kidd et 

al., 2005; Huang et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2008). POP-1 nuclear 

localization is further regulated by the LIT-1 kinase and another β-catenin WRM-1, 

which facilitate the nuclear export of POP-1 in an asymmetric manner (Lo et al., 2004; 

Takeshita and Sawa, 2005). Recently it has been shown that in the M lineage, WRM-1 

localizes to the anterior cortex during anterior-posterior cell divisions but to the nuclei 

of posterior daughters afterwards (Takeshita and Sawa, 2005). However, a role of the 

Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathway in the M lineage has yet to be described. 

In addition to the signaling pathways regulating dorsal-ventral asymmetry in 

the M lineage, a number of mesoderm-intrinsic transcription factors are involved in 

the specification of both muscle (BWM) and non-muscle (CC) fates derived from the 

M mesoblast. The single C. elegans MyoD family member HLH-1 has been shown to 

function redundantly with the Hox protein MAB-5 and another transcription factor, 

FOZI-1, to specify the M-derived BWMs (Harfe et al., 1998a; Liu and Fire, 2000; 

Amin et al., 2007). Curiously, all of these factors are also expressed in and required 

for the specification of the M-derived non-muscle CCs (Harfe et al., 1998a; Liu and 
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Fire, 2000; Amin et al., 2007). These observations suggest that other factor(s) must be 

required to differentiate between M-derived muscle and non-muscle fates.  

In this chapter, I describe the role of the Six2 family homolog CEH-34 and its 

cofactor EYA-1 in proper specification of non-muscle CC fates in the M lineage. I 

propose a model in which ceh-34 and eya-1 expression and the subsequent 

specification of non-muscle cell fates from myogenic precursor cells are regulated in a 

combinatorial manner by the mesoderm-intrinsic factors HLH-1, FOZI-1 and MAB-5, 

by SMA-9 and LIN-12 along the dorsal-ventral axis, and by SYS-1 and POP-1 along 

the anterior-posterior axis.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

Strains were maintained and manipulated using standard conditions (Brenner, 

1974). Analyses were performed at 20˚C, unless otherwise noted. The following 

strains were used: 

LG I: eya-1(ok654) (Furuya et al., 2005), sys-1(q544) (Miskowski et al., 2001), 

pop-1(q645), pop-1(q624) (Siegfried and Kimble, 2002)  

LG II: hlh-1(cc561ts) (Harfe et al., 1998a); rrf-3(pk1426) (Sijen et al., 2001) 

 LG III: dac-1(gk213), dac-1(gk211) (Colosimo et al., 2004); lin-

12(n676n930ts) (Sundaram and Greenwald, 1993) 

LG V: ceh-34(tm3330) (gift from Shohei Mitani, Tokyo Women's Medical 

College, Tokyo, Japan), him-5(e1467) (Hodgkin et al., 1979) 

 LG X: sma-9(cc604) (Foehr et al., 2006) 

 Integrated transgenic lines: 

JK3930: qIs95[sys-1p::venus::sys-1+pttx-3::dsRED] (Phillips et al., 2007) 
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LW0755: jjIs755[hlh-8p::pop-1::gfp+dpy-20(+)]; dpy-20(e1282ts) 

(Siegfried et al., 2004) 

JK3437: him-5(e1490) V; qIs74(pop-1p::pop-1::gfp) (Siegfried et al., 2004) 

LW1066: jjIs1066[pJKL705.1(hlh-8p::mRFP+unc-119(+))]; unc-119(ed4) 

(Jiang et al., 2008)  

LW1475: jjIs1475[pJKL758.1(myo-3::nls::rfp::lacZ+unc-119(+)] I; unc-

119(ed4) 

WM75: wrm-1(tm514); neIs2[WRM-1::GFP + pRF4(rol-6)] (Takeshita and 

Sawa, 2005) 

WM79: rol-6(n1270) II; neEx1[LIT-1::GFP + pRF4(rol-6)] (Takeshita and 

Sawa, 2005) 

The strains LW0683 [rrf-3(pk1426) II; ccIs4438 (intrinsic CC:::gfp)III; 

ayIs2(egl-15::gfp) IV; ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp) X] and LW1734 [jjIs1475(myo-3::rfp) I; rrf-

3(pk1426) II; ccIs4438(intrinsic CC:::gfp) III; ayIs2(egl-15::gfp) IV; ayIs6(hlh-

8::gfp) X] were used to visualize M lineage cells in RNAi experiments. Intrinsic 

CC::gfp is a twist-derived coelomocyte marker (Harfe et al., 1998b). Secreted CC::gfp 

is another coelomocyte marker using a myo-3::secreted GFP that is secreted from the 

body wall muscles and taken up by differentiated CCs (Harfe et al., 1998a). Additional 

M lineage specific reporters were as described in Kostas and Fire (Kostas and Fire, 

2002). The M lineage was followed in live animals under a fluorescence 

stereomicroscope and confirmed using a compound microscope. 

 

Plasmid constructs and transgenic lines  

 Two plasmids were generated to examine the expression pattern of ceh-34. 

Fragments spanning 3.9 kb of the ceh-34 promoter and the entire coding region or the 

promoter alone were PCR amplified from N2 genomic DNA using iProofTM High-
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Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Bio-Rad). I obtained a cDNA clone, yk209b2, which spans 

the entire ORF and the 3’UTR of ceh-34 (gift from Yuji Kohara, National Institute of 

Genetics, Japan). These PCR fragments and cDNA were used to generate the 

following reporter constructs: pNMA90: ceh-34p::ceh-34 genomic ORF::gfp::unc-54 

3’UTR; pNMA94: ceh-34p::gfp::ceh-34 cDNA::ceh-34 3’UTR. Forced expression 

constructs: pNMA107: hlh-8p::gfp::ceh-34 cDNA::ceh-34 3’ UTR; pNMA109: hlh-

8p::eya-1 genomic ORF::unc-54 3’ UTR; pNMA88: hsp-16p::ceh-34 cDNA::ceh-34 

3’UTR; pNMA110: hsp-16p::eya-1 cDNA::unc-54 3’UTR; Other reporter constructs: 

pJKL758: myo-3p::NLS::mRFP::lacZ::unc-54 3’UTR; pJKL601: hlh-8p::pop-

1::gfp::unc-54 3’ UTR. Transgenic lines were generated using the plasmid pRF4 

(Mello et al., 1991), LiuFD61 (mec-7p::mRFP, gift from Sylvia Lee, Cornell 

University) or pJKL815 (myo-2p::mRFP) as markers.  

Plasmids used for RNAi: ceh-34(11068@D5), eya-1(11020@D3), dac-1(11007@F3), 

ceh-35(11062@A7), pax-3(11038@B3), ceh-33(11058@H10) and egl-

38(10018@H7) were retrieved from the ORFeome-RNAi v1.1 library (Rual et al., 

2004). sys-1(T23D8.9) and ceh-32(W05E10.3) RNAi plasmids were obtained from the 

RNAi library generated by Dr. Julie Ahringer and provided by Geneservice Ltd. The 

identities of all RNAi clones obtained from the libraries were confirmed by 

sequencing. The eya-1 RNAi clone was subsequently used for additional cloning. The 

constructs pNMA49 (fozi-1 RNAi), pNMA50 (mab-5 RNAi), pJKL528 (lit-1 RNAi) 

were made by sub-cloning full-length cDNAs for each gene from the plasmids 

pNMA24 (Amin et al., 2007) and p198 (Liu and Fire, 2000) and yk457d2 (gift from 

Yuji Kohara, National Institute of Genetics, Japan) respectively, into the L4440 vector 

(Timmons and Fire, 1998).  pJKL833 (vab-3 RNAi), pJKL834 (pax-3 RNAi) and 

pJKL835 (pax-2 RNAi), were generated by subcloning into L4440 a PCR fragment 

corresponding to a genomic region for each gene. RNAi constructs pSP28 (pop-1 
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RNAi) and LiuFD31 (wrm-1 RNAi) were gifts from David Eisenmann and Brian 

Harfe respectively. 

 

Heat-shock experiments 

 Transgenic animals harboring pNMA88 (hsp-16p::ceh-34) and/or pNMA110 

(hsp-16p::eya-1) were subjected to periodic heat-shock at 37˚C for 30 minutes 

followed by recovery for 3-4 hours at 20˚C beginning at the 1-M stage of development 

until after M-derived CCs were visible using intrinsic CC::gfp. Alternatively, animals 

were subjected to continuous heat-shock at 30˚C from embryogenesis until the 16-M 

stage of the M lineage. Both periodic and continuous heat-shock conditions yielded 

the same results. Non-transgenic heat-shocked animals were used as controls for heat-

shock conditions.  

 

RNAi 

 RNAi by injection (RNAi-E): ceh-34 dsRNA was synthesized with the T7 

RiboMax RNA Production System (Promega) using the ceh-34 RNAi plasmid (above) 

as a template. To observe the effects of RNAi during embryonic development, dsRNA 

was further purified and injected into wild-type hermaphrodites of the reference strain 

LW0683, with water as an injection control. The progeny of injected animals were 

scored for phenotypes.   

RNAi by ingestion (RNAi-P): To observe the effects of RNAi during 

postembryonic development, I performed RNAi by ingestion with a synchronous 

population of L1 larvae. L1 animals synchronized by standard methods (Kamath and 

Ahringer, 2003) were plated in triplicate on HT115(DE3) bacteria expressing dsRNA 

for genes of interest. Bacteria for ingestion were prepared as described by Kamath and 

Ahringer (Kamath and Ahringer, 2003), using 4 mM IPTG to induce dsRNA 
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production. RNAi-P was performed at 25˚C and animals were scored for M lineage 

phenotypes or used for immunostaining 24-48 hours after plating.  

 

Yeast two-hybrid assays 

 Two hybrid analysis was performed using the protocol described by James et 

al. (James et al., 1996). The plasmids pJKL822 and pTLC6 were generated by cloning 

full length ceh-34 and eya-1 cDNAs in frame with the GAL4 binding domain (pGBD-

C1) and the GAL4 activation domain (pGAD-C1), respectively (James et al., 1996).  

 

Immunofluorescence staining  

Animal fixation, immunostaining, microscopy and image analysis were 

performed as described previously (Amin et al., 2007). Guinea pig anti-FOZI-1 (Amin 

et al., 2007) and goat anti-GFP (Rockland Immunochemicals; 1:5000) antibodies were 

used. All secondary antibodies were from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories and 

used in a dilution of 1:50 to 1:200. 

 

Results 

 

ceh-34 is required for specifying the non-muscle CC fates in the M lineage 

 In an RNAi screen to identify transcription factors important for M lineage 

development (Chapter 4), I found that RNAi knockdown of ceh-34 during 

postembryonic development (see Materials and Methods, referred to as RNAi-P) 

resulted in a loss of M-derived CCs (Table 3.1, Figure 3.1B, D). To determine the 

basis for the missing M-derived CCs, I followed the development of the M lineage in 

ceh-34(RNAi-P) animals using a combination of cell-type specific markers. Compared 

to wild-type animals, ceh-34(RNAi-P) animals exhibit normal cleavage orientations 
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Table 3.1. M lineage phenotypes of C. elegans Pax-Six-Eya-Dac mutants 

Gene 
family Genotype Number of 

Embryonic CCs 
Number of  

M-derived CCs 

 wild-type 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

ceh-34(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 0 (98.3%); 2 (1.7%) 
(n=362) 

Six1/2 
ceh-34(RNAi-E) 

 11.3% with 1st pair missing 
16.7% with 2nd pair missing 

 14.1% with both pairs missing 
(n=538) 

0 (98.6%) 
1-2 (1.4%) 
 (n=425) 

Six3/6 ceh-32(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

Six1/2 ceh-33(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

Six4/5 ceh-35(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

Eyes 
absent eya-1(ok654)  

9.5% with 1st or 2nd pair missing 
 87.7% with both pairs missing 

(n=203) 

0 (84.7%);1 (1.0%); 2 
(14.3%) 
(n=203) 

Pax6 vab-3(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

Pax3 pax-3(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

Pax1/9 pax-1(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

Pax2/5/8 pax-2(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

 egl-38(RNAi-P) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

 egl-38(n578) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 

dac-1(gk211) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 
Dachshund 

dac-1(gk213) 4 (n>200) 2 (n>200) 
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and proliferation in the M lineage to give rise to 18 descendents at the end of L1 

larval growth, observed by the hlh-8::gfp reporter and αFOZI-1 immunostaining 

(Harfe et al., 1998b; Amin et al., 2007). In wild-type animals, two of these 18 cells, 

M.drpa and M.dlpa, differentiate into CCs (Figure 3.1A). In 10 of 11 ceh-34(RNAi-P) 

animals examined, these two cells failed to become CCs (Figure 3.1B). Instead, they 

adopted the fate of their sister cells (M.drpp and M.dlpp) and became BWMs 

(visualized using myo-3::rfp). The remaining animal had a CC to BWM fate 

transformation in only one side of the body, resulting in the loss of 1 M-derived CC 

(data not shown). Fate specification of SMs (visualized using hlh-8::gfp) and their 

derivatives (visualized using egl-15::gfp; Figure 3.1D) was unaffected in ceh-

34(RNAi-P) animals, suggesting that ceh-34 is specifically required for the proper 

specification of M-derived CC fates.  

I obtained a deletion allele of ceh-34, tm3330, from the National Bioresource 

Project of Japan in which 235 bp of the second intron are deleted (Figure 3.2A). I saw 

no M lineage defect in tm3330 mutants (Table 3.1), suggesting that this allele does 

not compromise the function of ceh-34. Postembryonic RNAi knockdown of the three 

other Six family members in C. elegans, ceh-32, ceh-33 and unc-39/ceh-35 had no 

effect on the M lineage (Table 3.1). Thus ceh-34 is the only Six family gene required 

for the specification of M-derived CC fate.   

 

ceh-34 is essential for embryonic CC fates and larval viability 

 To assess the role of ceh-34 during embryonic development, we knocked 

down ceh-34 during embryogenesis by injecting ceh-34 dsRNA into wild-type 

animals (referred to as RNAi-E). I then examined the progeny of the injected animals 

for phenotypes. Among 2210 embryos laid by ceh-34(RNAi-E)-injected 

hermaphrodites, 17% arrested at the three-fold stage of embryogenesis and 82%
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Figure 3.2. ceh-34 is expressed in the M-derived CC precursors.  

All images in Figures 2-5 are lateral views with anterior to the left and dorsal up 

(unless otherwise noted).  

 (A) Schematic representations of the ceh-34 translational reporter constructs: 

pNMA90 [ceh-34p::ceh-34 genomic ORF::gfp::unc-54 3’UTR] and pNMA94 [ceh-

34p::gfp::ceh-34 cDNA::ceh-34 3’UTR]. (B-G): Representative images of live 

animals expressing ceh-34::gfp at different developmental stages. (B,C) Two focal 

planes of a bean stage embryo. (D,E) Two focal planes of a three fold state embryo. 

(F) A L1 larva and (G) an adult. Arrows in G denote BWMs. (H-J) The left side of an 

L1 larva double labeled with CEH-34::GFP (H) and anti-FOZI-1 antibody (I) at the 

16-M stage. (J) A merged image of H and I. CEH-34::GFP was detected in M.dlpa (I) 

and M.drpa (not shown), both M-derived CC precursors. (K) Summary of ceh-34::gfp 

expression in the M lineage, with ceh-34::gfp-positive cells in green circles. 
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arrested at the L1 larval stage with abnormal anterior morphology (Figure 3.1E). 

Among the 24 animals that survived to adulthood, 8 had fewer than 6 CCs, varying 

from missing M-derived CCs to missing some or all of the four embryonically-

derived CCs (Figure 3.1F). These results suggest that ceh-34 is an essential gene 

required for embryonic and early larval development.  Furthermore, ceh-34 might be 

required for embryonic CC development.  

To further assess the role of ceh-34 in embryonic CC development, I repeated 

the ceh-34(RNAi-E) experiment and scored a larger number of animals that escaped 

the embryonic arrest for their phenotypes regarding the embryonic CCs using two 

independent reporters of the CC fate (see Materials and Methods). As shown in Table 

3.1, 42% (n=538) of these animals had a reduced number of embryonically derived 

CCs. The missing CCs included the pair located in the head (the 1st pair), the pair 

located near the vulva (the 2nd pair) or both pairs. Thus, in addition to its role in 

specifying the M-derived CCs, ceh-34 is also required for the proper development of 

the four embryonically derived CCs.  

 

ceh-34 is expressed in the CC precursor cells in the M lineage 

 To understand how ceh-34 functions during development, especially in the 

proper specification of M-derived CCs, I generated two translational ceh-34::gfp 

fusion constructs as diagrammed in Figure 3.2A: pNMA90 and pNMA94. Transgenic 

animals carrying either construct showed identical patterns of GFP expression and  

localization. Consistent with the role of CEH-34 as a transcription factor, these two 

GFP fusion proteins are localized to the nucleus (Figure 3.2). I found that ceh-34::gfp 

expression begins late during embryogenesis and in a few anterior BWM cells and 

other unidentified cells in the head and persists through post-embryonic development 

(Figure 3.2B-G).  
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To determine the expression pattern of ceh-34 in the M lineage, I performed 

double-labeling experiments using the ceh-34::gfp fusions and hlh-8p::rfp or αFOZI-

1 immunofluorescence staining to label M lineage cells (Harfe et al., 1998b;Amin et 

al., 2007). I found that ceh-34::gfp is transiently expressed in the M lineage, 

specifically in M.dlpa and M.drpa, the two M-derived CC precursors, before they 

terminally differentiate (Figure 3.2H-K). ceh-34::gfp expression is no longer 

detectable in the CCs after they differentiate.  

 

ceh-34 alone is not sufficient to specify CC fates  

 Because ceh-34 is expressed in the M-derived CC precursors and is required 

for specifying the M-derived CCs, I next asked whether forced expression of ceh-34 

in other cell types is sufficient to direct the CC fate. I first generated transgenic lines 

expressing ceh-34 under the control of the heat shock promoter hsp-16p (pNMA88). 

Heat-shocking (see Materials and Methods) mixed staged animals carrying pNMA88 

had no effect on the number of cells expressing the intrinsic CC::gfp marker. To more 

specifically test whether ceh-34 is sufficient to specify the CC fate in the M lineage, I 

generated transgenic animals expressing ceh-34 under the control of the hlh-8 

promoter (pNMA107), which is active in all undifferentiated cells of the M lineage 

(Harfe et al., 1998b). None of the transgenic lines produced any extra M-derived CCs 

(Figure 3.3H). Thus, although ceh-34 is required for specifying the CC fate, it is not 

sufficient on its own to induce other cells to adopt the CC fate, either within or 

outside of the M lineage. 

 

 EYA-1 is required for CC fate specification 

  In both Drosophila and vertebrates, Six homeodomain proteins have been 

shown to function together with other proteins, including Pax, Eya and Dac 
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(Kawakami et al., 2000). C. elegans contains five Pax homologs, pax-1, pax-2, egl-

38, pax-3, and vab-3/pax-6, and one homolog each for Eya and Dac, eya-1 and dac-1 

(Hobert and Ruvkun, 1999; Dozier et al., 2001; Colosimo et al., 2004; Furuya et al., 

2005). To determine whether any of these factors participate in proper fate 

specification in the M lineage, I used mutant alleles or RNAi-P or both to 

systematically knock down the function of each of these factors and then analyzed the 

resulting M lineage phenotypes. RNAi knockdown during postembryonic 

development or mutants of the Pax and Dac homologs did not show any M lineage 

defects (Table 3.1), suggesting that none of the Pax genes on their own, nor the single 

Dachshund homolog are essential in the M lineage. However, I found that the strong 

loss-of-function allele of eya-1, ok654 (Furuya et al., 2005), displayed M lineage 

phenotypes similar to ceh-34(RNAi-P). Like ceh-34(RNAi-P), eya-1(ok654) animals 

displayed a loss of M-derived CCs (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3A). In addition, eya-1(ok654) 

animals also exhibited a variable loss of the embryonic CCs (Table 3.1, Figure 3.3A). 

Thus, both ceh-34 and eya-1 are required for specifying the embryonic and M-derived 

CCs.  

 

EYA-1 acts as a cofactor for CEH-34 in CC fate specification 

 Six family proteins have been shown in the fruit fly and the mouse to use Eya 

as a cofactor to regulate gene expression (Pignoni et al., 1997; Ohto et al., 1999; Li et 

al., 2003). Because loss of function of ceh-34 and eya-1 exhibited similar phenotypes, 

I tested whether EYA-1 can act as a cofactor for CEH-34 in C. elegans. I found that 

eya-1::gfp (Furuya et al., 2005) is expressed in a similar pattern to ceh-34::gfp both 

within and outside of the M lineage. However, eya-1::gfp expression differs slightly 

from that of ceh-34::gfp, which is transiently expressed in M-derived CC precursors; 
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Figure 3.3. EYA-1 acts as a cofactor for CEH-34 in CC fate specification. 

 (A) An eya-1(ok654) L4 larva missing one pair of embryonic CCs and both M-

derived CCs (using intrinsic CC::gfp). Arrowhead denotes the anterior pair of 

embryonically-derived CCs. GFP positive cells in the middle of the worm (near the 

asterisk) are SM descendants labeled by hlh-8::gfp. (B,C) A wild-type adult 

expressing eya-1::gfp (B). GFP was detected in the four embryonically-derived CCs 

(arrowheads). Magnified DIC view of the anterior pair of CCs (C) corresponds to box 

in (B). (D-F) The left side of an L1 larva double labeled with EYA-1::GFP (D), anti-

FOZI-1 antibody (E) at the 16-M stage. (F) A merged image of D and E. EYA-1::GFP 

was detected in M.dlpa (F) and M.drpa (not shown). (G) Summary of eya-1::gfp 

expression in the M lineage, with eya-1::gfp-positive cells in green circles. (H) CEH-

34 binds EYA-1 via the yeast two-hybrid assay. (I,J) Forced expression of both ceh-34 

and eya-1 in the M lineage leads to ectopic CC fates. Panel I shows an example of 

such a worm. Arrowheads point to embryonically-derived CCs while arrows point to 

M-derived CCs.  
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in contrast, eya-1::gfp expression is detected in all six differentiated CCs throughout 

development (Figures 3.3B-F).  

I next tested whether CEH-34 and EYA-1 can interact in a yeast two-hybrid 

assay, and found that CEH-34 fused to the GAL-4 DNA binding domain (BD::CEH-

34) can bind to EYA-1 fused to the GAL-4 activation domain (AD::EYA-1) (Figure 

3.3G). Reciprocal interaction between AD::CEH-34 and BD::EYA-1 could not be 

tested because BD::EYA-1 can auto-activate reporter gene expression on its own. The 

colocalization and interaction of CEH-34 and EYA-1, along with their similar mutant 

phenotypes, suggest the interaction between Six and Eya is conserved in C. elegans 

and that EYA-1 may serve as a cofactor for CEH-34 in CC fate specification.  

 To test whether CEH-34 and EYA-1 together can promote the CC fate, I 

forced the expression of each gene or both genes together using the hlh-8 promoter 

(Harfe et al., 1998b). Forced expression of either ceh-34 or eya-1 alone did not result 

in any ectopic CCs in the M lineage (Figure 3.3J). However, when both genes were 

simultaneously expressed in the M lineage, we observed an increase in the number of 

M-derived CCs (Figure 3.3I, J). Thus CEH-34 and EYA-1 can act together to specify 

ectopic CC fates. The low frequency of induction (Figure 3.3J) prevented detailed 

lineage analysis to determine the source of the extra CCs. The infrequency of 

induction and low numbers of induced cells could be due to the low level of ectopic 

expression of one or both genes or could indicate that not all cells in the M lineage are 

competent to respond to elevated levels of the two proteins. Taken together, our data 

are consistent with the role of EYA-1 as a cofactor for CEH-34 in non-muscle CC-

specific transcription.  
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CEH-34 and EYA-1 act downstream of mesoderm-intrinsic transcription factors 

necessary for muscle and non-muscle fates 

The expression of CEH-34 and EYA-1 in the M lineage is preceded by 

expression of a number of transcription factors that are required for both BWM and 

CC fates. MAB-5, HLH-1 and FOZI-1 are expressed in the early descendants of the M 

mesoblast, including the CC and BWM precursor cells and are required for the 

specification of these M lineage fates (Harfe et al., 1998a; Liu and Fire, 2000; Amin et 

al., 2007). To test whether these factors are required for ceh-34 and eya-1 function, I 

examined the consequences of knockdown of these genes on the expression pattern of 

both ceh-34 and eya-1. I found that mab-5(RNAi) and fozi-1(RNAi) animals lost 

expression of ceh-34::gfp and eya-1::gfp in the presumptive CCs (Figure 3.4A). 

Similarly, ceh-34::gfp and eya-1::gfp were not detected in the M lineage of the 

temperature sensitive hlh-1(cc561ts) mutants at the restrictive temperature (Figure 

3.4A). Thus mab-5, hlh-1 and fozi-1 are required for the expression of ceh-34 and eya-

1.  

 

CEH-34 and EYA-1 act downstream of the LIN-12/Notch and SMA-

9/TGFβ  pathways 

 As shown above, both ceh-34 and eya-1 are expressed in and act in the dorsal 

M lineage descendants. Dorsal-ventral asymmetry in the M lineage is regulated by 

both the LIN-12/Notch signaling pathway and the Sma/Mab TGFβ signaling pathway, 

which is antagonized by SMA-9 (Greenwald et al., 1983; Foehr et al., 2006; Foehr and 

Liu, 2008). Thus, I expected that ceh-34 and eya-1 expression in the dorsal  

CC precursors is under the control of these two patterning pathways. Indeed, as 

expected, I found that ceh-34 activity is required for the ectopic CC fates that appear  
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Figure 3.4. ceh-34 acts downstream of M lineage CC competence factors as well 

as dorsal-ventral patterning systems.  

 (A) ceh-34::gfp and eya-1::gfp are not expressed in the M lineage of mab-5, fozi-1, 

hlh-1 and sma-9 mutants. (B) ceh-34 is required for the ectopic CC fates in lin-

12(n941) null mutants. (C-E) ceh-34 M lineage expression in sma-9 mutants. ceh-

34::gfp is detected in the head (not shown), but not in M.dlpa or M.drpa in sma-

9(cc604) animals (C). Anti-FOZI staining marks the M lineage cells (D). (E) A 

merged image of C and D. 
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in lin-12(n941) mutants (Figure 3.4B), and that SMA-9 is required to activate the 

expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 in the M-derived CC precursors (Figure 3.4A,C-E).  

 

CEH-34 and EYA-1 act downstream of POP-1 and SYS-1, components of the 

Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathway 

 

SYS-1 and POP-1 are asymmetrically distributed along the anterior-posterior axis in 

the M lineage 

 Since CEH-34 expression is limited to the anterior daughters of M.dlp and 

M.drp, I wanted to identify factors regulating this anterior expression. The Wnt/β-

catenin asymmetry pathway is involved in multiple anterior-posterior fate decisions in 

C. elegans (Mizumoto and Sawa, 2007). In particular, the TCF/LEF homolog POP-1 

is enriched in the anterior daughter, while the β-catenin homolog SYS-1 is enriched in 

the posterior daughter of an A-P cell division (Lin et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1998; Huang 

et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2007). Could pop-1 and sys-1 play any role in regulating 

ceh-34 expression or M lineage fate specification?  

The expression patterns of sys-1 and pop-1 in the anterior-posterior divisions 

within the early M lineage were examined using functional sys-1::gfp and pop-1::gfp 

reporters (see Materials and Methods). Both sys-1::gfp and pop-1::gfp are present in 

the early M lineage starting from the 1-M stage, and are evenly distributed through the 

4-M stage (data not shown). After divisions along the anterior-posterior axis (8-, 16- 

and 18-M stages), SYS-1::GFP is enriched in the posterior daughter of each cell 

division, while POP-1::GFP is enriched in the anterior daughter (Figure 3.5A-H). 

These asymmetries of SYS-1 and POP-1 mirror those seen in anterior-posterior 

divisions in other C. elegans lineages. 
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Figure 3.5. CEH-34 acts downstream of SYS-1 and POP-1 in the M lineage to 

specify CC fates. 

(A-H) Localization of POP-1::GFP (A) and SYS-1::GFP (E) in the M lineage 

of wild-type animals. (B and F) M lineage cells marked by anti-FOZI-1 staining; (C 

and G) the corresponding merged images. POP-1::GFP is enriched in the nuclei of 

anterior cells (A), while SYS-1::GFP is enriched in the nuclei of posterior cells (E). D 

and H summarize the asymmetric localization patterns of POP-1::GFP and SYS-

1::GFP, respectively, in the M lineage. Black circles represent enriched localization, 

while grey circles represent lower GFP levels. (I) A sys-1(q544) L4 larva with extra 

M-derived CCs (arrow). (J) The M lineage of the animal shown in I. (K-R) Two sys-

1(RNAi) larvae with ectopic ceh-34::gfp expression. K-M are lateral views while O-Q 

are dorsal images. (K and O) ceh-34::gfp expression; (L and P) anti-FOZI-1 staining 

(with dorsal M lineage cells labeled); (M and Q) corresponding merged images; (N 

and R) corresponding lineages for K-M and O-Q, respectively, with green circles 

representing ceh-34::gfp. (S-Z) POPTOP mCherry reporter expression in the M 

lineage of wild-type (S-V) and sys-1(RNAi-P) (W-Z) animals. (S,W) mCherry signal; 

(T, X) M lineage cells labeled by hlh-8::gfp; (U,Y) corresponding merged images; (V, 

Z) A summary of mCherry expression in the M lineage, with POPTOP expressing 

cells in red circles. Note the faint mCherry signal in M.dlp and strong mCherry signal 

in M.vlpa and M.vlpp (U) in the wild-type animal, and the absence of mCherry signal 

in the M lineage of the sys-1(RNAi-P) animal (Y).
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Reduction of SYS-1 levels results in the presence of extra M-derived CCs and SMs  

 To test whether the asymmetric distribution of SYS-1 reflected a role for sys-1 

in M lineage development, I examined M lineage development in strong loss-of-

function mutant sys-1(q544) animals and sys-1(RNAi-P) animals. In both cases, I 

observed an increase in the number of dorsal CCs and ventral SMs derived from the M 

lineage (Figure 3.5I,J, Table 3.2). To determine the underlying cause of this 

phenotype, I used hlh-8::gfp and αFOZI-1 antibody staining to follow the divisions of 

the M mesoblast in sys-1(q544 or RNAi-P) animals.  

On the ventral side, in a majority of sys-1(q544) animals (67.6%, n=37) 

M.vlpp and/or M.vrpp underwent an extra division along the anterior-posterior axis, 

most often producing an SM and a BWM, much like their anterior sister cells, M.vlpa 

and M.vrpa (Figures 3.5 and 3.6). This behavior was observed in 11 of 12 animals, 

with some variation in which cells generated the extra SMs (Figure 3.6). This variation 

may be due to residual activity of SYS-1 in sys-1(q544) animals. Similar posterior-to-

anterior fate transformations in the ventral M lineage were observed in sys-1(RNAi-P) 

animals (45.8%, n=59). Thus, the extra SMs observed in sys-1(q544) animals were 

most often the result of a posterior-to-anterior fate transformation on the ventral side 

of the M lineage at the 16-M stage.  

Unlike the ventral side, the extra CCs observed in sys-1(q544 or RNAi-P) 

animals on the dorsal side of the M lineage were not simply due to a posterior-to-

anterior fate transformation. All 10 sys-1(q544) animals and 19 of 24 sys-1(RNAi-P) 

animals had 9 to 12 cells on the dorsal side of the M lineage (rather than the usual 8) 

due to an extra round of cell division by M.d(l/r)pp or M.d(l/r)pa or both (Figures 3.7 

and 3.8). Since M.d(l/r)pp and M.d(l/r)pa do not undergo an extra round of cell 

division in wild-type animals, our observations suggest that sys-1 is normally required 

to suppress further proliferation of the daughters of M.d(l/r)p.   
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Table 3.2. ceh-34 functions downstream of POP-1/SYS-1 to specify CC fates 
A 

Genotype Number of M-derived CCs (intrinsic CC:gfp) 

 n 0-1 2 3-4 5-7 

wild-type >200 0% 100% 0% 0% 

L4440 RNAi 201 2.5% 97.5% 0% 0% 

sys-1(q544) 112 0% 10.7% 58.9% 30.4% 

sys-1(RNAi-P) 86 6.9% 41.9% 38.4% 12.8% 

sys-1(q544);  
ceh-34(RNAi-P) 22 100% 0% 0% 0% 

pop-1(RNAi-P) 67 65.7% 20.9% 13.4% 0% 

pop-1(q624) 68 20.6% 79.4% 0% 0% 

pop-1(q645) 49 2.0% 8.2% 59.2% 30.6% 

pop-1(q645);  
ceh-34(RNAi-P) 53 100% 0% 0% 0% 

wrm-1(RNAi-P) 96 13.5% 51.0% 33.4% 2.1% 

lit-1(RNAi-P) 71 14.1% 45.1% 32.3% 8.5% 

B 

Genotype Number of M-derived SMs (hlh-8::gfp) 

 n 0-1 2 3-4 

wild-type >200 0% 100% 0% 

L4440RNAi >200 0% 100% 0% 

sys-1(q544) 37 0% 32.4% 67.6% 

sys-1(RNAi-P) 59 0% 54.2% 45.8% 

pop-1(RNAi-P) 99 41.4% 49.5% 9.1% 

pop-1(q645) 22 0% 0% 100% 

wrm-1(RNAi-P) 45 0% 22.2% 77.8% 

lit-1(RNAi-P) 47 8.5% 46.8% 44.7% 
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Figure 3.6 Ventral M lineage of sys-1(q544) animals. 

Lineage data of individual sys-1(q544) animals scored by following hlh-8::gfp. Each 

row represents an individual animal. Some cells could not be followed due to technical 

reasons and are thus marked as not determined. B and BWM denote body wall muscle, 

while S and SM represent sex myoblast. Each division shown here occurs along the 

anterior-posterior axis.  
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Figure 3.7. Dorsal M lineage of sys-1(RNAi-P) animals. 

Lineage data of individual sys-1(RNAi-P) animals scored by following hlh-8::gfp and 

intrinsic CC::gfp. Each row represents an individual animal. Some cells could not be 

followed due to technical reasons and are thus marked as not determined. B and BWM 

denote body wall muscle, while C and CC represent coelomocyte. Question marks (?) 

denote cells that were still in the process of dividing and not yet differentiated. Each 

division shown here occurs along the anterior-posterior axis. 
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Figure 3.8. ceh-34::gfp M lineage expression in sys-1(RNAi-P) animals. 

Data of individual sys-1(RNAi-P) animals scored for ceh-34::gfp expression using 

anti-GFP antibodies. M lineage cells are marked using anti-FOZI-1 staining. Each row 

represents an individual animal, with the first row showing a wild-type animal. Some 

cells could not be followed due to technical reasons and are thus marked as not 

determined. Filled green circles denote cells expressing ceh-34::gfp while open circles 

are cells not expressing ceh-34::gfp. Question marks (?) denote cells that were still in 

the process of dividing and not yet differentiated. Each division shown here occurs 

along the anterior-posterior axis. 
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Increased cell proliferation alone does not account for all the extra CCs 

observed in sys-1(q544) and sys-1(RNAi-P) animals. In instances where M.d(l/r)pa and 

M.d(l/r)pp did not undergo an extra division, I saw a transformation of the BWM fate 

of M.d(l/r)pp to the CC fate of its anterior sister M.d(l/r)pa (Figure 3.8). As shown in 

Figures 3.5 and 3.7, in sys-1(q544) and sys-1(RNAi-P) animals, descendants of 

M.d(l/r)pa and M.d(l/r)pp show a strong bias toward the CC fate. These observations 

suggest that in wild-type animals, sys-1 is required to suppress the CC fate in 

M.d(l/r)pp, the posterior sisters of the CC precursor cells M.d(l/r)pa.   

 

sys-1 represses CC fates in the M lineage by negatively regulating ceh-34 and eya-1 

expression  

 Because ceh-34 and eya-1 are each necessary and together sufficient for 

specifying M-derived CCs, I next asked whether the extra M-derived CCs in sys-1 

mutant animals were due to inappropriate ceh-34 and eya-1 expression. Indeed, I 

found that sys-1(RNAi-P) resulted in the ectopic expression of ceh-34::gfp (Figures 

3.5K-R and 3.8) and eya-1::gfp (data not shown) within the M lineage in a pattern 

consistent with the pattern of transformations to the CC fate described above.  

To confirm that the extra CCs in sys-1 mutants are due to the ectopic 

expression of ceh-34, I performed ceh-34(RNAi-P) in a sys-1(q544) mutant 

background. As shown in Table 3.2, ceh-34(RNAi-P) resulted in a loss of all M 

lineage-derived CCs in sys-1(q544) animals. Thus sys-1 negatively regulates ceh-34 

and eya-1 expression in the posterior sister cells of M-derived CCs and prevents those 

cells from adopting the CC fate.  
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pop-1 is required to activate ceh-34 expression to properly specify M-derived CCs 

I examined the role of pop-1 in the M lineage by using two mutant alleles of 

pop-1, q645 and q624, as well as by performing pop-1(RNAi-P). q624 is a weak loss-

of-function allele of pop-1 which inhibits DNA binding, while q645 carries a point 

mutation in the β-catenin interacting domain (Siegfried and Kimble, 2002). I detected 

a range of M lineage defects in pop-1(q624), pop-1(q645) and pop-1(RNAi-P) animals. 

Both pop-1(q624) and pop-1(RNAi-P) worms exhibit a loss of M-derived CCs (20.6%, 

n=68 for pop-1(q624) and 65.7%, n=67 for pop-1(RNAi-P)) and SMs (41.4%, n=99 

for pop-1(RNAi-P)), an M lineage phenotype opposite to that of sys-1 mutants (Table 

3.2). The loss of SMs was due to a fate transformation of M.v(l/r)pa to the fate of its 

posterior sister M.v(l/r)pp (Figure 3.9). The loss of CCs was due to a combination of 

under-proliferation of the dorsal M lineage, as well as to fate transformation of 

M.d(l/r)pa to the fate of its posterior sister M.d(l/r)pp (normally fated to become 

BWMs). Furthermore, the loss of M-derived CCs in pop-1(RNAi-P) animals was often 

accompanied by the loss of ceh-34::gfp expression in the M lineage (Supplemental 

Figure 3.10). Intriguingly, 13.4% (n=67) of pop-1(RNAi-P) animals (Table 3.2) 

displayed a phenotype similar to sys-1 loss of function, in which extra dorsal cells and 

CCs were produced. This phenotype may reflect a complete knockdown of pop-1 in 

M.v(l/r)pa (see Discussion). Despite this complication, the most penetrant phenotypes 

of pop-1(q624) and pop-1(RNAi-P) animals indicate that pop-1 is required for 

specification of the M-derived CC fate by positively regulating proliferation and ceh-

34 expression in M.dlpa and M.drpa.  

Interestingly, pop-1(q645) animals displayed an M lineage phenotype that 

resembled that of sys-1 mutants. 89.8% (n=49) of q645 animals had extra M-derived 

CCs on the dorsal side and 100% of q645 (n=22) animals had extra SMs on the ventral 

side (Table 3.2). Like in sys-1 mutants, the extra SMs in q645 mutants arise due to a  
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Figure 3.9. Ventral M lineage of pop-1(RNAi-P) animals. 

Lineage data of individual pop-1(RNAi-P) animals scored by following hlh-8::gfp. 

Each row represents an individual animal. B and BWM denote body wall muscle, 

while S and SM represent sex myoblast. Each division shown here occurs along the 

anterior-posterior axis. 
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Figure 3.10. ceh-34::gfp M lineage expression in pop-1(RNAi-P) animals. 

Data of individual pop-1(RNAi-P) animals scored for ceh-34::gfp expression using 

anti-GFP antibodies. M lineage cells are marked using anti-FOZI-1 staining. Each row 

represents an individual animal, with the first row showing a wild-type animal. Some 

cells could not be followed due to technical reasons and are thus marked as not 

determined. Asterisks (*) denote animals that displayed seven cells on the left side and 

only three or one on the right side of the animal. These may be artifacts caused by 

fixation during staining. Filled green circles denote cells expressing ceh-34::gfp while 

open circles are cells not expressing ceh-34::gfp. Some animals displayed very faint 

ceh-34::gfp expression and are marked by fainter green circles. Each division shown 

here occurs along the anterior-posterior axis. 
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fate transformation of M.v(l/r)pp to M.v(l/r)pa (Figure 3.11), and the ectopic CCs arise 

from the extra divisions of M.d(l/r)pa and M.d(l/r)pp and posterior-to-anterior fate 

transformations among the descendants of these two cells (data not shown). 

Furthermore, generation of extra CCs in q645 animals depends on the presence of ceh-

34, as ceh-34(RNAi-P) in pop-1(q645) mutants resulted in the loss of all M-derived 

CCs (Table 3.2). Since the q645 mutation is located in a conserved β-catenin binding 

domain of POP-1 (Siegfried and Kimble, 2002), the similarity in phenotypes of pop-

1(q645) to sys-1 loss of function animals suggests that SYS-1 is required for the 

normal activity of POP-1 in M.d(l/r)pp and M.v(l/r)pp (see Discussion below).  

 

Reduction of wrm-1 and lit-1 results in extra CC and SM fates 

POP-1 nuclear levels have been shown to be regulated by the LIT-1 kinase and 

another β-catenin, WRM-1. These two factors facilitate the nuclear export of POP-1 in 

an asymmetric manner to modulate POP-1 activity (Lo et al., 2004; Takeshita and 

Sawa, 2005). Recently it has been shown that in the M lineage, WRM-1 localizes to 

the anterior cortex during anterior-posterior cell divisions but to the nuclei of posterior 

daughters afterwards (Takeshita and Sawa, 2005). The localization of wrm-1::gfp and 

lit-1::gfp to the nuclei of each of the posterior daughters of asymmetric divisions in 

the M lineage was confirmed (data not shown). I also saw an increase in the number of 

CCs and SMs in wrm-1(RNAi-P) and lit-1(RNAi-P) animals (Table 3.2). These results 

are consistent with a role for wrm-1 and lit-1 in suppressing the posterior CC and SM 

fates by exporting POP-1 out of the nucleus.  
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Figure 3.11. Ventral M lineage of pop-1(q645) animals. 

Lineage data of individual pop-1(q645) animals scored by following hlh-8::gfp. Each 

row represents an individual animal. Some cells could not be followed due to technical 

reasons and are thus marked as not determined. B and BWM denote body wall muscle, 

while S and SM represent sex myoblast. Each division shown here occurs along the 

anterior-posterior axis. 
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POP-1 functions as a transcriptional activator in the posterior daughters of the M 

lineage 

Previous studies have shown that a high SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio makes POP-1 a 

transcriptional activator (Kidd et al., 2005). To determine if this is the case in the M 

lineage, I monitored the expression of a recently described reporter of TCF/LEF 

activity called POPTOP mCherry (Green et al., 2008). Faint mCherry expression was 

detected in M.d(l/r)p and M.v(l/r)p, but not in their anterior counterparts, just before 

these cells divide (M.dlp in Figure 3.5S-U). The mCherry signal remains visible in 

both the anterior and posterior descendants of M.d(l/r)p and M.v(l/r)p (M.vlpa and 

M.vlpp in Figure 3.5S-U). Faint mCherry expression was again detectable in the 

posterior descendants of M.d(l/r)a and M.v(l/r)a (data not shown). This pattern of 

mCherry expression was seen in 15 out of 16 animals examined; the overall 

expression pattern of mCherry is summarized in Figure 3.5V. Taking into account the 

slow folding rate of mCherry (Shaner et al., 2005), which could account for the faint 

signals, and the potential persistence of mCherry in both daughters of a cell expressing 

the reporter, these results are consistent with activation of the POPTOP reporter in the 

posterior cells of the M lineage.  

Because the posterior cells in the M lineage have a high SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio, 

I next asked whether the activation of the POPTOP reporter in the posterior cells 

requires SYS-1 by examining the expression of mCherry in sys-1(RNAi-P) animals. 

sys-1(RNAi-P) consistently led to an overall decrease of the mCherry signal in larvae 

(Figures 3.5W-Y). Furthermore, in 8 out of 10 animals scored, sys-1(RNAi-P) led to a 

loss of mCherry expression in most, if not all, M lineage descendants (Figure 3.5W-

Z). Thus I conclude that a high SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio in the posterior daughters of the 

M lineage leads to the change of POP-1 to a transcriptional activator.  
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Discussion 

 

The Six homeodomain protein CEH-34 and its cofactor EYA-1 are required for 

the specification of non-muscle mesodermal fates in C. elegans 

 The mesoderm gives rise to a variety of muscle and non-muscle cell types. 

Previous studies in both vertebrates and invertebrates have identified a number of 

factors, including the myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs), that are critical for the 

specification of myogenic fates (Pownall et al., 2002). Much less is known about the 

mechanisms involved in the specification of non-myogenic mesodermal cells. I report 

here the identification and characterization of a Six homeodomain protein CEH-34 and 

its cofactor EYA-1 in specifying the non-muscle coelomocyte (CC) cells in the C. 

elegans postembryonic mesoderm. ceh-34 and eya-1 are both expressed in the CC 

precursor cells in the M lineage. Furthermore, ceh-34 and eya-1 are each necessary 

and together sufficient for CC fate specification in the M lineage. CEH-34 and EYA-1 

are also at least partially required to specify the embryonically-derived CCs.  

 

An evolutionarily conserved Six-Eya cassette in mesodermal development 

 CEH-34 belongs to a highly conserved family of homeodomain proteins called 

the Six family. Previous studies have shown the Pax-Six-Eya-Dac network functions 

in multiple developmental processes, including eye and mesoderm development in 

Drosophila and vertebrates, and kidney and sensory organ development in mammals 

(Heanue et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1999; Hanson, 2001; Clark et al., 2006). Mutations in 

Six1 and Eya1 in humans have also been shown to cause the Brancio-oto-renal (BOR) 

syndrome (Kochhar et al., 2007). However, the composition of the Pax-Six-Eya-Dac 

network appears to vary in different developmental contexts. For example, ey and dac 

are coexpressed in the developing mushroom bodies of the Drosophila central nervous 
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system, but eya and so are absent there (Kurusu et al., 2000; Martini et al., 2000; 

Noveen et al., 2000). Similarly, eya and dac have been found to function 

independently in Drosophila neuronal specification, even within single cells (Miguel-

Aliaga et al., 2004). In C. elegans the Pax6 homolog vab-3 is required for proper head 

morphogenesis and directly regulates the expression of the Six gene ceh-32 (Dozier et 

al., 2001). vab-3 also genetically interacts with eya-1 during embryonic 

morphogenesis, but mutants in the single Dac homolog dac-1 do not display any 

anterior morphogenesis defects (Colosimo et al., 2004). Here I show that proper 

specification of the non-muscle coelomocytes in the C. elegans postembryonic 

mesoderm requires the functions of both ceh-34 and eya-1, but not dac-1 or any of the 

five Pax genes individually. Although I cannot rule out the possibility that some, or 

all, of the Pax genes may function redundantly in the M lineage, our data are 

consistent with the notion that not all members of the Pax-Six-Eya-Dac network 

always function together in different cell and tissue types.  

 Six and Eya proteins bind to each other and function together in various 

developmental contexts, including in the mesoderm. In Drosophila, Six4 and Eya 

function together for the proper patterning of the non-dorsal mesoderm (Clark et al., 

2006). Six1 and Eya2 proteins in mouse function together to regulate the expression of 

myogenic regulatory factors involved in multiple aspects of skeletal myogenesis 

(Grifone et al., 2005). In this study, I showed that CEH-34 and EYA-1 can physically 

interact and that each protein is necessary and together they are sufficient to promote 

the non-muscle coelomocyte fate in the C. elegans postembryonic mesoderm. These 

findings suggest that the Six-Eya protein complex represents an evolutionarily 

conserved cassette essential for mesodermal development.  

The conservation of the Six-Eya protein complex is likely due to the distinct 

biochemical properties of these two proteins. In general, Six proteins alone can bind to 
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DNA, but cannot activate transcription of downstream targets, suggesting a general 

repressive effect of Six proteins on their own (Li et al., 2003). Eya proteins are 

phosphatases that do not bind DNA directly, but can function as co-activators of Six 

proteins and recruit additional co-activators (Li et al., 2003). Thus proper activation of 

downstream target genes requires the function of the Six-Eya protein complex. Even 

in cases where some Six proteins have intrinsic activation domains, activation of target 

genes via these proteins is only clearly evident in the presence of Eya (Kawakami et 

al., 1996; Spitz et al., 1998; Ohto et al., 1999).  

 

CEH-34 and EYA-1 act downstream of the D/V patterning mechanisms as well as 

mesoderm-intrinsic transcription factors in the M lineage 

 Both CEH-34 and EYA-1 localize asymmetrically to the dorsal side of the M 

lineage, in the CC precursor cells. Previous studies have shown that SMA-9, the 

homolog of the Schnurri protein, antagonizes the Sma/Mab TGFβ signaling pathway 

and is required for the proper specification of the dorsal CC fates, while the LIN-

12/Notch signaling pathway is required for ventral SM fates (Greenwald et al., 1983; 

Foehr et al., 2006). I found that SMA-9 is required for the expression of ceh-34 and 

eya-1 in the dorsal M lineage, while LIN-12 is required for repressing ceh-34 on the 

ventral side of the M lineage. These results place ceh-34 and eya-1 downstream of 

both signaling pathways involved in dorsal-ventral asymmetry in the M lineage. 

ceh-34 and eya-1 expression is also regulated by transcription factors intrinsic 

to the M lineage. It has been shown previously that the transcription factors hlh-1, 

fozi-1 and mab-5 are expressed in all the M-derived BWM and CC precursor cells. 

While all three factors are required for M-derived CC fate, HLH-1, the C. elegans 

homolog of the myogenic regulatory factor MyoD, functions redundantly with the zinc 

finger protein FOZI-1 and the Hox factor MAB-5 to specify M-derived BWM fates 
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(Amin et al., 2007). HLH-1, like the vertebrate myogenic regulatory factors (MRFs), 

is sufficient to induce BWM fates when ectopically expressed in the C. elegans early 

embryo (Fukushige and Krause, 2005). However, expression of FOZI-1 and MAB-5 

are not sufficient to induce BWM fate (Amin et al., 2007). In this study, I found that 

the expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 in M-derived CC precursors is lost in hlh-1, fozi-1 

and mab-5 mutants. Taken together, my data suggests that hlh-1, fozi-1 and mab-5 

encode M lineage intrinsic transcription factors that make a set of cells competent to 

form BWMs or CCs, and that ceh-34 and eya-1 are further required to specify non-

muscle CCs from these bipotent precursors.  

This is not the first example in which cells expressing a MRF do not 

necessarily adopt muscle fates. It has recently been shown that cells initially 

expressing the Myf5 MRF give rise to brown fat cells in addition to muscles (Seale et 

al., 2008). Once the brown adipose tissue is differentiated, Myf5 expression is no 

longer detectable. Similarly, HLH-1 is expressed in the CC precursor cells, but not in 

the differentiated CCs (Harfe et al., 1998a). While HLH-1 is required for the 

expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 to generate non-muscle CC cells, it is not known 

whether Myf5 is required for the specification of non-muscle brown fat cell fates. 

 

CEH-34 and EYA-1 function downstream of the Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry 

pathway that regulates anterior-posterior asymmetry in the M lineage 

 The Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathway is involved in many anterior-posterior 

fate decisions during C. elegans development (Mizumoto and Sawa, 2007). 

Specifically, POP-1, the C. elegans TCF/Lef transcription factor, is asymmetrically 

distributed during anterior-posterior divisions in which the anterior daughter retains a 

higher concentration of POP-1 in the nucleus compared to the posterior daughter, 

while the divergent β-catenin SYS-1 is enriched in the nucleus of the posterior 
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daughter (Lin et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2007; Phillips et al., 2007). This anterior 

nuclear enrichment of POP-1 is facilitated at least in part by the LIT-1 kinase and a β-

catenin homolog WRM-1, which mediate the nuclear export of POP-1 in the posterior 

cell (Lo et al., 2004; Nakamura et al., 2005; Takeshita and Sawa, 2005). The ratio of 

high levels of SYS-1 to POP-1 in the posterior cell allows for binding of SYS-1 to the 

POP-1 transcription factor converting it from a repressor to an activator, while high 

concentrations of POP-1 in the anterior cell keeps POP-1 as a repressor (Kidd et al., 

2005; Liu et al., 2008). SYS-1 nuclear levels have also been shown to be the limiting 

factor as to whether POP-1 acts as a repressor or activator (Kidd et al., 2005; Liu et al., 

2008). The asymmetric distribution of nuclear POP-1 and SYS-1 results in proper 

specification of cell fates along the anterior-posterior axis in the C. elegans early 

embryo, with a low SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio inhibiting posterior fates, allowing the 

production of anterior fates (Lin et al., 1995; Lin et al., 1998; Huang et al., 2007).  

The reciprocal asymmetric distribution of POP-1 and SYS-1 in sister cells 

along the anterior-posterior axis is maintained during postembryonic development, but 

also extends to cells born along the proximal-distal axis in the somatic gonad and the 

vulval precursor cells (Herman, 2001; Siegfried et al., 2002; Kidd et al., 2005; Phillips 

et al., 2007; Green et al., 2008). Recently, it has been shown using a reporter of POP-1 

transcriptional activity (POPTOP) that high SYS-1 to POP-1 ratios in the daughter 

cells of P5.p and P7.p lead to transcriptional activation of the POPTOP reporter 

(Green et al., 2008). Intriguingly, in the postembryonic lineages examined to date, loss 

of function mutants for both pop-1 and sys-1 give identical mutant phenotypes 

(Siegfried et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2007; Green et al., 2008).  

 In this chapter, I described that each anterior-posterior division in the M 

lineage results in POP-1 being enriched in the anterior daughter cell and SYS-1 in the 

posterior daughter cell. I also found that knocking down the level of SYS-1 (in sys-
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1(q544) and sys-1(RNAi-P) animals) resulted in partially penetrant posterior-to-

anterior fate transformations and the ectopic expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 in 

posterior cells. Reduced levels of POP-1 (in pop-1(q624) and pop-1(RNAi-P) animals) 

give a reciprocal result: partially penetrant anterior-to-posterior fate transformations 

and loss of ceh-34 and eya-1 expression. In contrast to the phenotype of these pop-1 

loss-of-function mutants, q645, a mutation in POP-1 that blocks its ability to bind 

SYS-1 (Siegfried and Kimble, 2002), display the same phenotype as sys-1 loss-of-

function. Like sys-1 mutants, RNAi of lit-1 or wrm-1, which presumably leads to the 

accumulation of POP-1 in the posterior nuclei, resulted in the loss of posterior fates. 

Finally, I found that the POPTOP reporter is activated in the posterior cells in the M 

lineage and that its activation requires the function of SYS-1. These results can be 

reconciled by the model presented in Figure 3.12. 

In this model, I propose that cells that express the mesoderm-intrinsic 

transcription factors MAB-5, FOZI-1 and HLH-1 are fated to become either myogenic 

BWMs or non-myogenic CCs. Expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 promotes the CC fate. 

POP-1 functions as a repressor in the anterior daughters of each division by repressing 

an unknown transcriptional repressor of ceh-34 and eya-1 so that ceh-34 and eya-1 are 

expressed in the anterior cells to specify CC fate. However, not all cells expressing 

MAB-5, FOZI-1 and HLH-1 can respond to the POP-1 repressive activity. TCF/LEF 

proteins often act synergistically with other cell or tissue competence factors to affect 

gene expression in a cell-type specific manner (Barolo, 2006). I propose that another 

competence factor (Factor X in Figure 3.12) functions to distinguish the daughters of 

M.d(l/r)p from the daughters of M.d(l/r)a and acts as an additional activator of ceh-34 

and eya-1. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 3.12, the expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 and 

the specification of the CC fate only happen because of a combination of three sets of 

activities: 1) the mesoderm intrinsic transcription factors that specify CC and BWM 
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Figure 3.12. A model for non-muscle CC fate specification in the M lineage. 

(A) ceh-34 and eya-1 expression and subsequent specification of M-derived CC fate 

requires the combinatorial actions of three sets of factors: the M lineage intrinsic 

transcription factors including MAB-5, FOZI-1 and HLH-1 that are required for CC 

and BWM fate, the cell competence factor(s) X, and the repressive activity of POP-1 

due to a low SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio. This low SYS-1 to POP-1 ratio leads to the 

repression of a repressor of ceh-34 and eya-1, which in turn results in the expression 

of ceh-34 and eya-1. (B) Regulatory inputs to ceh-34 and eya-1, including the 

functions of the dorsal-ventral patterning systems (LIN-12/Notch and SMA9). Solid 

lines in (A) and (B) do not represent direct regulation. 
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fates, 2) the POP-1 repressive activity and 3) the competence Factor X. The absence of 

either activity 2 or 3 would lead to the ground BWM fate. The existence of Factor X in 

regulating ceh-34 and eya-1 expression and for providing competence for cells to 

become CCs (Figure 3.12B) is consistent with my observations that a) the defects in 

sys-1 or pop-1 mutants are only restricted to the daughters of M.d(l/r)p and M.v(l/r)p, 

and b) ectopic expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 throughout the M lineage did not 

convert all BWMs to CCs. Finally, the expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 and the 

specification of CCs on the dorsal side are also under the control of dorsal-ventral 

patterning mechanisms that involve the LIN-12/Notch and TGFβ (antagonized by 

SMA-9) signaling pathways (Figure 3.12). I envision that a similar model could be 

applied to the ventral M lineage for the specification of SMs.  

This model states that a complex containing POP-1 and SYS-1 functions as a 

transcriptional activator, while POP-1 functions as a repressor. Applying this model to 

my data presented above, POP-1 repressor activity and ectopic CC fates in M.d(l/r)pp 

were achieved by 1) reducing SYS-1 levels, 2) increasing the nuclear levels of POP-1 

by wrm-1(RNAi) or lit-1(RNAi), and 3) blocking POP-1 binding to SYS-1 as in the 

pop-1(q645) allele. Conversely, lowering the level of POP-1 led to a higher ratio of 

POP-1-SYS-1 complexes and resulted in the loss of CC fates in M.d(l/r)pa in pop-

1(RNAi) and pop-1(q624) animals.  

This model predicts that complete loss of POP-1 function in the M lineage 

would result in a failure to activate the repressor of ceh-34 and eya-1 in the M lineage. 

Indeed, our data support this conclusion, as a small percentage (Table 3.2, Figure 

3.10) of pop-1(RNAi-P) animals, but not q624 animals, displayed an M lineage 

phenotype resembling that caused by sys-1 loss-of-function, including the presence of 

extra CCs and extra cells expressing ceh-34 and eya-1. This phenotype may reflect a 

complete knockdown of POP-1 in the daughters of M.d(l/r)p and M.v(l/r)p.  
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Finally, I observed extra proliferation in the M lineage in sys-1(RNAi-P or 

q544) and pop-1(q645) mutants and reduced cell proliferation in pop-1(RNAi-P) 

animals. Reduced cell proliferation in the T lineage has also been observed in pop-

1(RNAi) animals (Herman, 2001). Disruptions of β-catenin and TCF/LEF have been 

reported in developmental defects and diseases, including cancer (van de Wetering et 

al., 2002; Mazieres et al., 2005; Firestein et al., 2008; Grigoryan et al., 2008). Given 

this prior knowledge of a link between Wnt pathway mutations and cancer, it is 

possible that SYS-1 and POP-1 may have a direct role in regulating cell proliferation.  

 

A conserved paradigm for mesoderm development? 

My model for patterning and fate specification in the M lineage shares many 

similarities with mesodermal patterning and fate specification in the Drosophila 

embryo. In Drosophila, dorsal-ventral patterning requires dpp signaling, which 

contributes to the restriction of D-six4 regulation to the ventral mesoderm (Clark et al., 

2006). Anterior-posterior patterning of the early mesoderm in Drosophila requires the 

Wnt signaling pathway. Specifically, the repressive form of the LEF/TCF homolog 

Pangolin represses the expression of the forkhead genes sloppy paired 1 and 2 (slp) in 

posterior compartments of parasegments, while the active form of Pangolin can 

activate slp expression in the anterior compartments. slp functions to repress the 

transcription of bagpipe, a key regulator of visceral mesoderm fates (Lee and Frasch, 

2000;Lee and Frasch, 2005). Since Six and Eya proteins also function in the vertebrate 

mesoderm, including myogenesis and kidney development, I speculate that vertebrates 

may use similar combinational mechanisms to activate Six and Eya expression in the 

various mesodermal tissues.  
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CHAPTER 43 

 

THE FORKHEAD TRANSCRIPTION FACTOR LET-381 IS REQUIRED FOR 

DORSAL CELL FATES IN THE C. ELEGANS POSTEMBRYONIC 

MESODERM  

 

Introduction 

 

The specification of diverse cell types from pluripotent progenitor cells results 

from the differential instructions that govern these progenitors. These instructions can 

be in the form of intercellular signaling or in the form of asymmetric distribution of 

key determinants passed along during cell divisions in which the two daughter cells 

inherit different determinants and hence adopt different fates. In general, these events 

converge upon the expression and/or activity of transcription factors that can activate 

cell-type specific expression of genes required for proper differentiation. For example, 

in the mesoderm, when the expression of a family of transcription factors known as 

the myogenic regulatory factors is activated, these transcription factors in turn activate 

the expression of muscle-specific genes (Pownall et al., 2002). While a number of 

transcription factors have well established roles in development, there are many 

transcription factors for which the function has not yet been characterized.  

 The C. elegans postembryonic mesodermal lineage, the M lineage, offers a 

unique opportunity to study these mechanisms at single cell resolution. The M lineage 

arises from a single pluripotent cell, the M mesoblast, which is born during 

embryogenesis and remains dormant until the larva hatches. This blast cell divides 

                                                
3 A portion of the RNAi screen described in this chapter was performed by Zach Via, while cloning was 
performed by Herong Shi. 
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during early larval growth to give rise to 18 cells. Two of these cells differentiate into 

coelomocytes (CCs), which are non muscle cells with a scavenger-like function, and 

14 become striated body wall muscles (BWMs), which are involved in locomotion. 

The two remaining cells become sex myoblasts (SMs) which further migrate to the 

presumptive vulva where they proliferate and give rise to the 16 sex muscles that are 

used for egg-laying. These include 8 type 1 and type 2 vulval muscles (4 vm1s and 4 

vm2s) and 8 type 1 and type 2 uterine muscles (4 um1s and 4 um2s) (Sulston and 

Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et al., 1983). This lineage and the different cell types are 

depicted in detail in Figure 4.1. 

 In recent years, studies have identified a number of transcription factors that 

function autonomously within the M lineage to regulate proliferation, cleavage 

orientations and proper specification of these diverse cell types. The Hox genes mab-5 

and lin-39 function redundantly with their cofactor ceh-20, and are required for the 

proliferation, cleavage orientations and specification of the M mesoblast and its 

descendents (Liu and Fire, 2000). hlh-8, the C. elegans homolog of the vertebrate 

Twist, is regulated by mab-5, lin-39 and ceh-20 and is required for patterning the 

mesoderm (Harfe et al., 1998b; Corsi et al., 2000; Liu and Fire, 2000). Another 

homeobox gene, mls-2, functions downstream of ceh-20 and is also required for 

proper proliferation and cleavage orientations (Jiang et al., 2005; Jiang et al., 2008). 

mls-2 functions upstream of the MyoD homolog HLH-1, which together with the zinc-

finger protein FOZI-1 and MAB-5 is required for the proper specification of CC and 

BWM fates (Harfe et al., 1998a; Jiang et al., 2005; Amin et al., 2007). Meanwhile, the 

Six2 homolog ceh-34 and its cofactor eya-1 are required for the specification of the 

CC fate (Chapter 3, this dissertation). During the specification of sex muscle fates, the 

T-box factor mls-1 acts downstream of hlh-8 and is required for uterine muscle fates 

(Kostas and Fire, 2002).
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Figure 4.1. The C. elegans hermaphrodite postembryonic M lineage.  

Times are indicated post-hatching at 25˚C. (A) The M lineage showing all 

differentiated cell types that arise from M (modified from Sulston and Horvitz, 1977). 

(B) A schematic lateral view of the M lineage through larval development. D, dorsal; 

V, ventral; L, left; R, right; A, anterior; P, posterior. 
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In addition to these cell-type specific factors, sma-9 and lag-1 function in 

establishing the dorsal-ventral polarity of the M lineage. sma-9 encodes a homolog of  

the Drosophila and vertebrate Schnurri homologs and antagonizes the Sma/Mab TGFβ 

pathway to promote dorsal fates (Foehr et al., 2006). lag-1 encodes the 

CBF1/Su(H)/LAG-1 (CSL) DNA binding factor that functions downstream of lin-

12/Notch signaling and has been shown to promote ventral fates (Foehr and Liu, 

2008). Meanwhile, the Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathway regulates anterior-posterior 

asymmetry within the M lineage (Chapter 3, this dissertation). Though it is known that 

TGFβ, LIN-12/Notch and the Wnt/β-catenin asymmetry pathways play crucial roles in 

establishing asymmetry in the C. elegans mesoderm, targets of these pathways in the 

M lineage are still unknown. Thus further screening for factors that function in the M 

lineage is required. 

 There are 934 putative transcription factors in the C. elegans genome (Reece-

Hoyes et al., 2005). In this chapter I describe my efforts to identify additional 

transcription factors that play a role in the M lineage. I constructed an RNAi feeding 

library targeting the majority of the genes encoding these transcription factors and 

performed a high-throughput RNAi screen. This screen revealed a role for 

transcription factors previously not reported to participate in proper M lineage 

development. Here I describe my further characterization of one gene, let-381, that 

encodes an essential forkhead transcription factor that is required for proper dorsal-

ventral asymmetry in the M lineage. My results indicate that let-381 acts downstream 

of or in parallel to the TGFβ and LIN-12/Notch signaling pathways in the M lineage to 

modulate dorsal-ventral asymmetry.  
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Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

Strains were maintained and manipulated using standard conditions (Brenner, 

1974). Analyses were performed at 20˚C, unless otherwise noted. The strain LW0683 

[rrf-3(pk1426); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp); ayIs2(egl-15::gfp); ccIs4438 (intrinsic CC:::gfp)] 

(Chapter 3, this dissertation) was used to visualized M lineage cells in RNAi 

experiments. LW1734 [rrf-3(pk1426); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp); ayIs2(egl-15::gfp); 

ccIs4438(intrinsic CC:::gfp); jjIs1475(myo-3::rfp)] (Chapter 3, this dissertation) was 

also used to perform lineage analysis in let-381(RNAi) animals. The M lineage was 

followed in live animals under a fluorescence stereomicroscope and confirmed using a 

compound microscope. Other strains used in this work are: 

LGI: let-381(gk302) (gift from Shohei Mitani, Tokyo Women's Medical 

College, Tokyo, Japan), let-381(tm288) (gift from Donald Moerman, C. elegans 

Reverse Genetics Core Facility, Vancouver, B.C., Canada)  

 LG II: rrf-3(pk1426) (Sijen et al., 2001)  

 LG III: sma-3(jj3) (Foehr et al., 2006), lin-12(n941) (Greenwald et al., 1983) 

 LG V: him-5(e1467) (Hodgkin et al., 1979) 

The strain LW1569 [rrf-3(pk1426); sma-3(jj3); ayIs6(hlh-8::gfp); ccI(secreted 

CC:::gfp); cup-5(ar465)] was generated to perform let-381 epistasis experiments. 

 

Plasmid constructs and transgenic lines 

 The following constructs were used for RNAi experiments: 

 L4440: control RNAi vector (Timmons and Fire, 1998) 

pNMA49 and pNMA50: RNAi constructs for fozi-1 and mab-5, respectively 

(Chapter 3, this dissertation)  
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pNMA51: hlh-1 cDNA cloned into L4440 vector from pVZ1200 (gift from 

Mike Krause, NIDDK, NIH, U.S.A.) 

A fragment spanning the let-381 promoter (-4971 to 0) and the entire coding 

region of let-381 was PCR amplified from N2 genomic DNA using the iProofTM High-

Fidelity DNA Polymerase (Bio-Rad). The PCR product was cloned into the vector 

pPD95.75 (kind gift of Andrew Fire) in frame with gfp to generate the following 

construct: 

 pNMA99, let-381p::let-381::gfp::unc-54 3’UTR 

 A full-length let-381 cDNA, yk679a12, was obtained from Yuji Kohara 

(National Institute of Genetics, Japan). This cDNA was used to make the following 

constructs: 

pNMA85, hsp16p::let-381::let-381 3’UTR 

pNMA86, hlh-8p::let-381::let-381 3’UTR 

pNMA70, GST-let-381 (amino acids 179-320) 

All constructs were confirmed by sequencing. Details on all constructs are available 

upon request. Transgenic lines were generated using the plasmid pRF4 (Mello et al., 

1991) as a marker.  

 

RNAi library construction and screening 

 934 putative transcription factors were identified on the basis of putative DNA-

binding elements by manual curation (Reece-Hoyes et al., 2005). RNAi clones 

targeting these genes were retrieved from commercially available feeding RNAi 

libraries and organized into 96-well plates. Clones were retrieved from two RNAi 

libraries, with preference given to clones from the C. elegans ORF-RNAi library v1.1 

(Rual et al., 2004). In total, 630 clones were retrieved from this library, with some 

overlap of target genes for these clones. For genes not found in the ORF-RNAi library, 
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clones were retrieved from the Caenhorbaditis elegans RNAi feeding library provided 

by Gene Service Ltd, constructed by Julie Ahringer’s group at The Wellcome CRC 

Institute, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England (Kamath et al., 2003). 

Another 267 clones were retrieved from this library. 91 genes had no RNAi clones in 

either library. To test the accuracy of these clones, a random set of clones retrieved 

from each library was purified from bacteria and sequenced using primers specific to 

the L4440 RNAi vector (Timmons and Fire, 1998). 11.1% (n=81) and 12.82% (n=78) 

of clones tested from the ORF-RNAi library and Ahringer RNAi library, respectively, 

did not match their predicted sequence.   

 RNAi screening was performed as previously described (Kamath and 

Ahringer, 2003), with some minor changes. Briefly, bacteria was grown in LB with 

12.5 µg/ml Tetracycline and 75 µg/ml Ampicillin for 12-14 hours at 37˚C with 

shaking and then seeded onto NGM agar plates (Brenner, 1974) with 25 mg/ml 

carbenicillin and 4 mM IPTG. dsRNA production was induced at room temperature 

overnight and these RNAi plates were used within one week of induction.  

To observe the effects of RNAi during postembryonic development, we 

performed RNAi by ingestion using the strain LW0683 in a synchronous population of 

L1 larvae. L1 animals were synchronized by treating gravid adults with hypochlorite 

solution (20% Clorox, 5% 10N NaOH) and harvesting embryos in M9 buffer without 

food source. Larvae were permitted to hatch for at least 24 hours in M9 buffer and 

100-200 synchronous L1s were then plated in duplicate on prepared RNAi plates for 

genes of interest. RNAi was performed at 25˚C and animals were scored for M lineage 

phenotypes or gene expression via immunostaining 24-48 hours after plating. For each 

round of screening, L4440 was used as a negative control and pNMA49 (fozi-1), 

pNMA50 (mab-5) and pNMA51 (hlh-1) were used as positive controls for M lineage 

phenotypes induced by RNAi. RNAi clones from the newly generated library that 
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caused M lineage phenotypes were verified via sequencing, re-transformed into 

HT115: W3110, rnc14::ΔTn10 (Dasgupta et al., 1998) bacterial cells and re-tested for 

M lineage phenotypes.  

 

Antibody Production and Immunostaining 

Plasmid pNMA70 was used to generate GST-fusion proteins in BL21(DE3) 

cells for LET-381. GST-fusion proteins were bound to glutathione sepharose 4B beads 

(Amersham Biosciences) and cleaved from GST by GST-3CPro precision protease 

(Amersham Biosciences) and soluble LET-381 (amino acids 179-320) was further 

purified by SDS-PAGE. Gel slices containing purified LET-381 protein were used to 

immunize two rats R27 and R28 (Cocalico Biologicals, PA). Resulting antiserum was 

tested by Western blot analysis using bacterially expressed GST-LET-381 fusion 

proteins. Antibodies were affinity purified against GST-LET-381 bound to a 

nitrocellulose membrane (Olmsted, 1981;Smith and Fisher, 1984). 

 Animal fixation and immunostaining were performed following the protocol of 

Hurd and Kemphues (Hurd and Kemphues, 2003). The following antibodies were 

used: affinity-purified  anti-FOZI-1 (Amin et al., 2007), affinity purified anti-LET-381 

(1:30, R27 and R28) and goat anti-GFP (Rockland Immunochemicals; 1:5000). All 

secondary antibodies were from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories and used in a 

dilution of 1:50 to 1:200. Differential interference contrast and epifluorescence 

microscopy were performed using a Leica DMRA2 compound microscope. Images 

were captured with a Hamamatsu Orca-ER Camera using the Openlab software 

(Improvision). Subsequent image analysis was performed using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 

and Adobe Illustrator CS3. 
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Results 

 

Identification of transcription factors involved in M lineage development 

In an RNAi screen to identify transcription factors important for M lineage 

development (see Materials and Methods), 37 of the approximately 730 transcription 

factors screened displayed M lineage phenotypes when knocked down (Table 4.1). 

Among the 37 genes that displayed an M lineage phenotype when knocked down, 

seven were previously identified to play a role in the M lineage. These seven genes 

were mls-1, hlh-1, fozi-1, mab-5, mls-2, lag-1 and unc-62 (Harfe et al., 1998a; Liu and 

Fire, 2000; Kostas and Fire, 2002; Jiang et al., 2005; Amin et al., 2007; Foehr and Liu, 

2008). The identification of these genes validated the efficacy of the RNAi screen. 

However, RNAi against the genes sma-9 and hlh-8, two genes important for proper 

patterning of the M lineage (Corsi et al., 2000;Foehr et al., 2006), did not result in any 

M lineage phenotypes in the screen, suggesting that RNAi by feeding is not effective 

against all genes that function in the M lineage (data not shown). Among the 

remaining 30 genes, RNAi against most of them resulted in extra type I vulval muscles 

(observed by egl-15::gfp) while only 4 genes when knocked down affected earlier M 

lineage fates, namely the decisions of cells to become CCs and SMs (observed by 

using intrinsic CC::gfp and hlh-8::gfp). I have described my analysis of one of these 

four genes, ceh-34, in Chapter 3. In this chapter, I describe my characterization of 

another one of these genes, let-381, that when knocked down by RNAi results in 

highly reproducible M lineage phenotypes (Table 4.1). 

 

let-381(RNAi) results in dorsal to ventral transformation in the M lineage 

let-381 encodes an essential forkhead-domain containing transcription factor 

(Hope et al., 2003). RNAi by feeding bypassed the embryonic requirement for let-381,  
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Table 4.1. Transcription factors necessary for M lineage development 

Gene name Transcription factor 
type 

M lineage 
phenotype 

n RNAi 
Penetrance 

mls-1 Tbox extra vm1s 135 28.15% 

hlh-1 MyoD, bHLH 
missing CCs, extra 

SMs 
111 

72.19% 

fozi-1 C2H2 Zinc Finger 
missing CCs, extra 

SMs 
107 

83.18% 

mab-5 HOX, AbdB Class 
missing CCs, extra 

SMs 
97 

64.95% 

mls-2 HMX homeodomain 
missing CCs, extra 

CCs 
70 

32.90% 

lag-1 CSL Extra vm1s 53 86.79% 

unc-62 
Meis, TALE 

homeodomain 

No M lineage 
descendents present 

(CCs or SMs) 

100 
100% 

ceh-34 Six2 homeodomain 
No CCs, extra 

BWMs 
107 

82.20% 

let-381 Forkhead 
Missing CCs, extra 

SMs 
125 

95.20% 

dct-13 
CCCH tandem zinc 

finger 
Extra vm1s 

92 
46.74% 

nhr-179 
Nuclear hormone 

receptor 
Extra vm1s 

54 
5.88% 

T04G9.1 AT Hook Extra vm1s 58 9.43% 

hmg-4 SSRP1 HMG Box Missing SMs 56 91.07% 

ztf-19 C2H2 zinc finger 
Multiple patterning 

defects 
81 

27.20% 

Y74C9A.4 GATA, MYB Extra vm1s 41 41.50% 

pha-4 Forkhead Extra vm1s 39 30.8% 

hlh-10 bHLH Extra vm1s 42 61.9% 
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Table 4.1 (continued) 

Gene name Transcription factor 
type 

M lineage 
phenotype 

n Penetrance 

ceh-12 HLXB9 homeodomain Extra vm1s 43 44.19% 

unc-130 Forkhead Extra vm1s 75 45.33% 

syd-9 C2H2 zinc finger Extra vm1s 18 55.60% 

nhr-245 
Nuclear hormone 

receptor 
Extra vm1s 

110 
21.82% 

ekl-4 MYB Extra vm1s 55 12.80% 

C08G9.2 C2H2 zinc finger Extra vm1s 54 24.07% 

nhr-140 
Nuclear hormone 

receptor 
Extra vm1s 

91 
5.50% 

nhr-199 
Nuclear hormone 

receptor 
Extra vm1s 

17 
58.80% 

W08E12.1 bZIP Extra vm1s 16 87.50% 

C07E3.6 Homedomain Extra vm1s 62 24.19% 

mxl-1 Max Extra vm1s 103 27.18% 

nhr-4 
Nuclear hormone 

receptor 
Extra vm1s 

89 
17.98% 

ztf-22 C2H2 zinc finger Extra vm1s 97 13.40% 

hlh-27 bHLH Extra vm1s 63 37.50% 

nhr-91 
Nuclear hormone 

receptor 
Extra vm1s 

65 
46.15% 

B0336.3 CCCH zinc finger Extra vm1s 102 16.70% 

B0336.7 C2CH zinc finger Extra vm1s 83 90.36% 

Y65B4Br.5 NAC, TS-N Extra vm1s 101 85.14% 

H20J04.3 MADF Extra vm1s 108 26.90% 

ZK686.4 C2H2 zinc finger Extra vm1s 90 40.00% 
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and let-381(RNAi) animals survived to be viable adults. The majority of these animals 

lacked M lineage-derived CCs and had extra type I vulval muscles as shown in Figure 

4.2 (as observed by intrinsic CC::gfp and egl-15::gfp, respectively) and Table 4.2. To 

determine the cause of this phenotype I followed the development of the M lineage in 

let-381(RNAi) animals using a combination of cell-type specific markers. Like wild-

type animals, let-381(RNAi) animals exhibited normal cleavage orientations and 

proliferation in the early M lineage to give rise to 16 descendants, observed by 

expression of the hlh-8p::gfp reporter and αFOZI-1 immunostaining (Harfe et al., 

1998b; Amin et al., 2007). In wild-type animals, two of these 16 cells, M.vrpa and 

M.vlpa, divide once more along the anterior-posterior axis and give rise to an SM and 

a BWM. Meanwhile, their dorsal counterparts, M.drpa and M.dlpa, differentiate into 

CCs. In let-381 (RNAi) animals, these two dorsal cells behaved like their ventral 

counterparts and divided an extra time and then gave rise to an SM (expressing hlh-

8::gfp) and a BWM (expressing myo-3::rfp). These ectopic SMs behave like bona fide 

SMs in that they migrate to the presumptive vulva, proliferate and give rise to extra 

sex muscles as observed using hlh-8::gfp and egl-15::gfp (Figure 4.2A-D). Thus, let-

381 is required for proper dorsal-ventral asymmetry in the M lineage. 

 There are two deletion alleles available for let-381, tm288 and gk302 (see 

Materials and Methods, Figure 4.3A). Just as is the case with RNAi depletion during 

embryogenesis, let-381(tm288 or gk302) leads to embryonic lethality, with very few 

escapers that survive to become sterile adults (data not shown). I examined the M 

lineage phenotype of these escapers using egl-15::gfp and a secreted CC::gfp markers 

(see Materials and Methods) to identify vm1s and CCs, respectively. Sterile let-

381(tm288) or let-381(gk302) animals had extra cells expressing egl-15::gfp, much 

like what was observed in let-381(RNAi) animals (Figure 4.2E). Interestingly, let-

381(tm288) or let-381(gk302) animals carrying the secreted CC::gfp did not have any  
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Figure 4.2. let-381 is required for dorsal-ventral asymmetry.   All images are 

ventral/lateral views with anterior to the left. (A,B) Early M lineage in wild-type (A) 

and let-381(RNAi) (B) animals. Stages of the early M lineage (1-M to 18-M) are 

indicated in (A). (C,D) L4440 empty vector RNAi treated contol (C) and let-

381(RNAi) (D) adults. CCs are visualized using intrinsic CC::gfp, with embryonic 

CCs labeled with arrowheads and M-derived CCs with arrows. Type I vulval muscles 

are visualized using egl-15::gfp, denoted by asterisks. (E) A let-381(gk302) adult with 

egl-15::gfp to label type I vms. M, M mesoblast; d, dorsal; v, ventral; l, left; r, right; a, 

anterior; p, posterior; CC, coelomocyte; BWM, body wall muscle; SM, sex myoblast. 
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Figure 4.3. LET-381 is expressed in the dorsal M lineage precursors of CCs and 

BWMs. Images are lateral views with anterior to the left and dorsal up (unless 

otherwise noted). (A) Schematic representation of the let-381 translational reporter. 

Regions deleted by gk302 and tm288 are shown relative to the let-381 locus and are 

drawn to scale. αLET-381 antibodies were generated against antigens containing 

cDNA shown here (aa179-320). (B-G): Representative images of live animals 

expressing let-381::gfp at different developmental stages. (B) (C)(D)bean stage and 

(E) three-fold stage embryos. (F) A L1 larva and (G) adult head and (H) adult tail. (I-

O) The left side of 2 L1 larvae double labeled with anti-LET-381 (I,M), anti-FOZI-1 

antibody (J,N) and DAPI (L) at the 8-M (I-L) and 16-M stage (M-O). (K,O) Merged 

images of I and J and of M and N, respectively. (P-R) L1 larva double labeled with 

LET-381::GFP (P) and anti-FOZI-1 antibody (Q) at the 16-M stage. (R) A merged 

image of P and Q. (S) Summary of LET-381 expression in the M lineage, with LET-

381-positive cells in green circles. 
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distinguishable CCs. Instead this secreted GFP was spread throughout the entire 

animal, indicative of no functional CCs (data not shown). This indicates that let-381 is  

not only required for specifying the M lineage-derived CCs, but also required for the 

specification or differentiation of the four embryonically-derived CCs.  

 

LET-381 is expressed within the dorsal M lineage 

To examine the expression pattern of let-381 and its subcellular localization, I 

used two complementary approaches. First, I examined the localization of a 

translational let-381::gfp fusion (pNMA99, Figure 4.3A). This fusion was able to 

rescue the lethal phenotype of tm288 mutants. It can also restore the embryonic and 

M-derived CCs (data not shown) as well as to restore the wild-type numbers of egl-

15::gfp expressing vm1s in tm288 mutants (data not shown). Thus, the let-381::gfp 

fusion is functional and the expression pattern likely reflects that of the endogenous 

LET-381 pattern. I also generated antibodies against a recombinant LET-381 protein 

(see Materials and Methods and Figure 4.3A) and performed immunostaining and 

observed a similar expression pattern to that of the let-381::gfp reporter. As predicted 

for a forkhead transcription factor, LET-381 was localized to the nucleus throughout 

development. Both let-381::gfp and αLET-381 immunostaining were detected in a 

small number of cells in wild-type animals during embryogenesis and throughout 

larval development (Figure 4.3B-H). 

To determine the expression pattern of let-381 in the M lineage, I performed 

double-labeling experiments using the let-381::gfp fusion or αLET-381 with αFOZI -

1 immunofluorescence staining to label M lineage cells (Amin et al., 2007). LET-381 

is transiently expressed in the M lineage and is first detected in M.dlp and M.drp as 

they begin to divide (Figure 4.3I-L). Expression continued in the daughters of these 

divisions (M.dlpa, M.dlpp, M.drpa and M.drpp) until the cells differentiate (Figure 
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4.3M-S). Thus LET-381 is expressed in the dorsal posterior of the M lineage within 

cells that give rise to two CCs and two BWMs (Figure 4.3S).  

 

let-381 may function in parallel to or downstream of sma-9 

 let-381(RNAi) results in the same M lineage mutant phenotype to that of sma-

9(cc604) loss of function animals (Foehr et al., 2006). The transformation of dorsal 

CC fates into ventral SM fates in sma-9(cc604) animals can be suppressed by 

mutations in the Sma/Mab TGFβ pathway (Foehr et al., 2006). I tested if mutations in 

this pathway could also suppress the let-381(RNAi) phenotype in the M lineage. let-

381(RNAi) in a sma-3(jj3) mutant background resulted in the same M lineage 

phenotype as seen by let-381(RNAi) in a wild-type background (Table 4.2). These 

results indicate that the sma-3(jj3) mutation cannot suppress the let-381(RNAi) 

phenotype. Because of the relationship between SMA-9 and the Sma/Mab TGFß 

pathway, my results suggest that let-381 functions either downstream of or in parallel 

to sma-9 in regulating dorsal M lineage fates.  

 

let-381 is epistatic to lin-12/Notch 

 The LIN-12/Notch signaling pathway functions in parallel to sma-9 and the 

TGFβ pathway in establishing dorsal-ventral polarity in the M lineage (Foehr and Liu, 

2008). Loss of function mutations in the Notch receptor, LIN-12, result in a 

duplication of dorsal CC fates and a loss of ventral SM fates (Greenwald et al., 1983). 

I performed let-381(RNAi) in a lin-12(n941) null mutant background to examine the 

relationship between lin-12 and let-381. While lin-12(n941) fed on L4440 control 

RNAi bacteria (see Materials and Methods) have extra CCs (100%; n=89) and are 

missing the SM-derived vm1s (70.8%; n=89; as observed by secreted CC::gfp and 

egl-15::gfp, respectively), lin-12(n941); let-381(RNAi) animals display a complete  
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Table 4.2. Results of epistasis analysis between let-381(RNAi) and mutants in 

Sma/Mab TGFβ  and LIN-12/Notch pathways 

Genotype 
Number of 

M-derived CCs 
(intrinsic CC:gfp) 

Number of 
vm1s 

(egl-15::gfp) 

wild-type 2 (100%)  
n>200 

2 (100%)  
n>200 

let-381(RNAi) 0 (93.1%); 2 (6.9%) 
n=144 

>4 (93.1%), 4 (6.9%) 
n=144 

sma-3(jj3) 0 (2.2%); 2 (97.8%) 
n>200 n.d. 

sma-3(jj3);  
let-381(RNAi) 

0 (93.1%), 2 (6.9%) 
n=144 n.d. 

lin-12(n941) 4 (100 %) 
n=89 

0 (70.8%); 1-2 (29.2%) 
n=89 

lin-12(n941) 
let-381(RNAi) 

0 (100%) 
n=113 

0 (10.72%); >4 (89.38%) 
n=113 
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loss of M-derived CCs (100%; n=113) and have extra vm1s (89.38%; n=113; Table 

4.2). Thus let-381 is epistatic to lin-12 and is required for the specification of ectopic 

ventral CC fates in a lin-12(n941) mutant.  

 

Discussion 

 

Identification of transcription factors required for proper mesodermal 

development 

 In this chapter, I describe a large-scale RNAi screen to identify transcription 

factors involved in proper development of the C. elegans postembryonic mesoderm, 

the M lineage. Seven of the nine transcription factors that were previously known to 

function in the M lineage were successfully identified in this screen. However, RNAi 

of sma-9 and hlh-8 did not result in M lineage phenotypes, suggesting that there might 

be false negatives in the RNAi screen. Despite this caveat, I have identified a number 

of transcription factors that are involved in M lineage development that have not been 

previously studied/identified. Further characterization of these transcription factors 

and their specific roles in the M lineage will help elucidate the mechanisms of proper 

patterning of the mesoderm in C. elegans and other metazoans.  

 When knocked down, all of the genes known to function in the M lineage, with 

the exception of lag-1, displayed similar phenotypes as previously described. Previous 

studies have shown that the CSL homolog LAG-1 functions as part of the Notch 

signaling pathway to regulate dorsal-ventral asymmetry (Foehr and Liu, 2008). In 

particular, knock-down of lag-1 results in a low penetrance of extra M-derived CCs, 

most likely at the expense of the ventral SMs (Foehr and Liu, 2008). In this chapter, I 

have shown that knock-down of lag-1 using RNAi by ingestion results in the proper 

number of SMs, but leads to improper numbers of a particular class of SM 
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descendants, the type I vulval muscles. An intriguing possibility is that in addition to 

the role of LIN-12/Notch signaling and its downstream target LAG-1 in establishing 

dorsal-ventral polarity in the early M lineage, these components may also play a role 

in proper specification of the sex muscles in the SM lineage. Future studies to examine 

the role of LIN-12/Notch signaling components in the SM lineage will be needed to 

elucidate the manner in which Notch signaling affects the specification of sex muscles. 

The results from this RNAi screen provide an excellent starting point to study this. Of 

the 30 RNAi clones targeting genes not previously identified to affect the M lineage in 

this screen, 26 display defects in patterning of the SM lineage. It will be interesting to 

see how many of these genes interact with components in the Notch signaling pathway 

in regulating sex muscle specification.  

Another point of interest is the overall enrichment of factors affecting this later 

SM lineage, compared to only four genes affecting the specification of the early M 

lineage-derived BWM, CC and SM fates. I hypothesize that this reflects 

spatiotemporal issues associated with RNAi by feeding. Since the L1 larvae are fed 

with bacteria producing dsRNA, and the M lineage occurs in the posterior of the 

worm, there must be sufficient time allowed in which the worms can ingest the 

bacteria and pump it to the posterior in order for the dsRNA to induce RNAi in the M 

lineage. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that though mab-5 is required 

for the expression of hlh-8::gfp in the M mesoblast and its early descendants, mab-

5(RNAi) by ingestion does not abolish hlh-8::gfp expression in the M mesoblast or its 

early divisions (data not shown), but does affect CC fate specification at a high 

penetrance. A low penetrance of defects observed with mls-2(RNAi) and lack of SM to 

CC transformations in lag-1(RNAi) animals would also correlate with the late 

induction of RNAi in the M lineage by feeding. The SMs on the other hand migrate to 

the vulva, which is more anterior and divide later than the early M lineage. This 
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spatiotemporal difference may allow the more efficient knock down of targets in the 

SM lineage compared to the earlier M lineage.  

 

A conserved forkhead domain protein regulates dorsal-ventral asymmetry in the 

M lineage 

 Forkhead transcription factors are well conserved and play multiple roles in 

metazoan development. In Drosophila and vertebrates, forkhead genes are expressed 

in and required for mesodermal patterning (Lee and Frasch, 2000; Topczewska et al., 

2001a; Topczewska et al., 2001b; Zaffran et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2003; Rojas et al., 

2005). In zebrafish, the Fast1 forkhead factor is required for dorsal axial mesoderm 

development (Sirotkin et al., 2000). A set of three Fox genes have been implicated in 

dorsal-ventral patterning in the Xenopus mesoderm (El-Hodiri et al., 2001). In the 

RNAi screen described in this chapter, I identified a role of an essential forkhead 

transcription factor, LET-381, in dorsal-ventral asymmetry in the C. elegans 

postembryonic mesoderm. Specifically, let-381 is required for the specification of 

dorsal CC fates in the M lineage. Loss of let-381 leads to a transformation of these 

fates to that of their ventral counterparts to give rise to an SM and a BWM. let-381 is 

also asymmetrically expressed in the M lineage on the dorsal side. While the 

phenotype of let-381 mimics loss of function mutants of sma-9, SMA-9 itself is not 

asymmetrically distributed in the M lineage, as it is found in dorsal and ventral 

descendants of the M mesoblast (Foehr et al., 2006). Additionally, while SMA-9 

antagonizes Sma/Mab TGFβ components in the dorsal M lineage, LET-381 does not, 

as mutant alleles of core components of this signaling pathway cannot suppress the let-

381(RNAi) phenotype. These data suggest that LET-381 may function downstream of 

or in parallel to SMA-9 in regulating dorsal fates, possibly as a cofactor for SMA-9. 

LET-381 also is required for the extra CC fates in the lin-12(n941) null mutant 
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background. Examining the expression pattern of LET-381 in sma-9 and lin-12 mutant 

backgrounds should help further resolve these relationships between let-381 and the 

dorsal-ventral asymmetry pathway.  

Because of the requirement of forkhead proteins for proper dorsal-ventral 

asymmetry in zebrafish and frogs, these studies suggest that the functions of these 

forkhead transcription factors in mesoderm development may be conserved in 

metazoan development. Future studies of LET-381 function may serve as a useful 

model to understand the role of these forkhead proteins in generating proper 

asymmetry in the mesoderm during animal development.   
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CHAPTER 5 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES 

 

In this dissertation, I have described my studies of a number of transcription 

factors and some downstream components of signaling pathways that are involved in 

the specification of different cell fates in the C. elegans postembryonic mesoderm, the 

M lineage. These studies uncovered the role of three transcription factors that function 

redundantly within the M lineage to specify striated body wall muscle (BWM) fates as 

well as factors that are involved in specifying nonmuscle coelomocyte (CC) fates. 

Questions remain concerning these processes and a number of future experiments will 

help address these questions 

 

Myogenic cell fate specification  

 Myogenesis in vertebrates is dependent on the family of bHLH transcription 

factors known as the myogenic regulatory factors, or MRFs (Pownall et al., 2002). 

These factors are MyoD, Myf5, MRF4 and myogenin. Studies in mouse have shown 

that these factors are both necessary and sufficient to specify skeletal muscles. 

Moreover, they function redundantly, as MyoD and Myf5 single mutants still generate 

muscle, but double mutants lack all skeletal muscles. There is only one MyoD 

homolog in C. elegans (hlh-1) and Drosophila (nautilus), and MyoD is not absolutely 

required in these animals to specify striated muscles, as striated muscles are still 

present in null mutants for hlh-1 and nautilus (Chen et al., 1992; Chen et al., 1994; 

Balagopalan et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2007). I have shown in this dissertation that two 

non-bHLH transcription factors, the Hox protein MAB-5 and the zinc-finger protein 

FOZI-1 function redundantly with HLH-1 to specify BWM fates. mab-5(e1239) and 
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fozi-1(cc609) null mutants and hlh-1(cc561ts or RNAi) animals have a transformation 

of 1-3 BWMs to sex myoblasts (SMs), while most BWMs are specified normally. In 

hlh-1(cc561ts or RNAi); fozi-1(cc609) or hlh-1(cc561ts or RNAi); mab-5(e1239) 

double mutant animals, most, if not all BWMs are transformed to SMs. fozi-1(cc609) 

mab-5(RNAi) does not result in a similar synergistic loss of BWM fates, suggesting 

these two factors function within the same process to regulate BWM fates. Together, 

these results suggest that hlh-1 and fozi-1/mab-5 function redundantly to specify 

BWM fates. But why in the double and triple mutant animals are some M-derived 

BWMs still present? I proposed a model in Chapter 2 in which a third myogenic 

pathway (factor Y) regulates BWM development in parallel to HLH-1 and FOZI-

1/MAB-5 (Figure 2.8). A caveat to this hypothesis is that it is possible that there was 

residual HLH-1 function in the temperature sensitive mutant and RNAi and this led to 

leaky production of BWM fates in the M lineage. Analysis of hlh-1(cc450) null 

mutants with fozi-1 or mab-5 null alleles was not possible since null alleles of hlh-1 

are embryonic lethal and preclude the ability to examine postembryonic phenotypes. 

Mosaic analysis rescuing the embryonic lethality of the null mutant of hlh-1, doubled 

with a fozi-1 null mutation could circumvent the requirement of hlh-1 in the embryo. 

Analysis in rescued animals with no M lineage expression of hlh-1 and fozi-1 would 

resolve the issue of residual hlh-1 activity in the temperature-sensitive and RNAi 

backgrounds.    

 In Chapter 4, I described an RNAi screen designed to search for additional 

factors that behave like hlh-1, mab-5 and fozi-1 when knocked down by RNAi. Since 

all myogenic factors identified to date are transcription factors, I focused on putative 

transcription factors. While this screen was successful in identifying factors required 

for proper M lineage development, no transcription factor when knocked down 

displayed an identical phenotype to that of mutants in these BWM specification genes. 
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Moreover, I also performed this screen in hlh-1(cc561) and fozi-1(cc609) single 

mutants as a sensitized background and did not find any additional factors that led to a 

synergistic loss of BWM fates when knocked down (data not shown). The failure to 

identify another factor involved in BWM fate specification may be due to two main 

reasons. First, due to the inaccuracy of some RNAi clones used in the library and the 

lack of RNAi clones available for some factors, only about 730 of the 934 putative 

transcription factors encoded by the C. elegans genome were screened (Chapter 4). 

Second, RNAi is not 100% effective in knocking down gene function and varies from 

gene to gene as observed in the M lineage. Since the RNAi screen did not encompass 

all transcription factors and the variance of RNAi effect, this screen did not effectively 

show if there is or is not a third myogenic factor Y. Additional RNAi screening or 

mutagenesis screens may aide in the potential search of this factor. An intriguing 

mutant isolated by Jun Liu is cc616, which results in the absence of CCs and the 

presence of extra BWMs. Further characterization of the mutant phenotype and 

identification of the corresponding wild-type gene for cc616 will be needed in order to 

understand the function of this candidate factor Y.   

 The emerging theme from this study and other similar studies on invertebrate 

myogenesis has been the use of a number of transcription factors that function 

redundantly with the MyoD homolog. Meanwhile, the MyoD family of bHLH 

transcription factors is exclusively required and sufficient for striated muscle fate 

specification in vertebrates. The work I described in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, 

along with similar studies to determine the factors required for myogenesis during C. 

elegans embryonic development, identified unique sets of transcription factors that are 

required to specify muscles that appear to be anatomically the same. This adds another 

layer of complexity in which even simple organisms such as C. elegans have evolved 

multiple mechanisms to specify the same types of cells.   
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Non-myogenic fate specification from myogenic precursors 

 The mesoderm gives rise to both myogenic and non-myogenic cell fates. 

Recently, a paper was published in which brown fat cells arise from a lineage of cells 

that express the myogenic regulatory factor Myf5 (Seale et al., 2008). However, it 

remains unclear whether Myf5 is itself required for the brown fat cell fate. Similarly, 

in the C. elegans M lineage, two non-muscle CCs are derived from cells that express 

the MyoD homolog HLH-1. Moreover, hlh-1 is required for the specification of the 

CC fate as mutations or RNAi of hlh-1 lead to a transformation of these fates to SMs. 

Therefore, though MyoD is necessary and sufficient to generate striated muscle fates, 

it appears to at least be required for some non-muscle fates in C. elegans as well. The 

same two factors that function redundantly with hlh-1 in BWM fate specification in 

the M lineage, fozi-1 and mab-5, are also required for the CC fate. Unlike the story in 

BWM fate specification, all three of these genes are individually required for the CC 

fate. These studies suggest that HLH-1, FOZI-1 and MAB-5 all converge on specific 

gene(s) required for the CC fate. In Chapter 3, I described my characterization of the 

Six2 homeodomain protein CEH-34 and its putative cofactor EYA-1. These two 

proteins are both necessary and sufficient to induce CC fates in the M lineage. 

Moreover, the expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 is dependent on hlh-1, fozi-1 and mab-

5. ceh-34 and eya-1 function and/or expression was also found to be downstream of 

dorsal-ventral (TGFβ and Notch) and anterior-posterior (Wnt/β-catenin) patterning 

mechanisms. These results led to the model presented in Figure 3.12 in which a 

combination of the mesoderm intrinsic factors (HLH-1, MAB-5 and FOZI-1) and the 

dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior signaling pathways control the expression of ceh-

34 and eya-1 to control the CC fate. While these factors are involved in ceh-34 and 

eya-1 regulation, there is at least one other competence factor that is likely required to 

further regulate ceh-34 and eya-1 expression in the daughters of M.d(l/r)p but not 
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M.d(l/r)a. This factor X may be another factor that is required for the expression of 

ceh-34 and eya-1 in the daughters of M.d(l/r)p, but not M.d(l/r)a as shown in Figure 

3.12. An alternative hypothesis would be that this competence factor functions to 

repress ceh-34 and eya-1 expression in the daughters of M.d(l/r)a, but not M.d(l/r)p, 

thereby giving the same spatial expression pattern of ceh-34 and eya-1. 

I also showed that when ceh-34 and eya-1 are forced to be expressed 

throughout the M lineage, there are ectopic CCs produced from the M lineage. 

Because the efficiency of this ectopic CC production was quite low, I was not able to 

determine if this was the result of over-proliferation in the M lineage or the direct 

result of cell fate transformations of SMs or BWMs to CCs. These results also showed 

that only 1-2 extra cells were able to be directed to the CC fate by ceh-34 and eya-1, 

suggesting maybe these factors require the presence of factor X to act combinatorially 

to induce CC fates. 

let-381 is an intriguing possibility because it is required for CC fates in the M 

lineage and expressed in the daughters of M.d(l/r)p, but not M.d(l/r)a. Future work 

should examine the role of LET-381 in regulating the expression of ceh-34 and eya-1. 

let-381 may also restrict the production of ectopic CCs to these cells. Forced 

expression of let-381, ceh-34 and eya-1 within the M lineage or ubiquitously in the 

worm may help elucidate this question. A major caveat to these experiments is the 

potential inefficiency of transgenic animals that harbor multiple transgenes to produce 

sufficient levels of each protein. An important control would be to monitor the 

expression of each of the transgenes by RT-PCR and/or antibody staining. Further 

isolation of mutants that affect CC fates in the M lineage or RNAi screens of a similar 

nature may help to identify other potential competence factors required for the CC 

fate.  
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Again, a common theme that has emerged from my work is that the 

specification of cell fates in the mesoderm is dependent on a number of inductive 

signaling events and combinatorial actions of transcription factors. With the exception 

of fozi-1, all of the genes I described in this section are conserved throughout 

metazoan development. In Chapter 1, I described a similar integration of signaling 

factors and mesoderm-intrinsic factors that pattern the Drosophila embryonic 

mesoderm to allow for the proper specification of its multiple cell types. My work 

suggests that many of these networks are at least partially conserved in all animal 

systems and the C. elegans M lineage will continue to serve as a useful model of 

mesodermal development. 

 

Global identification of M lineage-specific factors 

 In the previous two sections I have described the potential of additional factors 

that may be required to specify either the BWM or CC fates. Methods I have 

suggested or attempted to find such factors include additional mutagenesis screens or 

large scale RNAi screens. Although these screens have proven quite useful in the lab 

in identification of many M lineage specific factors, they do have their shortcomings. 

Mutagenesis screens are powerful, but performing the screens and mapping of the 

genes is quite time- and labor-intensive. RNAi is relatively quicker but can be 

inefficient and vary from gene to gene. In both cases, functional redundancy can be 

problematic. These drawbacks suggest the potential need for another method to find M 

lineage specific factors. One way is to isolate total RNA from cells of the M lineage in 

wild-type animals and compare the global gene expression profile to that of the entire 

worm to see which genes are enriched in the M lineage. I have failed in my attempt to 

dissociate larval cells and specifically sort for GFP-positive M lineage cells (Appendix 

2). Dissociation of larval cells for cell sorting has not been previously reported and is 
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technically very difficult due to the physical barrier provided by the thick larval 

cuticle.  

Another approach in which to isolate total mRNA from specific cell types uses 

a FLAG-tagged polyA-binding (PAB-1) protein driven by tissue-specific promoters 

(Roy et al., 2002; Von Stetina et al., 2007). In this approach, PAB-1 is crosslinked to 

mRNAs and purified using α-FLAG antibodies. The crosslinks can be reversed and 

the RNA can be purified away from PAB-1. In the M lineage, the hlh-8 promoter can 

be used to drive this FLAG-PAB-1 transgene throughout all the undifferentiated cells 

of the M lineage. The Liu lab has generated integrated lines that express this transgene 

in this manner and I have confirmed expression of the FLAG-tagged protein by 

Western blot analysis. Future work will involve fine tuning the FLAG 

immunoprecipitation protocol and confirming the presence of M lineage specific 

transcripts by RT-PCR. Once this is done, microarray analysis comparing M lineage 

specific RNA to total worm RNA will indicate which genes are specifically enriched 

within the M lineage. Once this technique is up and running, additional uses for it will 

be to identify downstream targets of genes that are known to function in the M 

lineage, such as the mesoderm intrinsic factors fozi-1, hlh-1 and mab-5. These types of 

experiments will help elucidate if these three genes in general share the same or 

different downstream targets in regulating BWM or CC fates. In the long run, 

identification of additional genes functioning in the M lineage will expedite our 

discovery and understanding of genes and gene networks that function in vertebrate 

mesoderm development. 

 

Identification of direct transcriptional regulators in the M lineage  

 In this dissertation, I have described experiments that focused mostly on 

identifying genetic networks involved in specification of CC and BWM fates. These 
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genetic studies have helped in the understanding of how genes like fozi-1, mab-5, hlh-

1, let-381, ceh-34 and eya-1 function relative to one another and which genes are 

required for the expression of each. In general, these studies fail to show direct 

transcriptional regulation of any of these genes or their targets. For example, in the 

model presented in Figure 3.12, is the expression of ceh-34 and eya-1 directly 

regulated by FOZI-1, HLH-1, MAB-5, Factor X and the repressor? Or are there other 

intermediate genes that function to mediate this regulation? I think that future work in 

dissecting these mechanisms will be important to fully understand how mesoderm 

development in C. elegans is regulated. In vitro gel-shift experiments and mutagenesis 

of predicted protein binding sites on transgenic reporters are often very useful in 

determining if transcriptional regulation is direct or not. Yeast one-hybrid assays are 

also commonly used to determine direct binding of a protein to a DNA element, but 

often lead to false positive results. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays are also 

often used to identify protein-DNA interactions in vivo, but use of these assays for M 

lineage specific factors is likely not feasible due to the low percentage of cells 

expressing the protein of interest. Therefore, I think that a combination of promoter 

bashing and mutational analysis of M lineage specific genes like ceh-34, eya-1 and let-

381 as well as comparative analysis of promoters from related genes in closely related 

C. elegans species will be required to narrow down potential transcription factor 

binding sites. This can be followed by a combination of yeast one-hybrid assays and 

gel-shift experiments to determine if particular proteins can indeed directly bind these 

elements in vitro.  

 In summary, I have identified a number of regulatory interactions of genes 

involved in mesoderm specification in C. elegans. Future studies in this project will be 

aimed at identifying additional genetic interactions and biochemical interactions of 
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transcription factors and their target binding sites and genes, providing ideas as to how 

these interactions may affect vertebrate development as well. 
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APPENDIX 14 

 

MAPPING TWO SUPPRESSORS OF sma-9(cc604): jj1 AND jj3 

 

 Schnurri (Shn) is a multiple zinc finger protein that in Drosophila has been 

shown to function downstream of the decapentaplegic (dpp) signal and its receptor in 

dpp signaling (Arora et al., 1995; Grieder et al., 1995; Dai et al., 2000; Marty et al., 

2000; Udagawa et al., 2000). Homologs of Schnurri have since been identified in 

Xenopus and mouse and appear to have a conserved role in mediating the TGFβ 

signaling pathway (Yao et al., 2006). Schnurri homologues in mammals appear to play 

a role in many cell types. For example, Schnurri-2 plays a role in adipogenesis, while 

Schnurri-3 regulates bone mass and osteoblast function (Jin et al., 2006; Jones et al., 

2006; Jones et al., 2007). Therefore, it is important to study the role of Schnurri 

proteins to further understand their various and distinct cell-type specific functions. 

 In C. elegans there is one Schnurri homolog, sma-9. Mutations in the sma-9 

locus result in a small body size, similar to that of mutants in the Sma/Mab TGFβ 

pathway (Liang et al., 2003). sma-9 also plays a role in the postembryonic mesoderm, 

the M lineage. Early during M lineage development, the dorsal M lineage gives rise to 

six bodywall muscles (BWMs) and two non-muscle coelomocytes (CCs). On the 

ventral side, there are eight BWMs and two sex myoblasts (SMs). sma-9 loss-of-

function results in a loss of the dorsal M lineage and a duplication of the ventral M 

lineage, in which there are no CCs, two SMs and 16 BWMs (Foehr et al., 2006). These 

phenotypes in C. elegans provide an avenue in which to study the function of the 

                                                
4 This work is summarized in the published work in Development (Foehr M.F., Lindy A.S., Fairbank 
R.C., Amin N.M., Xu M., Yanowitz J., Fire A.Z. and Liu J., 2006. Development 133: 2887-2896). 
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Schnurri homolog sma-9 and a model in which to identify other factors that may 

interact with Schnurri in different cell types.   

 To identify genes that interact with sma-9, a suppressor screen was carried out 

by Rachel Fairbank and Jun Liu in which seven potential suppressor alleles were 

isolated that suppressed the sma-9 mutant phenotype of missing CCs. This appendix 

describes my initial characterization of four of these suppressors. Two of these 

suppressors were single locus mutations that mapped to autosomal positions. To 

identify the genes affected by these two mutations, I performed snip-SNP mapping. 

Here I describe my efforts to narrow down the genetic positions of these two 

suppressors.  

 

Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

Strains were maintained and manipulated using standard conditions (Brenner, 

1974). All analyses were performed at 20˚C. A suppressor screen was carried out by 

Rachel Fairbank and Jun Liu in sma-9(cc604); cup-5(ar465); arIs39(secreted 

CC::gfp) X animals. Secreted CC::gfp is a coelomocyte marker using a myo-

3::secreted GFP construct (Harfe et al., 1998a). Seven independent suppressor 

mutations were isolated. 

LG X: sma-9(cc604) (Foehr et al., 2006) 

LG III: cup-5(ar465) (Fares and Greenwald, 2001) 

LG V: him-5(e1467) (Hodgkin et al., 1979) 

sma-9(cc604) was crossed into the CB4856 strain (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997) and 

out-crossed 9 times to generate an isogenic background of sma-9(cc604) that was used 

for snip-SNP mapping.  
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snip-SNP mapping 

 Mapping of jj1 was performed via snip-SNP mapping as previously described 

(Wicks et al., 2001). The following primers were used to PCR amplify fragments 

containing SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) that exist between the reference 

N2 strain and the CB4856 Hawaiian strain: 

NMA-41 5’-AAAATGCGCTTCTCACCAG-3’ 

NMA-42 3’-TAGCAAACTTCTGATCCAAGC-3’ 

JKL-491 5’-GTTGTCCCAATCCTCATCATTG-3’  

JKL-492 3’-TGAATTTCGAGAATGGAGTACG-3’ 

NMA-68 5’-TAGGAAAGTTGTGTCCACCTGG-3’ 

NMA-69 5’-TGATGACTCCTTCTTCAGCTGC-3’ 

JKL-503 5’-GGTTTTTGGGGTTACGGTAGTC-3’ 

JKL-504 3’-TCCCAGTTACTGTAGCTCCATG-3’  

NMA-41 and NMA-42 were used to amplify a fragment surrounding a SNP on 

chromosome II at position -14.1595 and digestion with HinfI results in an extra 

restriction fragment in CB4856 DNA. JKL-491 and JKL-492 were used to amplify a 

fragment surrounding a SNP on chromosome II at position +0.7867 and digestion with 

DraI results in an extra restriction fragment in CB4856 DNA. NMA-68 and NMA-69 

were used to amplify a fragment surrounding a SNP on chromosome II at position -

13.8247 and digestion with HinfI results in an extra restriction fragment in CB4856 

DNA. JKL-503 and JKL-504 were used to amplify a fragment surrounding a SNP on 

chromosome IV at position -0.91 and digestion with ApoI results in an extra 

restriction fragment in CB4856 DNA.  
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Results 

 

jji and jj3 suppressor mutations are not on X chromosome 

 sma-9 is located on the X chromosome and therefore potential suppressors that 

mapped to the X chromosome may affect the sma-9 locus to suppress its phenotype. 

To determine if the suppressor alleles of the sma-9(cc604) M lineage mutant 

phenotype mapped to the X chromosome I used the cross scheme shown in Figure 

A1.1. Briefly, I crossed him-5 males that were wild-type for sma-9 and the suppressor 

locus. I allowed the cross-progeny that were now heterozygous for sma-9 and its 

suppressor to self-fertilize and scored the following generation. If the suppressor was 

not linked to sma-9 and the X chromosome, there would be independent segregation 

of the suppressor mutation and the sma-9(cc604) allele. However, if they were linked 

these mutations would segregate together and most animals would appear wild-type (2 

M-derived CCs; Figure A1.1). Since these mutations do not suppress the sma-

9(cc604) at 100% penetrance, a small percentage of animals would display a missing 

CC phenotype. I performed this analysis with four of the seven suppressor alleles of 

sma-9, jj1, jj2, jj3 and jj5. Of the four alleles, jj1 and jj3 appeared to be single site 

mutations that mapped to an autosome. Meanwhile, the mapping data for jj2 and jj5 is 

more ambiguous and it seems these mutations may map to more than one locus. The 

data of this analysis are summarized in Table A1.1. 

 

jj3 maps to chromosome III 

 To further map jj1 and jj3 to their chromosomal locations, I used linkage 

mapping using the physical marker cup-5 as well as snip-SNP mapping (see next 

section). I took advantage of the cup-5 mutation, ar465, which is a recessive mutation 
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Figure A1.1. Mapping scheme to determine autosome- or X-linkage. sma-9(cc604) 

mutant animals with a suppressor mutation sup(jj1-7) were crossed to wild-type males. 

Heterozygous progeny were allowed to self-fertilize and scored for linkage of 

suppressor mutation to sma-9(cc604) and the X chromosome. Predicted M lineage 

phenotype frequencies are shown if suppressor is X-linked or if it assorts 

independently of sma-9(cc604). 
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Table A1.1. jj1 and jj3 map to autosomal positions. 

 

F2s observed 
F2s expected  

if on X 

F2s expected 

if not on X Suppressor Penetrance 

n 4 CC (%) 4 CC (%)* 4 CC (%)* 

jj1 85% 137 18.98 3.75 19.69 

jj2 95% 398 9.30 1.25 19.06 

jj3 91% 343 23.03 2.25 19.31 

jj5 82% 186 36.56 4.50 19.88 

* Expected frequencies account for penetrance of cc604 suppression 
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on chromosome III that allows for more of the myo3::secreted GFP to be absorbed by 

the CCs (Fares and Greenwald, 2001). In this cross scheme, I crossed the suppressor  

strains harboring jj1 or jj3 in the sma-9(cc604); cup-5(ar465) mutant background to 

males from the CBsma-9(cc604) strain that have a wild-type allele of cup-5 and the 

second-site suppressor. The resulting cross progeny were then allowed to self and the 

next generation was scored for animals homozygous for the suppressor mutation (2 M-

derived CCs). If the suppressor mutation was linked to cup-5(ar465), all animals 

would display bright CCs, while independent assortment of the two loci would result 

in which only one-quarter of the homozygotes for the suppressor mutation would also 

have bright CCs. This cross scheme is summarized in Figure A1.2.  

 I scored animals in the F2 generation of this cross for both jj1 and jj3. For jj1, 

26 of 34 animals that were homozygous for jj1 displayed faint CCs and were therefore 

considered not to be homozygous for cup-5. In the case of jj3, 34 of 34 animals 

homozygous for jj3 displayed bright CCs and were therefore homozygous for cup-5. 

Thus jj1 does not map to chromosome III while jj3 does map to III. 

 

jj3 does not appear to have an M lineage phenotype 

 To determine if jj3 itself had an M lineage phenotype, I attempted to outcross 

the jj3 mutation from the sma-9(cc604) mutant background. I used cup-5(ar465) to 

follow the jj3 mutation as I crossed sma-9(cc604); cup-5(ar465) jj3 to him-5 males 

that are homozygous for these three loci. I then allowed the heterozygous cross 

progeny to self-fertilize and I scored any animals with bright CC::GFP for an M 

lineage phenotype. I observed over 200 worms that were homozygous for cup-

5(ar465) and found no M lineage phenotype. Since these animals are very likely to be 

homozygous for jj3 and have a one-fourth chance to carry two mutant sma-9 alleles, it 

appears to be unlikely that jj3 has an M lineage phenotype on its own. Because sma- 
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Figure A1.2. Mapping scheme to determine chromosome location and position. 

sma-9(cc604); cup-5(ar465); sup(jj1-7) in an N2 Bristol background (blue bars) were 

crossed to sma-9(cc604) mutants in the CB4856 Hawaiian reference strain (orange 

bars). Linkage of suppression to the cup-5(ar465) mutation was scored using 

brightness of secreted CC::gfp as a marker for cup-5(ar465) and 2 M-derived CCs as 

a marker for the sup(jj1-7) phenotype. Further mapping of recombination was 

performed using SNP markers to distinguish between the N2 (blue) and CB4856 

(orange) chromosome. 
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9(cc604) results in a small body size, I attempted to isolate jj3 animals from these 

animals based on a wild-type body size. Interestingly, I was unable to detect any cup-

5(ar465) animals that had a wild-type body size, suggesting that jj3 may somehow 

play a role in body size as well as in suppressing the M lineage phenotype of sma-

9(cc604).  

 

jj1 maps to chromosome II 

 To map jj1 to a chromosome, I performed linkage analysis with the 

homozygous F2 jj1 progeny obtained in the cross scheme outlined in Figure A1.2. The 

suppressor mutation was isolated in the Bristol reference strain N2, while the CBsma-

9(cc604) males were in the Hawaiian background strain CB4856. To determine which 

chromosome of the N2 background jj1 was linked to, I used snip-SNP mapping to 

examine which SNP from the Hawaiian background were excluded in the majority of 

the jj1 progeny (Hodgkin and Doniach, 1997; Wicks et al., 2001). I tested the SNP 

marker at map position +0.78 on chromosome II and found that none of the 32 jj1 

homozygotes tested had an allele of the Hawaiian SNP at this position. Thus jj1 maps 

to chromosome II and is close to the center of the chromosome. This was further 

supported by testing SNP markers on the center of chromosome IV for exclusion of 

CB4856-specific SNPs. 25 of 32 jj1 homozygous animals tested positive for a 

CB4856-specific SNP at +3.6811 on IV. Additional SNP testing on the ends of 

chromosome II identified 7 animals of 32 jj1 homozygotes that had a CB4856-specific 

SNP at +13.82 and 4 of 32 that had a CB4856-specific SNP at -14.15 of chromosome 

II. These animals likely represent recombination between the N2 and CB4856 DNA 

away from the jj1 locus. Thus jj1 maps to chromosome II between map positions -

14.15 and +13.82.  
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Discussion 

 

jj1 and jj3 represent two single-locus sma-9 suppressors 

 sma-9 encodes a large multiple zinc finger protein that is homologous to the 

Schnurri family of proteins. Mutations in sma-9 result in a small body size and a loss 

of dorsal M-derived coelomocyte (CC) fates (Liang et al., 2003; Foehr et al., 2006). 

Schnurri plays a role downstream of the TGFβ ligand/receptor interaction pathway in 

Drosophila and vertebrate development (Arora et al., 1995; Grieder et al., 1995; Dai et 

al., 2000; Marty et al., 2000; Udagawa et al., 2000; Yao et al., 2006). In a screen to 

identify factors that genetically interact with sma-9, seven independent suppressors of 

the sma-9(cc604) M lineage mutant phenotype were isolated by Rachel Fairbank and 

Jun Liu (Foehr et al., 2006). I further characterized four of these suppressor mutations 

and found that two of them, jj1 and jj3, each mapped to a single autosomal locus. 

Additionally, jj3, when outcrossed from the sma-9(cc604) mutant background, does 

not appear to have an M lineage mutant phenotype on its own. Interestingly, jj3 

mutations may also result in a small body size. Because of the role of sma-9 and TGFβ 

signaling in body size regulation in C. elegans and Schnurri homologues in 

modulating TGFβ signaling, an intriguing set of candidates for jj1 and jj3 are core 

members of the Sma/Mab TGFβ signaling pathway in C. elegans. The two regulatory 

Smads, sma-2 and sma-3, along with the co-mediator Smad, sma-4, are members of 

this pathway and map to chromosome III. Meanwhile, the type II receptor for this 

pathway, sma-6, maps to chromosome II. This project was further pursued by Marisa 

Foehr and Amanda Lindy, who found that jj3 and jj1 are mutations in sma-3 and sma-

6, respectively (Foehr et al., 2006). Additional analysis determined that mutations in 

all members of the core Sma/Mab TGFβ pathway, including the ligand DBL-1, the 

receptors SMA-6 and DAF-4, the regulatory Smads SMA-2 and SMA-3 and the co-
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regulatory Smad SMAD-4 can suppress the sma-9(cc604) M lineage phenotype, while 

retaining a small body size (Foehr et al., 2006). This was an unexpected result, as 

mutations in each of these components in an otherwise wild-type background do not 

result in any M lineage phenotype (Foehr et al., 2006). These results suggest two 

modes of SMA-9/Schnurri function in C. elegans development. First, SMA-9 

functions together with the core Sma/Mab pathway in regulating body size and 

second, SMA-9 antagonizes the role of the same pathway in the M lineage. Clearly 

there are well-defined roles of SMA-9 depending on the cellular context. It will be 

interesting to see what defines these roles in the two developmental stages. One 

possible method in which sma-9 can modulate these two different roles is via 

alternative splicing to produce distinct isoforms of SMA-9/Schnurri that may function 

in either body size or M lineage development. Alternatively, other factors may exist 

that interact with SMA-9 to modify its function in either body size or the M lineage. 

Further characterization of the remaining sma-9(cc604) suppressors may help address 

these possibilities. 

 

jj2 and jj5 are not single locus suppressors of sma-9(cc604) 

 In addition to jj1 and jj3, jj2 and jj5 very efficiently suppress the sma-9 mutant 

phenotype (Table A1.1). However, based on the preliminary evidence provided in this 

appendix, mapping of jj2 and jj5 may prove to be difficult. It does not appear that 

either of these two suppressors map to a single locus nor is it clear whether they map 

to the X chromosome or to an autosome. Future work may involve attempting to 

identify the mutations associated with these two suppressors. With the successful 

recovery of informative suppressor mutations (jj1 and jj3), continued screening for 

factors interacting with sma-9 via suppressor studies may also prove to be useful in 

understanding the modulation of SMA-9 function.  
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APPENDIX 2 

 

ISOLATION OF THE M MESOBLAST USING FLUORESCENCE 

ACTIVATED CELL SORTING 

 

Introduction 

 

 The mesodermal germ layer gives rise to multiple cell types during metazoan 

development. It arises in the embryo as a multipotent pool of progenitors that in 

mammals can give rise to cells that comprise muscle, bone, blood and notochord, 

among other tissues. The diversification of this germ layer must therefore require a 

dynamic transcriptional profile to ensure the proper differentiation of these tissues. 

Over the years, work in model organisms such as C. elegans, Drosophila, Xenopus, 

zebrafish and mouse has resulted in a better understanding of important factors 

involved in mesodermal development. Factors such as the transcription factor Twist 

have been identified to play a role in establishment and maintenance of mesoderm in 

many model organisms, while more specialized factors collectively known as 

myogenic regulatory factors, the MyoD family, are required to specify muscle fates. 

Many of the studies that have identified these factors are the results of forward genetic 

screens to identify individual factors required for the specification of various cell 

types. With the recent advent of microarray technology to study global gene 

expression changes in mutants of cell-type specific factors, there is a potential to 

identify many more of the genes important in mesodermal development.  

Many transcription factors are expressed in multiple cell types and have cell-

type specific activities. For example, in C. elegans development, the zinc finger 

protein FOZI-1 is expressed in mesodermal and neuronal precursor cells and is 
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required for the specification of their derivatives (Johnston et al., 2006; Amin et al., 

2007). To perform its function in these cells, FOZI-1 likely regulates different 

downstream targets. Because very few cells in C. elegans express FOZI-1 (Amin et 

al., 2007), microarray analysis with mRNA isolated from whole animals that are either 

wild-type or mutant for fozi-1 would likely not reveal major differences in expression 

of FOZI-1 targets nor would it distinguish between its roles in different cell types. I 

am specifically interested in identification of targets of FOZI-1 and the MyoD 

homolog, HLH-1, in the postembryonic mesoderm, the M lineage, to specify striated 

body wall muscle (BWM) and non-muscle coelomocyte (CC) cell fates.  

One way to enrich for FOZI-1 expressing cells is to drive expression of fozi-1 

under the control of an inducible promoter such as the heat shock promoter. By 

inducing this promoter at higher temperatures, expression of fozi-1 can be forced 

throughout the animal and downstream targets would in time be activated in all larval 

cells. The major caveat to this approach is that FOZI-1 expression would be forced in 

cells that do not normally express it. If FOZI-1 is dependent on the cellular context for 

its function, gene expression profiling would not accurately depict the endogenous 

targets of FOZI-1 in specific cell types, but perhaps only general targets. To study the 

function of FOZI-1 in specific cell types like the mesoderm, it is therefore preferable 

to isolate mRNA only from these mesodermal cells that express FOZI-1.  

An alternative approach is to isolate mRNA specifically from the cells of 

interest. Recently in C. elegans, researchers have been able to dissociate embryonic 

cells and use fluroscence activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate cells expressing a 

cell-type specific GFP reporter (Christensen et al., 2002; Fox et al., 2005; Strange et 

al., 2007). In this appendix, I describe my attempts to isolate M lineage cells using 

FACS for further global gene expression analysis. 
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Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

 In this study, the strain PD4667 which has an integrated hlh-8::gfp (46T) 

transgene, was used for all the analyses described. Worms were cultured on 100 mm 

NGM plates seeded with NA22 Escherichia coli (Caenhorhabditis Genetics Center).  

 

Embryonic Dissociation 

 Dissociation of embryonic cells was mostly performed as previously described 

by Strange and colleagues (Strange et al., 2007). Briefly, gravid adults were harvested 

and treated with a 20% hypochlorite solution to release the embryos. Embryos were 

separated from dead adult carcasses using a 50% sucrose solution and washed with 

sterile water to remove the debris and sucrose. 500 µl of chitinase solution (using 

Chitinase C7809 – Sigma, diluted to 1U/ml in ice-cold egg buffer) was added to 

freshly isolated 100 µl embryo pellets and incubated at room temperature with gentle 

agitation for 20-80 min until >80% of the eggshells were digested (time varied from 

experiment to experiment). Eggs were centrifuged to pellet them, supernatant removed 

and replaced with 800 µl ice-cold L-15 media (Invitrogen) with 10% FBS 

supplemented with sucrose (0.165 g sucrose/20 ml media). Cells were gently 

dissociated by repeatedly pipetting up and down with a 100-1000 µl pipettor for 

approximately 2 minutes. Dissociation was monitored under the microscope by 

placing 10 µl droplets on a slide and stopped when at least 50-70% of the embryos 

were dissociated. Cells were passed through a cell strainer (40 mm filter, BD Falcon 

352340) placed in a 50 ml centrifuge tube and spun in a clinical centrifuge at the 

highest setting at 4 degrees Celsius. Suspensions were once again spun down and the 

supernatant was removed and replaced with fresh ice-cold egg buffer (118 mM NaCl, 
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48 mM KCl, 2 mM CaCl2, 2 mM MgCl2, 25 mM HEPES, pH 7.3) and collected in a 

1.7 ml microcentrifuge tube. Cell concentration was approximated using a 

hemacytometer kindly provided by the Huffaker lab.  

 

Fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) 

 Dissociated cells were sorted using a hi-speed FACSAria cell sorter via 

services of the Biomedical Science Flow Cytometry Core Laboratory at Cornell 

University with the help of James Lee Smith II. Prior to sorting, propidium iodide (PI) 

was added to the single cell suspension to a concentration of 5 µg/ml. Cells were 

sorted based on high intensity of GFP fluorescence and lack of PI fluorescence. Live 

cells (lack PI fluorescence) were harvested in two RNAse-free 1.7 microcentrifuge 

tubes (GFP positive and GFP negative) in 300 µl RNA Lysis Solution from PureLink 

Micro-to-Midi Total RNA Purification System (Invitrogen). Cells were vortexed every 

15 minutes during sorting to ensure all sorted cells were in lysis buffer. Some cells 

were sorted onto glass polyL-lysine coated microscope slides to analyze efficiency of 

sorting. 

 

RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 

 Once cells were sorted to GFP positive and negative populations into RNA 

lysis buffer, 3 µl of 2-mercaptoethanol was added to the 300 ml volume of RNA Lysis 

Solution. RNA isolation was performed per instructions of PureLink Micro-to-Midi 

Total RNA Purification System (Invitrogen) kit. RNA quality and quantity was 

analyzed using the Nanodrop device (ThermoScientific). cDNA synthesis was 

performed using the Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen).  
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Real-time PCR 

 cDNA generated from mRNA of sorted cell populations was used as template 

for real-time PCR with SYBRgreen mix (BioRad). PCR was monitored in a BioRad 

iCycler Thermal cycler using Bio-Rad iQ5 software for data analysis. Levels of hlh-8 

and mls-2 were quantified and normalized to act-1 mRNA levels. The following 

primers were used to amplify hlh-8, mls-2 and act-1: 

NMA-163: 5’-CCAGGAATTGCTGATCGTATGCAGAA-3’ 

NMA-164: 5’-TGGAGAGGGAAGCGAGGATAGA-3’ 

YJ-211: 5’-ACCAATTGCTGGACCTTCAC-3’ 

YJ-212: 5’-AGTGTGGAGGAATGCTGGAT-3’ 

YJ-213: 5’-CTTTGGACTTCCGACTGCTC-3’ 

YJ-214: 5’-TTTCATCCTTCTCTTCTCCATTG-3’ 

NMA-163 and NMA-164 were used to amplify act-1. YJ-211 and YJ-212 were used 

to amplify hlh-8. YJ-213 and YJ-214 were used to amplify mls-2. 

 

Microscopy 

Differential interference contrast and epifluorescence microscopy were 

performed using a Leica DMRA2 compound microscope. Images were captured with 

a Hamamatsu Orca-ER Camera using the Openlab software (Improvision). Subsequent 

image analysis was performed using Adobe Photoshop 7.0 and Adobe Illustrator CS3. 
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Results 

 

C. elegans larval cells can not be dissociated by collagenase treatment followed by 

mechanical agitation 

 Recent advances have been made in dissociating C. elegans embryonic cells in 

order to culture these cells for physiological studies or sort these cells based on cell-

type specific GFP reporters for gene expression studies (Christensen et al., 2002; Fox 

et al., 2005; Strange et al., 2007). However, studies of this nature have not been 

reported for dissociation of larval cells. One roadblock to these studies is the physical 

barrier provided by the complex cuticle of the various larval stages which is composed 

of many collagen proteins that are encoded by the C. elegans genome (Politz and 

Edgar, 1984; C. elegans Sequencing Consortium, 1998). I treated L1 larvae during the 

proliferation of the postembryonic mesoderm with various types and concentrations of 

collagenase to disrupt the cuticle enough to dissociate larval cells and use FACS to 

sort GFP expressing mesodermal cells. I treated worms with crude collagenase 

(Sigma, C9722 Type IA-S Collagenase) at concentrations of 100 mg/ml and 1 mg/ml 

in 25 µM CaCl2 and incubated at 37˚C with shaking. Samples were removed at 

various time points and mechanically agitated by vortexing and/or pipetting up and 

down repeatedly, after which they were scored under the microscope for dissociation 

of cuticles. Animals remained alive for over 24 hours in collagenase and no amount of 

mechanical agitation afterwards resulted in any obvious disruption of cuticle and 

dissociation of cells.  Thus this avenue of treatments does not appear to be useful to 

dissociate and isolate specific larval cells.  
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Isolation of the M mesoblast from dissociated embryonic cells 

 Although it would be most useful to isolate M lineage cells during larval 

growth when the postembryonic mesoderm is actively dividing, the M mesoblast is 

itself born during embryogenesis (Sulston et al., 1983). Isolation of this cell from the 

embryo could provide some insight into how the M mesoblast is specified and help 

identify additional genes that have enriched expression in the M mesoblast. I 

dissociated embryos as described in Materials and Methods and was able to visualize 

single GFP-positive cells among the dissociated cell population (Figure A2.1). The 

optimum amount of single GFP-positive cells were obtained by enriching for late 

stage embryos, likely due to the fact that the M mesoblast is born during late 

embryogenesis (Sulston et al., 1983). However, many of the embryos that were treated 

with chitinase to release the eggshell hatched into L1 larvae and were not disrupted. 

These larvae remained in the dissociated cell culture during FACS (Figure A2.2). 

 During FACS, single GFP-positive cells were separated from L1 larvae  

expressing GFP based on size differences (Figure A2.2). Additionally, cells that had 

taken up propidium iodode (PI) were identified based on fluorescence and not 

sorted.From the population of single cells that remained alive during sorting, a high 

proportion did not express hlh-8::gfp (Figure A2.2). Roughly 2000 GFP-positive cells 

were isolated in the time that 96,000 GFP-negative cells were collected. GFP-positive 

cells were collected on a microscope slide and were confirmed to be GFP-positive that 

were about the same size of the M mesoblast in a heterogeneous embryonic cell 

mixture (data not shown). Thus sorting of the M mesoblast using FACS and the hlh-

8::gfp reporter was successful.  
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Figure A2.1. Dissociation of embryos prior to FACS analysis. (A) Harvested 

embryos often express a single GFP expressing cell. Most embryos with hlh-8::gfp are 

at late embryogenesis stage. Disruption of eggshell with chitinase results in hatching 

of majority of these animals expressing hlh-8::gfp.  Arrows highlight M mesoblast in 

embryos that do hatch upon chitinase treatment. (B) Embryo suspension after chitinase 

treatment and mechanical disruption. Arrows highlight single cells that are GFP-

positive. 
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Sorted M cells have enriched expression of hlh-8, but not mls-2 

 To further determine the efficiency of sorting the M mesoblast, I used real-time 

PCR to examine the relative levels of hlh-8 and mls-2 gene expression in GFP-positive 

versus GFP-negative cells. Previous studies have shown that both of these genes are 

expressed in the M mesoblast during embryogenesis (Harfe et al., 1998b; Jiang et al., 

2005). I found that hlh-8, but not mls-2, is enriched the GFP-positive cell population at 

a five-fold increase compared to the levels in the GFP-negative population (Figure 

A2.3). mls-2 expression is detected in multiple cells in addition to M in the embryo 

(Jiang et al., 2005). Therefore it is likely that mls-2 expression is not enriched in the M  

mesoblast in relation to the rest of the embryonic cell population. Thus the GFP-

positive FACS sorted cells appear to be enriched for a pool of M mesoblast cells. 

 

Discussion 

 

Cell sorting provides useful but limited gene expression profiling tool 

 Global gene expression profiling would be beneficial in identification of cell 

type specific genes and the targets of genes known to function in specific cell types. In 

this appendix, I have described the isolation of the M mesoblast from dissociated 

embryonic cells to prepare for gene expression profiling. The sorting appears to be 

successful, as the cells isolated expressed the marker hlh-8::gfp and had an enrichment 

of hlh-8 mRNA levels. Though these studies suggest that isolation of mRNA from the 

M mesoblast for global gene expression analysis is possible, caveats to using this 

approach still remain. First, the M mesoblast is born during embryogenesis, but 

remains quiescent until hatching of the L1 larva (Sulston and Horvitz, 1977; Sulston et 

al., 1983). Thus the gene expression profile that exists early during the specification of 

the M mesoblast will likely be drastically different than the profile as M begins to 
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Figure A2.2. FACS (Fluorescence activated cell sorting) criteria to isolate the M 

mesoblast. (A) Overall summary and counts of events during cell sorting. (B) Plot of 

cell count vs. GFP intensity on X axis. (C) High GFP fluorescence events were further 

separated based on size. 88.5% of events had a high level of scatter, indicative of 

hatched L1s with hlh-8::gfp. 6.7% of all GFP events had similar scatter and assumed 

to be single cell population. (D) Plot of fluorescence of single cell population, with PI 

on Y axis and GFP on X axis. GFP positive and negative cells collected as indicated. 
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Figure A2.3 Relative levels of hlh-8 and mls-2 mRNA in GFP positive and GFP 

negative cell sorted populations. RT-PCR was performed on cDNA made from cell 

sorted population and mRNA levels were normalized to act-1. Levels are plotted on Y 

axis. hlh-8 mRNA levels are enriched in GFP positive cells while mls-2 mRNA levels 

are not. 
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divide, preventing discovery of new genes whose expression is activated as M lineage 

patterning occurs. Future studies using this sorted GFP population of M mesoblasts 

will be limited to the factors that are required to specify the M mesoblast during 

embryogenesis. The inability to dissociate larval cells described in this appendix 

prevents the use of FACS in a similar manner as shown here for the M mesoblast. 

 Another major caveat to using cell sorting of dissociated embryonic or larval 

cells to examine global gene expression would be the disruption of intercellular 

signaling networks. For example, the M lineage depends on a number of signaling 

pathways including components from the Sma/Mab TGFβ, LIN-12/Notch and the Wnt 

signaling pathways (Greenwald et al., 1983; Foehr et al., 2006; Foehr and Liu, 2008). 

Dissociation of cell-cell contacts would likely negatively impact the ability of these 

pathways to regulate proper patterning in the M lineage and thus lead to false positive 

or negative data in microarray analyses.  

 

Alternative methods to identify targets of mesoderm-specific gene function 

 I have used one method to attempt to identify mesodermal targets of genes that 

function in mesodermally and non-mesodermally derived cell types. One reason for 

enriching for mesodermal cells in this project was to ensure that the cells in which 

RNA was isolated had expressed high levels of the gene of interest. For example, 

FOZI-1 is expressed in a small number of cells during larval growth, including the M 

lineage (Amin et al., 2007). mRNA levels of fozi-1 targets in wild-type vs. fozi-1 

mutant animals would therefore not show appreciable differences if the entire animals 

are used for the mRNA preparation. By enriching for the cells that express FOZI-1 and 

thereby its target genes, I could enrich for differences in target gene expression in 

wild-type and fozi-1 mutant animals.  
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 Recently, an mRNA tagging has been developed in C. elegans in which an 

epitope-tagged poly-A binding protein (PAB-1) is driven in a tissue specific manner 

and used to immunoprecipitate polyA-containing mRNAs (Roy et al., 2002; Von 

Stetina et al., 2007). This will potentially be a useful tool to isolate mRNA from the M 

lineage and look at expression profiles in various mutants to identify downstream 

targets. One major advantage of this technique is that it does not rely on the disruption 

of cell-cell contacts thus preserving signaling pathways important for development. In 

addition, this approach has been used successfully in larvae, relieving a need to 

develop methods to dissociate larval cells for FACS (Von Stetina et al., 2007).  
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APPENDIX 3 

 

IDENTIFICATION OF CIS-REGULATORY ELEMENTS IN THE ceh-34 

PROMOTER  

 

Introduction 

 

The Six family of homeodomain proteins is important in regulating cell fates 

of multiple tissue types (Kawakami et al., 2000). The Drosophila sine oculis gene is 

the founding member of this Six family of genes (Cheyette et al., 1994; Serikaku and 

O'Tousa, 1994). The role of sine oculis(so) is best characterized in the Drosophila eye, 

where it functions downstream of the Pax6 gene eyeless (ey) and is required for proper 

eye development (Halder et al., 1998). The role of so is mediated by its cofactor eyes 

absent (eya) to which it binds and is further mediated downstream by the transcription 

factor dachshund (dac) to regulate eye specification genes (Chen et al., 1997; Pignoni 

et al., 1997; Shen and Mardon, 1997; Halder et al., 1998). Meanwhile, other Six 

family members play roles in specification of other cell types. D-six4 has been shown 

to be involved in patterning cells in the Drosophila mesoderm (Clark et al., 2006). In 

mammals, Six2 is required for proper kidney development and functions downstream 

of Hoxa2 in the formation of the second branchial arch (Self et al., 2006; Kutejova et 

al., 2008). Six1 and Six4 act upstream of the myogenic regulatory factor Myf5 during 

skeletal muscle formation in embryo limb buds (Giordani et al., 2007).  

In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, I described my characterization of the C. 

elegans Six2 homolog ceh-34. CEH-34 functions together with the eyes absent 

homolog EYA-1 to regulate specification of two non-muscle mesodermally-derived 
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cells, known as coelomocytes (CCs). ceh-34 and eya-1 both function downstream of a 

number of transcription factors required for both muscle and non-muscle cells derived 

from the postembryonic mesoderm, fozi-1, mab-5 and hlh-1. They are also 

asymmetrically expressed within the postembryonic mesoderm due to the effects of 

the TGFβ, Notch and Wnt signaling components (Chapter 3). Understanding the 

mechanisms by which these components converge on the expression of ceh-34 and 

eya-1 may help elucidate mechanisms by which Six family proteins are regulated 

during vertebrate development.  

In this appendix, I describe my attempts to identify cis-regulatory elements of 

the ceh-34 promoter. I have shown in Chapter 3 that the 3.9 kb sequence immediately 

upstream of the start codon of ceh-34 is required for ceh-34 expression within the CC 

precursor cells in the M lineage. In this chapter, I use promoter bashing in an attempt 

to identify sequences in the promoter that are necessary for proper expression of ceh-

34 in the M lineage. 

 

Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

Strains were maintained and manipulated using standard conditions at 20˚C 

(Brenner, 1974). The strain LW1066 (jjIs1066; hlh-8::rfp) was used to generate 

transgenic lines and examine M lineage expression of translational gfp::ceh-34 

fusions. 

  

Plasmid constructs and transgenic lines 

The plasmid pNMA94 (Chapter 3) containing 3.9 kb of the ceh-34 promoter 

upstream of gfp::ceh-34 ORF::ceh-34 3’ UTR was used as a template to generate the 
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following plasmids with respective promoter sequence relative to first coding ATG of 

ceh-34 (also depicted in Figure A3.1): 

pNMA101 -3890 to -1698, -600 to -1 

pNMA102 -1640 to -1 

pNMA103 -2685 to -1698, -559 to -1 

pNMA104 -3890 to -2685, -1914 to -1698, -559 to -1 

pNMA105 -3890 to -2685, -2262 to -1698, -559 to -1 

All constructs were confirmed by sequencing. Transgenic lines were generated using 

the plasmid pRF4 (rol-6d) or pJKL815 (myo-2::rfp; Chapter 3) as a marker using 

standard injection techniques (Mello et al., 1991).  

 

Immunostaining 

 Immunostaining was performed as described by Hurd and Kemphues (Hurd 

and Kemphues, 2003). Affinity-purified anti-FOZI-1 antibodies (Amin et al., 2007) 

were used at 1:200 dilution, while anti-GFP antibodies (Rockland Immunochemicals) 

were used at 1:5000. Secondary antibodies were from Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Laboratories and used in a dilution of 1:50 to 1:200. Differential interference contrast 

and epifluorescence microscopy were performed using a Leica DMRA2 compound 

microscope.  

 

Results 

 

Distinct promoter elements are required for ceh-34 expression 

 To determine the cis-regulatory regions in the ceh-34 promoter, I generated 

deletions in the functional translational gfp::ceh-34 reporter (see Materials and 

Methods) driven by a 3.9 kb region upstream of the ATG start codon and tested for the 
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ability of these modified reporters to direct gfp::ceh-34 expression in the M lineage. 

As shown in Figure A3.1, deletion of the region -3900 to -1300 base pairs relative to 

the ceh-34 translational start site lead to the loss of M lineage expression. Further 

deletions in this region identified a 348 base pair sequence (-2262 to -1914) that is 

required for M lineage expression of ceh-34. 

 In addition to its role in the M lineage, ceh-34 is required for larval viability 

and anterior morphogenesis (Chapter 3). The functional gfp::ceh-34 fusion is also 

expressed in the head of developing larvae and adults in a number of cells (Chapter 3). 

I examined the expression of the various promoter bashing constructs (Figure A3.1). 

Two regions (-2262 to -1914 and -1698 to -559) are required for gfp::ceh-34 

expression in the head. Removal of either region alone resulted in an overall decrease 

in gfp detectable in the head, while removal of both led to a complete loss of 

detectable gfp in live animals. Thus there may be multiple cis-elements in the ceh-34 

promoter normally required for its anterior expression in the various cells of the head. 

  

A conserved forkhead binding site exists in required promoter sequence  

 To search for potential binding sites in the required 348 base pairs of the ceh-

34 promoter, I used a comparative genomics approach. I retrieved promoter sequences 

for the ceh-34 homologues from the closely related Caenorhabditis briggsae, 

Caenorhabditis brenneri and Caenorhabditis remanei species. I used the DIALIGN 

software (Morgenstern, 2004) to perform an alignment of the promoters from these 

three species with the C. elegans ceh-34 promoter. The required 348 base pairs of the 

ceh-34 promoter required for M lineage expression in C. elegans contains blocks of 

conserved sequences with the other closely related species (Figure A3.2). I used the 

TESS (Transcription Element Search System) to screen for potential trans-acting 

factors that could bind to the ceh-34 promoter in these conserved blocks to activate its  
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Figure A3.1. ceh-34 expression constructs and patterns. pNMA94 is capable of 

rescuing M lineage phenotypes associated with ceh-34(n4796). Promoter bashing 

constructs are indicated with relative position to translational start site of gfp::ceh-34 

(0). “+++” indicates wild-type expression pattern of GFP in indicated cell type. “+” 

describes expression in fewer cells, while “-” describes no detectable expression. 

Expression in the head was determined at a qualitative level only and was not 

quantified. 
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Figure A3.2. Alignment of non-overlapping regions of deletions contained in 

pNMA104 and pNMA105. ceh-34 promoter shown are from top to bottom, C. 

elegans, C. briggsae, C. remanei and C. brenneri and aligned using DIALIGN 

software. Blocks and degree of conservation among the species are denoted below the 

sequence with asterisks (*). Putative binding sites identified by the Transcription 

Element Search Software are indicated above the corresponding sequences. 
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Figure A3.2 (continued)
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expression. Homologs of known M lineage factors and their putative binding sites 

identified from this analysis are summarized in Figure A3.2. These include binding 

sites for MyoD, Pbx-1a, Meis, AbdB transcription factors of which the homologs 

function upstream of ceh-34 in the M lineage are hlh-1, ceh-20, unc-62 and mab-5, 

respectively (Harfe et al., 1998a; Liu and Fire, 2000). Interestingly, there was also a 

conserved forkhead binding domain in a conserved region of this promoter element 

(Figure A3.2). As described in Chapter 4 of this work, I have identified a forkhead 

transcription factor, let-381, which is required for dorsal fates and its expression 

precedes ceh-34 expression.  

 

Discussion 

 

ceh-34 promoter bashing identifies potential cis-regulatory elements 

 In this appendix, I have described my preliminary analyses in an effort to 

identify the cis-regulatory elements in the ceh-34 promoter. As shown in Figure A3.2, 

deletion of an approximately 800 base pair region (-2685 to -1914) upstream of the 

ceh-34 coding region abolishes expression of a reporter driven by the rest of the ceh-

34 promoter. Deletion of only half of this region (-2685 to -2262), however, does not 

affect ceh-34 expression in the M lineage. These data suggest that the remaining ~400 

base pairs not deleted in this latter reporter (-2262 to -1914) are required for ceh-34 

expression in the M lineage. Further analysis is required to determine whether this 

region has any M lineage specific cis-regulatory elements. First, the requirement of  

this 400 base pair region must be tested by specifically deleting this element alone in  

the ceh-34 promoter. Second, if this element is required, it can be further narrowed 

down by deletion analysis and then placed upstream of a basal promoter driving a 

reporter to determine if this element is sufficient for M lineage expression.  
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Putative trans-acting factors in ceh-34 regulation 

 In Chapter 3, I identified a number of factors that act upstream of the ceh-34 

and eya-1 genes in specifying muscle vs. non-muscle fates. It remains unclear if these 

factors are acting directly on the ceh-34 promoter to regulate its transcription or if 

potential direct ceh-34 regulators are not yet identified. In addition to the promoter 

bashing results outline above to identify cis-regulatory elements, I used a comparative 

and informatics approach to search for potential transcriptional regulators of the ceh-

34 promoter. I compared sequences upstream of the coding region of ceh-34 from four 

closely related nematode species and identified blocks of conservation. In the future, 

these sites should provide insight into the regulation of ceh-34, and should be the first 

to be considered when searching for transcription factor binding sites. Using the TESS 

program to identify putative binding sites in 400 base pair region of the ceh-34 

promoter, I have found a number of potential binding sites for transcription factors 

that function upstream of ceh-34 in the M lineage. If this 400 base pair region is found 

to be sufficient to drive a gfp reporter in the M lineage, mutations should target these 

individual binding sites to determine which are required for the proper M lineage 

expression of ceh-34. Because ceh-34 is required for the specification of a non-muscle 

cell versus a muscle cell, it will be interesting to see if these various M lineage 

components act in combination to activate ceh-34 expression, or if some factors 

activate global expression of ceh-34 in the M lineage while others repress it in muscle 

cells. 
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APPENDIX 4 

 

ANALYSIS OF FOZI-1 GENE FUNCTION IN C. ELEGANS DEVELOPMENT 

BY TRANSGENIC RESCUE ASSAYS 

 

Introduction 

 

 fozi-1 encodes a putative transcription factor that is required for proper cell fate 

specification in at least two cell types during C. elegans development. First, fozi-1 

plays a role in the asymmetric fate decision between two distinct neuronal cells, ASEL 

and ASER (Johnston et al., 2006). fozi-1 is also required within the postembryonic 

mesoderm, the M lineage, to properly specify non-muscle cells known as 

coelomocytes, CCs, and striated body wall muscles, BWMs (Amin et al., 2007). 

FOZI-1 is expressed within the precursors of these cells and functions cell 

autonomously to specify each of these cells (Johnston et al., 2006; Amin et al., 2007). 

Though FOZI-1 is expressed in ASER and within the CC and BWM precursors, there 

are likely distinct regulators of its expression based on the cellular context. 

Identification of regulators of FOZI-1 expression can lead to a better understanding of 

how this unique transcription factor functions.  

 The cis-regulatory element(s) required for fozi-1 expression in the ASER 

neuron are 1 kb within the fozi-1 promoter (Johnston et al., 2006). In this appendix, I 

describe my attempts to identify the minimal promoter sequence that is required for 

fozi-1 expression in the M lineage. Unlike what was observed in the ASEL and ASER 

neuron pair, I was unable to identify such a sequence for the M lineage expression 

within the fozi-1 promoter.  
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Materials and Methods 

 

C. elegans strains 

Strains were maintained and manipulated using standard conditions at 20˚C 

(Brenner, 1974). The Bristol reference strain N2 was used to generate transgenic lines 

and examine the expression pattern of fozi-1 transcriptional reporters. 

  

Plasmid constructs and transgenic lines 

Two fragments of the fozi-1 locus were amplified from the cosmid K01B6 

using the following primers: 

NMA-79: 5’-CACATCAAACTGAAGCAGCCGCGGTTCACACTGTAAGT 

ATATGG-3’ 

NMA-80: 5’-GATGATGCAAGCATCATGGCCCCGGGTCTGGAAATATA 

TTTTTAC-3’ 

NMA-81: 5’-GAAAAATGTGATTGAAAAATGGCGCGCCTGAGACATCC 

AGGGATCATCC-3’ 

NMA-82: GAACGGTGGCTGCTTCAGTTGGATCCGTTTGTTGCAATGG 

AAAAGG-3’ 

NMA-79 and NMA-80 were used to amplify the first intron of fozi-1, while 

NMA-81 and NMA-82 were used to amplify approximately 5 kb of the promoter of 

fozi-1. The first intron and promoter are depicted in Figure A4.1. These fragments 

were cloned into the vector pPD117.01 (kind gift of Andrew Fire) to generate the 

following plasmids: 

pNMA10: 5013 bp fozi-1p::gfp::let-858 3’UTR 

pNMA11: 7115 bp fozi-1 intron one::gfp::let-858 3’UTR
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All constructs were confirmed by sequencing. Transgenic lines were generated using 

the rol-6 as a marker using standard injection techniques (Mello et al., 1991). 

Differential interference contrast and epifluorescence microscopy were performed 

using a Leica DMRA2 compound microscope.  

 

Results 

 

fozi-1 M lineage expression requires additional cis-regulatory elements compared 

to its neuronal expression 

 FOZI-1 is expressed in the descendents of the M mesoblast starting from the 

first division of M and continues in the precursors of the CCs and BWMs (Amin et al., 

2007). In addition to its M lineage expression, FOZI-1 is also localized to the nuclei of 

a subset of neuronal cells (Johnston et al., 2006; Amin et al., 2007). fozi-1 contains a 

large 7kb first intron upstream of the translational start site. I tested whether this intron 

or the 5 kb promoter sequence upstream of the first exon were sufficient to drive the 

expression of a gfp reporter in a similar pattern to the endogenous FOZI-1 pattern 

previously observed. As previously reported, gfp driven by the first intron alone was 

expressed in neuronal cells in the head and along the ventral nerve cord (Johnston et 

al., 2006). However, no M lineage expression was detected. Transgenic animals that 

were co-injected with the 5 kb fozi-1 promoter::gfp and 7 kb fozi-1 intron one::gfp 

reporters also failed to produce M lineage expression of GFP (Figure A4.1). Thus the 

M lineage-specific cis-elements for fozi-1 expression are lacking from these two 

regions of the fozi-1 locus.
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Figure A4.1. Promoter dissection of the fozi-1 promoter. fozi-1 exon/intron 

boundaries are depicted. Neuronal expression is defined by expression in the ventral 

nerve cord and in anterior neurons. “+++” indicates expression was detected in a 

similar pattern as seen with aFOZI-1 immunostaining. “-” indicates no expression and 

“n.d.” indicates not determined. 
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Discussion 

 

fozi-1 transcription in the M lineage may be regulated by long range cis-acting 

elements 

 FOZI-1 plays a crucial role in at least two cell lineages in C. elegans, including 

the specification of non-muscle and muscle fates in the postembryonic mesoderm 

(Johnston et al., 2006; Amin et al., 2007). The regulation of fozi-1 expression in these 

two lineages appears to be dependent on two different cis-regulatory elements. In this 

appendix, I show that an element within the large first intron of fozi-1 is able to drive 

expression of a gfp reporter in the head neurons and the ventral nerve cord, but not in 

the M lineage. A gfp reporter driven by 5 kb of sequence upstream of the first exon of 

fozi-1 also does not result in M lineage expression. These results suggest that the M 

lineage specific cis-regulatory element of fozi-1 may by much further from the 

transcriptional start site than the neuronal enhancer. This conclusion is supported by 

the fact that rescue of fozi-1 mutant M lineage phenotypes was only achieved by two 

overlapping genomic fragments that span the entire intergenic region of fozi-1 and 

M01A8.2, a region that spans over 15 kb (data not shown). The inability to identify 

cis-regulatory element of fozi-1 prohibits additional testing to identify transcription 

factors that may regulate fozi-1 expression. Therefore, other methods must be used to 

identify mechanisms of how this unique zinc-finger, FH2 formin homology domain 

containing protein is regulated in order to properly specify muscle and non-muscle 

fates in the C. elegans postembryonic mesoderm. 
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